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ABSTRACT 

Lowland deltas are home to over 0.5 billion people and some of the most biodiverse 

ecosystems on Earth. Deltas are highly dynamic landscapes, and at the largest scale grow through 

repeated construction of depositional lobes punctuated by river avulsions – abrupt shifts in river 

course to the shoreline. River avulsions have been responsible for dangerous floods and civil unrest 

over human history, but also counter land loss due to sea-level rise and coastal subsidence by 

nourishing wetlands with sediment. Despite the central role avulsions play on lowland deltas, the 

processes controlling their location and frequency remain poorly understood compared to steeper 

environments such as alluvial fans. This thesis is focused on the mechanics of river avulsions on 

lowland deltas, and the factors controlling their location and frequency. Chapter 1 addresses the 

origin of a preferential avulsion site on river deltas, using a novel modeling framework that unites 

previous work to incorporate backwater hydrodynamics, river-mouth progradation, relative sea-level 

rise, variable flood regimes, and cycles of lobe construction, abandonment, and reoccupation. 

Chapter 2 focuses on changes to avulsion frequency caused by relative sea-level rise, incorporating 

a combination of theory, field data, and numerical modeling. Chapter 3 explores general model 

predictions for avulsion location and timing during climate change, including rising and falling sea 

level, imbalances in upstream water and sediment supply, and the magnitude and frequency of storm 

events. Finally, Chapter 4 presents a scaled laboratory experiment where models and theory for 

lowland delta avulsion mechanics were put to the test. The work presented in this thesis offers new 

tools to predict river avulsions on densely populated lowland deltas, and allows for comparison with 

existing models of coastal restoration that fail to account for river avulsion mechanics and the 

hydrodynamics of lowland rivers.  
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Lowland deltas are highly dynamic, often fan-shaped depositional systems that form when a 

low-gradient river enters an ocean or lake. While comprising only ~1% of the land surface, lowland 

deltas are home to over 0.5 billion of the population and some of the most biodiverse ecosystems on 

Earth (Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2011; Gleick, 2003; Olson & Dinerstein, 1998; Vörösmarty et al., 

2009). Due to their low surface gradients, lowland deltas are susceptible to drowning due to sea-

level rise and coastal subsidence associated with fluid extraction (Syvitski et al., 2009). At the same 

time, deltas are sensitive to upstream changes in water and sediment supplied to coastal rivers. Just 

over the past century, for example, shifting atmospheric circulation over the continental U.S. 

increased the magnitude of 20-year floods on the Mississippi River by 50% (Knox, 1993), and 

widespread dam construction has trapped nearly 80% of continental sediment yield upstream of 

deltas (Meade et al., 1990; Syvitski & Saito, 2007). Understanding how deltas function and respond 

to change is crucial for predicting future flooding hazards and sustaining coastal cities and 

ecosystems in the future, when anthropogenic greenhouse effects will induce unprecedented climate 

change (Pachauri et al., 2014). Furthermore, a better grasp of delta mechanics will also aid the 

stratigraphic interpretation of deltaic deposits, which are common on Earth and Mars and can record 

signatures of ancient sea levels and climates (DiBiase et al., 2013; Irwin et al., 2005; MacNaughton 

et al., 1997; McLennan et al., 2019; Pufahl et al., 2013).  

At the largest scale, deltas grow through repeated construction of depositional lobes 

punctuated by river avulsions — abrupt shifts in river course to the shoreline (Fig. 0.1) (Jerolmack, 

2009; Slingerland & Smith, 2004). Avulsions often occur around a persistent spatial node, giving 

deltas their characteristic planform-triangular shape and size. Lobe sizes can range from decimeters 

at a laboratory scale (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016) to hundreds of 

kilometers at the scale of the Mississippi Delta (Fisk, 1944). Furthermore, avulsions tend to occur at 

a regular interval for a given delta, which can be as fast as once-per-decade on the Yellow River, 

China (Chunting Xue, 1993) or as slow as once-per-millenium on the Mississippi River, U.S.A (Fisk, 

1944). River avulsions are natural hazards and have been associated with the deadliest floods in 

human history, amounting to millions of lives lost on the Yellow River alone (Kidder & Liu, 2017; 

Soong & Zhao, 1994). At the same time, avulsions counteract land lost due to relative sea-level rise 
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by nourishing wetlands with sediment (Edmonds et al., 2009; Richards et al., 2002). Engineered 

avulsions are now parts of billion-dollar coastal restoration plans worldwide, including on the 

Mississippi delta, to restore natural function to sinking land while mitigating flood hazards (Coastal 

Protection and Restoration Authority of Louisiana, 2007). Restoration efforts are hampered, 

however, because we lack a mechanistic understanding of what sets river avulsion location and 

frequency, and how their location and frequency will change in the next century with anticipated 

increased relative sea-level rise and human interference (Jerolmack, 2009; Kim et al., 2009; Paola et 

al., 2011; Syvitski & Saito, 2007).  

 
 
 

Fig. 0.1: Mapped delta lobes of the Mississippi River (top; after Coleman et al., 1998) and Yellow River 
(bottom; after Xue, 1993 and van Gelder et al., 1994) overlain on Google Earth imagery showing the 
characteristic lobe length, LA, and avulsion timescale, TA.  
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Previous research has tackled problems related to river avulsion location and frequency, but 

has focused on mechanics more applicable to steeper environments such as fan-deltas and alluvial 

fans. Alluvial fans and fan deltas are similar in shape to lowland deltas, but in their cases the fan 

apex is typically determined by a change in confinement, such as a canyon-fan transition, or a change 

in valley slope that can be tectonically controlled (Blair & McPherson, 1994; Ganti et al., 2014; 

Hartley et al., 2017). Topographic changes force sediment deposition at the fan apex, resulting in 

channel filling and repeated avulsion about that location (Reitz & Jerolmack, 2012; Reitz et al., 

2010).  

In contrast to steeper environments, lowland deltas are part of very low-relief landscapes, 

and avulsion nodes persist on unconfined plains. Recent work focused on lowland settings has 

identified sediment deposition and avulsion are linked to backwater hydrodynamics, the spatial 

acceleration of flow due to lateral spreading at the river mouth, which can extend for hundreds of 

kilometers upstream (Fig. 0.2) (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, 

Fuller, et al., 2016; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, & Lamb, 2016; Ganti et al., 2019; 

Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007; Paola & Mohrig, 1996; Trower et al., 2018). However, backwater 

hydrodynamics are not accounted for in the vast majority of models and laboratory experiments, and 

the effects of backwater on sediment transport and river avulsion remain critically unexplored. 

Furthermore, the few studies accounting for backwater effects have yielded conflicting results, 

leaving a number of outstanding questions (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Lane et al., 2017; Moran et 

al., 2017; Ratliff et al., 2018). For example, it remains unclear if and how sea-level rise causes more 

frequent avulsions, less frequent avulsions, or no change in avulsion timing (Lane et al., 2017; Moran 

et al., 2017; Ratliff et al., 2018; Törnqvist, 1994). In addition, recent models disagree as to whether 

a persistent avulsion location originates from discharge variability or from geometric constraints 

associated with delta progradation (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-

Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016; Hartley et al., 2017; Moran et al., 2017; Ratliff et al., 2018)   
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 Fig. 0.2: Backwater hydrodynamics. Cartoon of the quasi-2D modeling framework of the backwater 

zone showing lateral spreading of the river plume at the shoreline in plan view that leads to adverse 
bedslopes (A) and non-uniform flows in cross section (B).  Non-uniform flows drive a change from 
deposition during small floods to erosion during large floods that results in an upward convexity of the 
river profile. These patterns can be imprinted on trends of net aggradation from backfilling due to 
progradation or relative sea level rise, for example. After Lamb et al. (2012).  

 

The goal of this thesis is to explore this gap in existing knowledge and tackle outstanding 

questions through detailed study of the mechanics of river avulsions on lowland river deltas. I begin 

with the development of a new modeling framework specifically geared towards lowland settings 

with backwater hydrodynamics, which I use to answer outstanding questions in the literature. I then 

broaden the scope, subjecting the model to a wide range of climate-change scenarios to predict 

changes in avulsion location and frequency. Finally, I test model predictions against an experimental 

backwater-scaled delta I grew in the laboratory, and explore the ramifications for land-loss patterns 

and delta stratigraphy.  

Chapter 1 focuses on the origin of avulsion nodes on lowland river deltas, for which there 

exists a number of competing theories (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Hartley et al., 2017; Ratliff et al., 
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2018). Previous numerical models differ on the origin of backwater-scaled avulsion nodes, and their 

consistency with experimental data (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016). To 

unify previous work, I developed a numerical model of lowland delta growth that includes backwater 

hydrodynamics, river-mouth progradation, relative sea-level rise, variable flow regimes, and cycles 

of lobe construction, abandonment, and reoccupation. For parameter space applicable to lowland 

deltas, I found that flow variability is the primary mechanism that causes persistent avulsion nodes 

by focusing sedimentation within the backwater zone.  

 Chapter 2 combines the numerical model, field observations, and analytical theory to 

address projected changes to avulsion frequency due to relative sea-level rise. The model provides a 

general solution that reconciles conflicting predictions between the two models commonly used 

among the scientific community and by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to predict 

coastal inundation (Giosan, 2014; Jerolmack, 2009; Pachauri et al., 2014; Paola et al., 2011; Reitz et 

al., 2010). I found most densely populated deltas have sufficiently low land-building rates such that 

modern sea-level rise will drive more frequent avulsions and flood hazards. Furthermore, with 

further increases in rise rates and reductions in sediment supply anticipated in the next century, I 

predict that shorelines and avulsion sites will shift inland, introducing major new hazards to upstream 

communities. Thus, there is a threshold condition beyond which coastal land will be lost and avulsion 

mitigation engineering needs to shift upstream.  

While Chapters 1 and 2 target specific outstanding questions in the literature, in Chapter 3 I 

broaden the scope and explore generic model predictions across range of climatic forcings, including 

sea-level rise, imbalances in upstream water and sediment supply, and the magnitude and frequency 

of storm events. Results indicate that avulsion location is sensitive to upstream changes, with 

avulsions occurring farther upstream under stormier climates or higher sediment loads. Avulsion 

frequency, in contrast, is most affected by sea-level change. Minor changes in climate forcing are 

indistinguishable from inherent variability in the model arising from storms, avulsions between 

lateral lobes, and downstream shifts in the avulsion node in tandem with shoreline progradation. In 

contrast, extreme climate change can shift the delta to a transient state where avulsions become 

denodalized until the delta adjusts to new conditions.   
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Finally, Chapter 4 represents a controlled experiment wherein I grew the first ever 

experimental lowland delta scaled to incorporate backwater hydrodynamics and systematic changes 

in sea level. Consistent with modeling predictions from Chapters 1-3, river avulsions were more 

frequent under increasing rates of sea-level rise and occurred at a persistent spatial node that migrated 

downstream and upstream in tandem with delta progradation and retreat. Furthermore, I document 

results for land loss and deltaic stratigraphy from these experiments that challenge existing models 

that do not incorporate avulsion mechanics. 

The work presented in this thesis offers new tools to predict river avulsion location and 

frequency on densely populated lowland deltas, and allows for comparison with existing models of 

delta restoration that fail to account for river avulsion mechanics and backwater hydrodynamics. For 

example, most coastal restoration models are based on radially-averaged response across the entire 

delta (Jerolmack, 2009; Kim et al., 2009; Paola et al., 2011; Swenson et al., 2000). However, 

deposition and land loss can vary spatially on a delta because channel avulsions periodically and 

abruptly shift the river course, changing the distribution of sediment. The model presented here is 

capable of resolving spatial patterns in deposition and land loss, unlike previous radially averaged 

models. This step forward will be critical for restoration efforts on deltas like the Mississippi, where 

the vast majority of land loss over the past century has been focused on abandoned delta lobes that 

are starved of sediment between avulsions (Coleman & Gagliano, 1964; Gagliano et al., 1981; Paola 

et al., 2011). 

The progress made in this thesis highlights many opportunities for future research. The 

models and experiment presented here focus exclusively on the effect of river flow, sediment supply, 

and sea-level on river avulsion mechanics. For simplicity we neglected a number of other processes 

that can affect natural deltas, including: waves, tides, oceanic storms, water density gradients, 

strongly cohesive sediment, vegetation, and differential subsidence (Caldwell & Edmonds, 2014; 

Hoyal & Sheets, 2009; Jerolmack, 2009; Nienhuis et al., 2015; Reitz et al., 2015). Furthermore, the 

modeling framework is designed for deltas where one delta lobe is active at a given time. While this 

is the case for many large lowland deltas, other deltas grow through the proliferation of a widespread 

channel network, allowing for water and sediment exchange between lobes (Passalacqua, 2017; 
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Sendrowski & Passalacqua, 2017). Detailed theory on river avulsion occurrence that accounts for 

these factors does not yet exist, leaving important questions for future work.    
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1.0. ABSTRACT 

River deltas are built by cycles of lobe growth and abrupt channel shifts, or avulsions, that 

occur within the backwater zone of coastal rivers. Previous numerical models differ on the origin of 

backwater-scaled avulsion nodes, and their consistency with experimental data. To unify previous 

work, we developed a numerical model of delta growth that includes backwater hydrodynamics, 

river-mouth progradation, relative sea-level rise, variable flow regimes, and cycles of lobe growth, 

abandonment, and reoccupation. For parameter space applicable to lowland deltas, we found that 

flow variability is the primary mechanism to cause persistent avulsion nodes by focusing aggradation 

within the backwater zone. Backwater-scaled avulsion nodes also occur under less likely scenarios 

of initially uniform bed slopes, or during rapid relative sea-level rise and marine transgression. Our 

findings suggest that flow variability is a fundamental control on long-term delta morphodynamics. 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Many deltas are built through the deposition of discrete lobes punctuated by river avulsions, 

or channel-switching events (Slingerland & Smith, 2004; Jerolmack, 2009). River avulsions pose a 

hazard to human life and property (Soong & Zhao, 1994; Kidder & Liu, 2017) and are fundamental 

for building new land and nourishing wetland ecosystems (Richards et al., 2002; Edmonds et al., 

2009). We need to understand where avulsions occur on lowland deltas to improve predictions of 

flooding hazards and sustainability.  

Deltaic avulsions tend to occur repeatedly at a similar location, termed the avulsion node, 

which sets the delta-apex location and determines delta size (Jerolmack, 2009; Ganti et al., 2016a). 

The avulsion node on some landforms, typically steeper fan-deltas and alluvial fans, is controlled by 

valley width and slope variations (Blair & McPherson, 1994; Ganti et al., 2014; Hartley et al., 2017), 

but on lowland deltas avulsion nodes persist on unconfined alluvial plains. The distance from the 

shoreline to the avulsion node, termed the avulsion length (𝐿"), typically scales with the backwater 

length-scale of the river (𝐿#), that is, the ratio of channel depth (𝐻%) to bed-slope (𝑆) (i.e., 𝐿"~𝐿# =
)*
+

) (Figure 1.1a) (Paola & Mohrig, 1996; Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007; Chatanantavet et al., 2012). 
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The backwater length approximates the distance that sea level influences river flow upstream and 

can extend for hundreds of kilometers for low-sloping rivers (Lamb et al., 2012).  

 
 Figure 1.1: a) Correlation between avulsion length (L.) and backwater length (L0) from lowland river 

deltas and backwater-influenced experiments b) Planview schematic. Black solid lines are active 
channel of width B within a floodplain/lobe of width B2 (lobe 3). Broken lines are abandoned channels. 
After an avulsion, abandoned lobe 4 is reoccupied and its profile is joined with trunk channel at 
avulsion node (yellow star). c) Cross-section schematic, showing channel aggradation and floodplain 
superelevation of the active lobe (lobe 3) relative to the lowest abandoned lobe (lobe 4). 

 

The Huanghe, China, provides an example where seven consecutive backwater-scaled 

avulsions occurred before major engineering (Ganti et al., 2014). In addition, abandoned lobes record 

six Holocene avulsions on the Mississippi that occurred within the backwater zone (Coleman et al., 

1998; Chatanantavet et al., 2012), while two avulsions occurred farther upstream (Saucier, 1994; 

Chamberlain, 2018). Because river avulsions occur infrequently and are difficult to observe directly, 

flume experiments and numerical modeling have contributed substantially to our understanding. 

These modeling studies, however, differ in their explanation for the origin of persistent, backwater-

scaled avulsion nodes. 

Chatanantavet et al. (2012) hypothesized that avulsion nodes on lowland deltas originate 

from heightened channel-bed aggradation in the backwater zone that emerges due to flows of 

variable discharge. Using quasi-2D morphodynamic simulations, they showed that low flows deposit 

sediment in the upstream part of the backwater zone and high flows focus erosion and bypass farther 

downstream, resulting in a persistent peak in net aggradation in the middle of the backwater zone. 

Constant-discharge simulations, in contrast, yielded quasi-uniform flow and uniform bed-
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aggradation rates. Chatanantavet et al. (2012) did not simulate avulsions and lobe switching, and 

the river mouth in their study was unrealistically fixed, which prevented riverbed aggradation due to 

progradation. Nonetheless, subsequent flume experiments that included progradation and natural 

lobe switching and reactivation supported their hypothesis by showing persistent avulsions about a 

preferential node at 𝐿"~0.5𝐿#, coinciding with a peak in channel-bed aggradation for an experiment 

with variable flows (Ganti et al., 2016a; 2016b). In contrast, a comparable constant-discharge 

experiment did not produce a persistent node, indicating that flow variability is the dominant 

mechanism to produce backwater-scaled avulsions.  

Later numerical modeling studies by Moran et al. (2017) and Ratliff (2017), however, 

simulated delta growth with river-mouth progradation under a range of relative-sea-level-rise rates 

and constant-discharge conditions, and found backwater-scaled avulsion nodes despite the lack of 

flow variability. In their models, a wedge of sediment migrated downstream on a riverbed with an 

initially uniform slope, and eventually aggradation exceeded an imposed avulsion threshold. Thus, 

in contrast to experiments (Ganti et al., 2016a; 2016b) and earlier models (Chatanantavet et al., 

2012), these studies suggest that backwater-scaled avulsions can be produced in models with 

constant water discharge. However, these models invoked a potentially unrealistic riverbed of 

uniform slope as an initial condition, and measured the potential for avulsion in terms of sediment 

accumulation thickness relative to the initial topography. In contrast, in natural environments, deltas 

tend to reoccupy lobes and build over previous fluvio-deltaic deposits. Thus, the assumed initial 

conditions in these numerical models might affect the emergence of an avulsion node.  

Here we aim to elucidate the origin of a preferential avulsion node and unify the contradictory 

results of previous work. In particular, the model of Chatanantavet et al. (2012) requires flow 

variability to produce a persistent avulsion node, consistent with available experimental data, but the 

elimination of river-mouth progradation in their model might have biased their results. In contrast, 

more recent models (Moran et al., 2017; Ratliff, 2017) can produce persistent avulsion nodes with 

constant discharge, but they impose an unrealistic initial condition. To address these potentially 

problematic assumptions, we constructed a quasi-2D numerical model that allows for repeated lobe 

construction and avulsion such that lobes build on top of one another, thereby minimizing the role 

of initial topography as the delta evolves. The model also allows for river-mouth progradation. We 
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explored the model behavior over parameter space relevant to natural lowland deltas, including 

variable flow regimes and relative sea-level rise, to identify the conditions that cause a preferential 

backwater-scaled avulsion node.  

1.2. METHODS 

We aimed to isolate the cause of preferential avulsion nodes using a simplified model that 

captures delta-lobe construction, avulsion and reoccupation, and river-mouth progradation on 

lowland river deltas. The model does not represent a specific delta. Instead, the framework is generic 

and includes a deltaic plain with an imposed number of lobes (Figure 1.1b).  

Following previous work, we modeled each lobe as a coupled river and floodplain of uniform 

floodplain width (𝐵7), channel sinuosity (Ω), wash-load ratio (Λ), and bed porosity (𝜆;), which is 

well-described by a quasi-two-dimensional mass-balance framework (Parker, 2004; Parker et al., 

2008a; 2008b; Chatanantavet et al. 2012). Sediment mass-balance also  incorporates a floodplain 

representing the active delta lobe extent, 

𝜕𝜂#
𝜕𝑡 + 𝜎 = 	−

(1 + Λ)Ω
D1 − 𝜆;E𝐵7

𝜕𝐵𝑞G
𝜕𝑥 		(1.1) 

where 𝜂# is channel bed elevation relative to sea level, 𝑡 is time, 𝜎 is relative-sea-level-rise rate, 𝑥 is 

downstream distance, and 𝑞G is width-averaged flux of total bed-material load. Sediment is 

transported in a river of width 𝐵, and deposited uniformly over the floodplain width 𝐵7 (Parker, 

2004). We routed water using a quasi-2D backwater equation for water mass and momentum 

conservation under quasi-steady flow conditions (Chatanantavet et al., 2012),  

𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑥 =

𝑆 − 𝑆7
1 − 𝐹𝑟L +

𝐹𝑟L

1 − 𝐹𝑟L 	
𝐻
𝐵
𝑑𝐵
𝑑𝑥 						(1.2) 

where 𝐻 represents the channel depth, 𝑆 is channel-bed slope, and 𝑆7 = 𝐶7𝐹𝑟L is friction slope with 

friction coefficient 𝐶7 and Froude number 𝐹𝑟. We assumed uniform channel width and a plume with 

constant spreading angle offshore (Lamb et al., 2012; Chatanantavet et al, 2012), but unlike previous 
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formulations the plume in our model advances and retreats in concert with the river mouth (Section 

1.9.1). We routed sediment according to Engelund-Hansen (1967) for total bed-material load,   

𝑞G = O𝑅𝑔𝐷S
𝛼
𝐶7
	(𝜏∗)W						(1.3) 

where 𝑅 is submerged specific density of sediment, 𝑔 is gravity, 𝐷 is the median grain-size of bed 

material, 𝜏∗ is Shields number, and 𝛼 = 0.05 and 𝑛 = 2.5 (Engelund & Hansen, 1967). Eqs. 1.2 and 

1.3 adequately describe backwater hydrodynamics and sediment transport of sand-bedded rivers 

(Lamb et al., 2012; Nittrouer et al., 2012; Chatanantavet et al., 2014). 

We approximated deltaic evolution over multiple cycles of lobe-switching using four one-

dimensional profiles of predefined width, representing four distinct lobes (Figure 1.1b-c). Our choice 

of four lobes is arbitrary, but reasonable based on field observations (Roberts, 1997; Chu et al., 2006) 

and flume experiments (Reitz et al., 2010; Carlson et al., 2018). One delta lobe was active at a given 

time (Slingerland & Smith, 2004; Hajek & Edmonds, 2014), and the active lobe evolution was 

governed by Eqs. 1.1-3 and solved using finite differences (Section 1.9.2). We varied sediment 

supply at the upstream end with water discharge such that the normal-flow bed slope was held 

constant, and therefore erosion and deposition were not driven by changes in sediment-supply and 

water-discharge ratios (Paola, 2000). For the delta front, we used a moving-boundary formulation 

following Swenson et al. (2000) and others (Section 1.9.1). Inactive lobe shapes were unchanged 

when abandoned, approximating a river-dominated delta where reworking is minimal (Galloway, 

1975); however abandoned lobes were partially drowned in cases due to relative sea-level rise.  

We used an avulsion criterion given by a critical thickness of aggradation, which we refer to 

as superelevation (∆𝜂): 

∆𝜂(𝑥) ≥ 𝐻∗𝐻%										(1.4)	

in which 𝐻% is the bankfull channel depth and 𝐻∗ is the avulsion threshold, a dimensionless number 

that is of order unity (Jerolmack & Mohrig, 2007; Ganti et al., 2014), which we set to 𝐻∗ = 0.5 

consistent with field and experimental observations (Mohrig et al., 2000; Ganti et al., 2014; Ganti et 

al., 2016b). The critical superelevation ∆𝜂 may represent the local floodplain (or levee) elevation 
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relative to the distant floodplain or inactive lobes, or the bed aggradation thickness since the last 

avulsion (Figure 1.1c) (Mohrig et al., 2000; Hajek & Wolinsky, 2012; Ganti et al., 2014). In our 

model the floodplain (𝜂7) aggrades in concert with the channel bed (𝜂7 = 𝜂# + 𝐻%; Section 1.9.1; 

Figure 1.1c) and inactive lobes remain unchanged once abandoned, so both explanations hold. We 

triggered an avulsion when and where the floodplain elevation of the active lobe exceeded the 

floodplain elevation of the lowest-elevation abandoned lobe (𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`), evaluated at the same 

distance downstream from the trunk channel:  

∆𝜂(𝑥) = c
𝜂7(𝑥) − 𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`(𝑥)			for	𝑥 ≤ 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`
𝜂7(𝑥) − 𝜉jb_																										for	𝑥 > 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`

				(1.5) 

where 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb` is the stream-wise coordinate of the abandoned-lobe shoreline (Figure 1.1c). 

Seaward of the abandoned lobe, superelevation is measured relative to sea level (𝜉jb_), consistent 

with assumptions in previous work (Ratliff, 2017). The occurrence of extreme floods and hydraulic 

connectivity with abandoned channels may also affect the location and timing of any one avulsion 

(Ganti et al., 2014; Nicholas et al., 2018), but following previous work these effects were neglected 

in our treatment of multiple avulsion cycles (Jerolmack & Paola, 2007; Hajek & Wolinsky, 2012). 

After an avulsion, the river was routed to the lowest abandoned lobe by joining the bed profile 

of the active channel upstream of the avulsion site (the trunk channel) with the bed profile of the new 

flow path downstream (the daughter channel; Section 1.9.2). This process mimics the tendency of 

rivers to select steeper paths, fill in topographic lows (Slingerland & Smith, 2004; Straub et al., 

2009), and to reoccupy previously abandoned channels (Reitz & Jerolmack, 2012). After 

establishing the new flow path, lobe construction (Eqs. 1.1-3) and avulsion setup (Eq. 1.4) began 

anew.  

At the start of each model run, the initial state of the riverbed was assumed planar with a 

uniform downstream slope set to the transport slope for normal flow, similar to previous studies 

(Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Moran et al., 2017, Ratliff, 2017). However, due to the imposed number 

of lobes, after four avulsion cycles the river was forced to reoccupy lobes that were previously active. 

Thus, unlike previous work, the effect of the initial conditions was minimized after the fourth 

avulsion cycle.   
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For variable-discharge simulations, we implemented flow variability using a log-normal 

distribution of normal-flow depths (Section 1.9.3). The distribution is defined by the bankfull-

exceedance probability 𝐹#7, which describes the frequency of overbank flows relative to all possible 

flows, and the coefficient of variation 𝐶𝑉, which describes the magnitude of low flows and high 

flows relative to the average flow. We randomly sampled the distribution with a characteristic flow-

event duration (𝑇b) (Figure 1.S1). Gauge data of monthly-mean stage height (𝑇b = 1 month) from 

several lowland rivers show 𝐹#7	~	5 − 20% and 𝐶𝑉~	0.2 − 0.9 (Table 1.S1; Ganti et al. 2014). 

Our simulations explore how deltaic avulsion patterns respond to variable river discharge, 

relative sea-level rise, and initial topography by systematically varying the discharge and sea-level 

parameters for a base case characteristic of large, low-sloping deltas.  We non-dimensionalized the 

model so that it can be applied to a wide range of river conditions (Section 1.9.4). The model is 

governed by nine input dimensionless parameters: bankfull Froude number in the normal-flow reach 

(𝐹𝑟W,#7), bankfull Shields number in the normal-flow reach (𝜏W,#7∗ ), friction factor (𝐶7), offshore 

basin floor depth normalized by bankfull depth (𝐻#∗), time normalized by the channel adjustment 

timescale (𝑡∗~ Gpq
rs)*

), a dimensionless rate of relative sea-level rise (𝜎∗~ trs
pq

), and the flow 

variability parameters (𝐹#7, 𝐶𝑉, 𝑇b∗; Section 1.9.3), where 𝑇b∗ =
uvpq
rs)*

 is a dimensionless flow 

duration. In all simulations presented here, we assumed constant values typical of large sand-bedded 

rivers where 𝐹𝑟W,#7 = 0.17, 𝜏W,#7∗ = 1, 𝐶7 = 0.005, 𝐻#∗ = 2 (Table 1.S1), and changed only flow 

variability parameters (𝐹#7, 𝐶𝑉, and 𝑇b∗) and relative sea-level rise (𝜎∗). Model sensitivity to the 

other parameters is discussed in Section 1.9.6.  For each set of dimensionless parameters, simulations 

proceeded until thirteen avulsions occurred, which was sufficient to capture trends in avulsion 

location (Section 1.9.4). 

1.3. AVULSION NODES ORIGINATING FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS AND FLOW 

VARIABILITY 

We first considered a scenario of constant river discharge equal to the bankfull condition 

and constant relative sea level (F02 = 1, CV = 0, σ∗ = 0), with other model parameters set to the 

base case. During the first four avulsion cycles, the delta built lobes on the initial surface, which 
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was a plane with a uniform seaward slope. The first avulsion occurred after 1.8 normalized time 

(Δt∗ = 1.8), equivalent to 9-720 years for a range of parameters typical of natural deltas (Table 

1.S1; Section 1.9.4), with an avulsion length equal to 0.78L0 (L.∗ = 0.78) (Figure 1.2a). Avulsion 

lengths were similar for the second, third, and fourth avulsions (L.∗ =

0.74, 0.68, 0.98, respectively). In contrast, after avulsion cycle four the constant-discharge delta 

built upon previously abandoned delta lobes and did not produce a backwater-scaled avulsion 

node. Normalized avulsion lengths varied considerably for these later avulsions (L.∗ = 0.79 −

8.3), and when avulsions occurred a reach of  3 − 5L0 was within 10% of the avulsion threshold, 

indicating no dominant avulsion location. 

 
Figure 1.2: Model results for avulsion length through time over thirteen avulsion cycles under constant 
discharge (a) and variable discharge (d) with parameters set to base case D𝐹𝑟W,#7 = 0.17, 𝜏W,#7∗ = 1,
𝐶7 = 0.005, 𝐻#∗ = 2E. Red error bars indicate portion of reach within 10% of threshold superelevation 
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necessary for avulsion. Outliers in cycles 8 and 11 of the variable-discharge case are due to transient 
long-profile adjustment following major avulsions (cycles 7 and 10) that shift the avulsion node 
seaward and aggrade the trunk channel (Section 1.9.5). Results for channel long-profile under constant-
discharge conditions (b-c) and variable flows (e-f) for two example avulsion cycles affected (cycle 1) 
and unaffected (cycle 5) by initial conditions. Black lines are riverbed profile at start (dashed) and end 
(solid) of an avulsion cycle. Floodplain profiles of active lobe (gray solid line) and lowest inactive lobe 
(gray dashed line) are used to calculate superelevation (see inset). Downstream of inactive-lobe 
shoreline location (red circle), floodplain superelevation is measured relative to sea level. Black 
triangles are river mouth at end of the avulsion cycle. Yellow stars show avulsion location. Delta 
progradation extended model domain length by ~4𝐿# over thirteen cycles, leading to an increase in 
maximum possible avulsion length. 

 

The consistent avulsion length during the first four avulsion cycles was a consequence of the 

assumed initial bed topography, and not due to backwater hydrodynamics. Delta front progradation 

led to channel aggradation and a quasi-steady concave-up bed elevation profile (Muto & Swenson, 

2005; Bijkerk et al., 2016), in contrast to the uniform-slope bed profiles that were assumed for all 

lobes as initial conditions.  Differencing the concave-up active lobe profile from the uniform-slope 

of the lowest inactive (and yet to be active) lobe profile resulted in a systematic downstream increase 

in superelevation (Figure 1.2b). Therefore, avulsions occurred at the farthest downstream location 

that was allowed, where superelevation was greatest, equivalent to the shoreline location on the 

inactive lobe of lowest elevation. Seaward of the inactive-lobe shoreline, avulsions did not occur 

because the active lobe elevation approached sea level and thus superelevation approached zero (Eq. 

1.5). Avulsions that occurred at the shoreline of abandoned lobes necessarily scaled with the 

backwater length due to geometry; lobes prograded a unit fraction of the backwater length-scale 

before avulsing (i.e., the lobe progradation distance 𝐷 scales as 𝐷 ≈ 𝐻∗𝐻%/𝑆 ≈ 𝐻∗𝐿#; Ganti et al., 

2014).  

After avulsion cycles 1-4 in the constant-discharge model, the delta completely reworked its 

initial uniform slope and superelevation therefore was assessed by comparing the active lobe to 

previously occupied lobes, rather than to the planar initial surface. River profiles in these later 

avulsion cycles prograded with a quasi-steady and self-similar shape, causing nearly uniform 

deposition and a similar likelihood of avulsions everywhere, including far outside of the backwater 

zone (Figure 1.2c). Thus, avulsion locations and their apparent scaling with the backwater length in 

cycles 1-4 were a geometric artifact resulting from the assumed initial bed topography. Four 
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avulsions were required to rework the initial condition because four delta lobes were imposed 

(Figure 1.1A; Section 1.9.6). In absence of the uniform-slope initial condition, constant-discharge 

conditions did not produce a persistent backwater-scaled avulsion node.  

Next, we considered a model run identical to the constant-discharge case but with variable 

discharge, using 𝐶𝑉 = 0.53, 𝐹#7 = 0.05, and	𝑇b∗ = 0.001, which is typical of lowland rivers 

(Table 1.S1). In this case, we observed a preferential avulsion node corresponding to an avulsion 

length nearly equal to the backwater length-scale, 𝐿"∗ = 𝐿"/𝐿#~	1 (Figure 1.2d) which persisted 

through many avulsion cycles even after there was no longer an influence from the planar initial 

surface (Figure 1.2e-f).  Consistent with previous studies (Lamb et al., 2012; Chatanantavet et al., 

2012; Ganti et al., 2016a), periods of low flow had enhanced deposition due to spatial deceleration 

through the backwater zone and high flows eroded the downstream-most reach, resulting in a spatial 

peak in deposition rate midway through the backwater zone when averaged over many flow events. 

The avulsion node was coincident with the location of maximum deposition rate, and only a short 

reach (< 0.4𝐿#) was within 10% of the threshold at the time of an avulsion. Outliers are due to 

major avulsions that shifted the avulsion node downstream once the four lateral lobes were built, 

causing trunk channel aggradation and overall shoreline progradation (Section 1.9.5; Figure 1.S2).   

1.4. NECESSARY DEGREE OF FLOW VARIABILITY 

Given the importance of variable flows in controlling avulsion location for deltas that lack 

uniform bed slopes as initial conditions, we quantified how much flow variability is necessary to 

drive a preferential avulsion node. We ran 21 numerical experiments to systematically vary the 

coefficient of flow variation (𝐶𝑉), bankfull-exceedance probability D𝐹#7E, and dimensionless flow 

duration (𝑇b∗) within a parameter space that represents many natural rivers (Table 1.S1). For each 

model run we changed one of these parameters and held all other parameters to base-case values. 

We focused our analysis on cycles 5-13 that were not affected by the initial uniform bed slope.  

Isolation of the coefficient of variation (𝐶𝑉) reveals that there is an intermediate range 0.1 <

𝐶𝑉 < 0.6 where modeled deltas preferentially avulsed within the upstream half of the backwater 

zone (Figure 1.3a). Similarly, avulsions occurred at a preferential node so long as less than 5% of 
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flows exceeded bankfull (𝐹#7 < 0.05; Figure	1.3b) and that the duration of flow events was less 

than 10% of the reach-filling timescale (𝑇b∗ < 0.1; 	Figure	1.3c). The conditions needed for a 

preferential avulsion node predicted by the model are common for natural lowland rivers (Table 

1.S1) and correspond to a state of continuous riverbed adjustment, where the scours cut by large 

floods are partially filled during intervening low flows. Continuous riverbed adjustment is necessary 

for persistent backwater effects (Chatanantavet et al., 2014) and in our model resulted in broad 

convex-up portions of the long profile when averaged over many flood events (Figure 1.S3). Under 

milder flow regimes (𝐶𝑉 < 0.1) and longer flow durations (𝑇b∗ > 0.1) the riverbed fully adjusted 

to normal-flow conditions, resulting in uniform aggradation rates without a preferential avulsion 

location similar to the constant-discharge scenario. Flashier flow regimes (𝐶𝑉 > 0.6) and high 

probabilities of bankfull exceedance (𝐹#7 > 0.05) also lacked a preferred avulsion node, as the 

riverbed adjusted to normal-flow conditions associated with large floods.  

 
 Figure 1.3: Model results for avulsion length with changing flow variability parameters: 𝐶𝑉 (a), 𝐹#7 

(b), and 𝑇b∗(c), as well as variation of relative-sea-level-rise rate 𝜎∗ under constant discharge (d) and 
variable discharge (e). Black circles show avulsion locations averaged over cycles not influenced by 
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initial conditions (cycles 5-13), and gray shaded areas denote the average reach within 10% of 
avulsion threshold at times of avulsion.  

  
  

1.5. AVULSION NODES ORIGINATING FROM RELATIVE SEA-LEVEL RISE 

In previous sections, the dimensionless relative-sea-level-rise rate was set to zero to isolate 

the initial conditions and flow variability. To relax this assumption, we varied the dimensionless 

relative-sea-level-rise rate across a range that encompasses many modern deltas (𝜎∗ = 10�S − 10�) 

under constant-discharge (Figure 1.3d) and variable-discharge (Figure 1.3e) conditions, with other 

parameters identical to the base case (Table 1.S1). Similar to the scenario of 𝜎∗ = 0, constant-

discharge deltas with 𝜎∗ = 10�S − 10�� did not have a preferential node, whereas all variable-

discharge cases had a preferential avulsion node with 𝐿"/𝐿#~1. Thus, relative sea-level rise at 

moderate rates common to modern deltas did not significantly affect avulsion node occurrence 

(Figure 1.3d-e). However, at very high rise rates (𝜎∗ > 10��) the river mouth retreated upstream, 

forcing a strong downstream increase in deposition.  Thus, for 𝜎∗ > 10�� the downstream increase 

in aggradation resulted in avulsion locations that coincided with the shoreline of the lowest-elevation 

inactive lobe, which scaled with the backwater length for the same geometric reasons as in the cases 

with planar initial conditions (Figure 1.S4).  

1.6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Our results reconcile previous work by showing that variable flow regimes are necessary to 

produce backwater-scaled avulsion nodes on lowland deltas. Our finding is consistent with 

experiments that isolated the role of flow variability (Ganti et al., 2016a) on deltas that experienced 

continuous lobe growth, abandonment and reoccupation. A certain amount of flow variability (0.1 <

𝐶𝑉 < 0.6, 𝐹#7 < 0.05, 𝑇b∗ < 0.1) is necessary to produce persistent backwater effects so that the 

riverbed is in a continual state of morphodynamic adjustment (Chatanantavet et al., 2014). These 

conditions are common to natural rivers (Table 1.1). Continual bed adjustment from floods in our 

model produced very broad, low-relief upward convexities in the riverbed in the backwater zone 

(Figure 1.2e-f; Figure 1.S3), consistent with the bed topography of the lower 200-700 km of the 

Mississippi (Harmar, 2004; Nittrouer et al., 2012; Figure 1.S5), which may be a topographic 

signature of backwater-mediated avulsions in other rivers.  
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In contrast, constant-discharge numerical experiments tend towards a graded state without 

strong backwater effects or a preferential node location. Our results suggest that previous numerical 

models that lacked variable discharges and produced backwater-scaled avulsions (Moran et al., 2017; 

Ratliff, 2017) were likely affected by initial conditions of uniformly sloped initial surfaces. A 

backwater-scaled avulsion node under these conditions is a geometric consequence of assessing 

superelevation of a prograding channel or lobe relative to a planar seaward-sloping landscape. For 

similar reasons, relative sea-level rise can also cause persistent avulsion nodes under constant 

discharge conditions, but only under high rise rates that cause marine transgression. In these cases, 

avulsions occur at the most downstream location allowed: near the inactive-lobe shoreline, which 

was ~𝐿# upstream of the active river mouth at the time of avulsion due to the geometry of lobe 

progradation. Although the simulations of Chatanantavet et al. (2012) also had an initial uniform bed 

slope and relative sea-level rise, they did not produce a persistent avulsion node under constant-

discharge conditions because the model lacked river-mouth progradation.  

In a sensitivity analysis, we found that changing other model parameters does not affect our 

results on the origin of preferred avulsion node (Section 1.9.6). Larger avulsion thresholds, 𝐻∗, cause 

avulsions to occur farther upstream, but do not change the overall results (Figure 1.S6). Likewise, 

the number of imposed delta lobes affects the number of avulsion cycles that are affected by the 

initial conditions, and the frequency of trunk-channel-filling avulsions (Section 1.9.5), but does not 

affect the origin of a preferential avulsion node.  

Our variable-discharge simulations produced avulsion lengths within a factor of two of the 

backwater length-scale, similar to the distribution of avulsion lengths on the Huanghe (Ganti et al., 

2014) and Mississippi (Coleman et al., 1998; Chatanantavet et al., 2012). Following four lateral 

avulsions that occupied the available prograding lobes, the avulsion node in our model shifted 

downstream in tandem with net shoreline progradation, as has been documented on the Huanghe 

(Ganti et al., 2014) and in flume experiments (Ganti et al., 2016a). Our model also produced outliers 

in the avulsion-length distribution, where deltas with a backwater-scaled avulsion node sometimes 

have avulsions much farther upstream, similar to the Mississippi (Chamberlain et al., 2018). These 

larger-scale avulsions occurred in our model near the time when the avulsion node shifted 
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downstream; once a full set of lateral avulsions occurred, the trunk channel upstream of the 

avulsion node must aggrade to allow continued net progradation (Section 1.9.5). 

Avulsion node locations could be different when channels reoccupy topographically 

dissimilar lobes (e.g., the Danube; Giosan et al., 2005), cut new channels in the floodplain (Hajek & 

Edmonds, 2014), or where lobes have been modified by marine processes (e.g., the Red River; 

Mathers & Zalasiewicz, 1999). However, when channels build upon topographically similar 

abandoned delta-lobe topography, which is a common scenario, a backwater-scaled avulsion node 

emerges when flow variability is sufficient to cause a peak in aggradation within the backwater zone. 

Thus, changing flow regimes due to climate or built infrastructure may affect flood hazards and 

wetland sustainability by shifting the location of future avulsions.
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1.8. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

1.8.1. Treatment of the river mouth and delta front 

 The river mouth and plume set the downstream end of the backwater zone. Previous 

models of backwater hydrodynamics have considered a fixed river mouth position, resulting in a 

constant flow-width profile and fixed backwater zone (Lamb et al., 2012; Chatanantavet et al., 

2012; Chatanantavet et al., 2014).  This is a good approximation over the timescales of flow events 

considered by these studies, where the degree of sea-level and land-surface change is small 

compared to the channel depth. However, the timescales of river avulsion are sufficiently long to 

drive lobe aggradation and drowning on the order of the channel depth, which could drive 

significant river mouth advance and retreat respectively, resulting in changes to the flow-width 

profile. 

In this study we develop a new approach to modeling backwater zones that may translate 

over the timescales of river avulsion. The spatio-temporal evolution of flow width is driven by the 

emergence and submergence of the land surface. At a given time, the location of the river mouth 

(𝑥h) is set by the intersection of the floodplain profile 𝜂7 with sea-level 𝜉a, 

𝑥h = 𝑥|��(�)	�	��				(1. S1) 

where the floodplain elevation is defined as the sum of the bed elevation and channel depth, 

𝜂7 = 𝜂# + 𝐻%					(1. S2) 

The flow-width profile is a piecewise function of the channel width, assumed constant and uniform 

upstream of the river mouth, and a linearly spreading plume downstream 

𝐵 = �
𝐵�																																																				𝑥 < 𝑥h

𝐵�
𝐻%
𝐻W7

+ 𝐵7�_�b
𝐻W7 − 𝐻%
𝐻W7

					𝑥 ≥ 𝑥h
								(1. S3) 
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where 𝐵 is the flow width, 𝐵� is the channel width, 𝐵7�_�b is the width of the flare, and 𝐻W7 =

𝜉a − 𝜂 is the no-flow depth. Upstream of the river mouth (𝑥 < 𝑥h), flow is confined by the 

channel and the flow width is set by the channel width (𝐵�). Downstream of the mouth (𝑥 ≥ 𝑥h), 

the unconfined portion of the flow expands laterally to form the river plume. In this setting, 𝐵 is 

the depth-averaged width of a submerged channel and a linearly expanding flare, 

𝐵7�_�b = 𝐵% + 2 tan 𝜃 (𝑥h − 𝑥)								(1. S4) 

where 𝜃 is the plume spreading angle, here set to fifteen degrees (Lamb et al., 2012; Chatanantavet 

et al., 2014). When the river mouth progrades into an empty basin with flat topography, 𝐻% = 0 

and the flow width in Eq. 1.S3 reduces to the flare width (𝐵 = 𝐵7�_�b). When the land is drowned, 

the river mouth retreats and a portion of the flow is confined to the submerged channel. The terms 
)*
)¡�

 and )¡��)*
)¡�

 in Eq. 1.S3 represent the fraction of the no-flow depth that is of width 𝐵� and width 

𝐵7�_�b respectively to yield a depth-averaged width of 𝐵. This scheme leads to dynamic backwater 

profiles that advance with river mouth progradation (i.e., increasing 𝑥h) and back-step during 

shoreline retreat (i.e., decreasing 𝑥h), and conveniently facilitiates numerical stability in our 

simulations by producing a gradient in width (𝑑𝐵/𝑑𝑥)	that is everywhere differentiable.  

At the river mouth lateral flow expansion drives an abrupt deceleration of flow, resulting in 

a mound of sediment that accumulates and steepens. At sufficiently steep slopes, fluvial sediment 

transport gives way to gravity flows and avalanching to form a delta front, or foreset. We model 

the development of delta fronts in terms of a threshold slope condition following Hotchkiss and 

Parker (1991). A delta front develops at position 𝑥j if the bed steepens to the threshold slope 𝑆_ 

associated with gravity flows and sediment avalanching. 

𝑥j = 𝑥|+¢+£								(1. S5) 

Once a delta front initiates, the slope of the front is fixed at 𝑆_ and deposition drives progradation 

of the new delta front and delta toe according to shock-capturing conditions (Kostic & Parker, 

2003; Parker et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2006; Parker et al., 2008a; Chatanantavet et al., 2014). 
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Previous work has focused on conditions where the delta front is sufficiently far 

downstream such that the water velocity is approximately zero. Over longer timescales, however, 

we find that lobe-switching over antecedent topography can drive the creation of shallow foreset 

wedges farther upstream, with significant flow velocities at their toes. The foreset wedges pose an 

order of magnitude discontinuity in bed slope that violates the gradually-varied flow assumption in 

the backwater equation (Parker, 2004). Across the shallow foreset wedge, we reason the water 

surface is more accurately described by the Borda-Carnot relationship for flow encountering a 

sudden expansion (Sturm, 2010).  

¤𝜉 +
𝑈L

2𝑔¦
§
= ¤𝜉 +

𝑈L

2𝑔¦
`
+
1
2𝑔

(𝑈§ − 𝑈`)L									(1. S6) 

where 𝜉 is the water surface elevation, 𝑈 is flow velocity, 𝑔 is acceleration due to gravity, and 

subscripts 𝑢 and 𝑑 denote conditions upstream and downstream of the shallow foreset respectively. 

We can rearrange to find that this describes a “jump” in the water surface at the lip of the foreset.  

∆𝜉
𝐻§

= 𝐹𝑟§L(1 − 𝑟")										(1. S7) 

where ∆𝜉 is the increase in water surface elevation from the upstream to downstream end and 𝑟" is 

the ratio of the upstream to downstream cross-sectional areas of the flow. For the low Froude 

number scenarios considered in our study, water surface deflections are limited to 1-5% of the flow 

depth measured upstream of the foreset. Nevertheless, this treatment is important for avoiding 

erroneous and unstable application of the backwater formula to reaches with a steep, thin delta 

front. Downstream of the foreset, the flow can again be adequately described in terms of quasi-

steady, gradually varied flow.   

1.8.2. Model workflow 

Our simplified modeling scenario consists of an initial planar delta surface with a topset 

slope equal to the normal flow bankfull transport slope (𝑆�), a delta foreset slope equal to five 

times the topset slope (𝑆_ = 5𝑆�) (Borland, 1971; Hotchkiss & Parker, 1991), and a horizontal 

basin floor. We vary water discharge at the upstream end, and co-vary sediment supply such that 
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all discharges have the same equilibrium transport slope, simulating an alluvial river profile that 

is always at transport capacity and isolating backwater effects from long-term adjustment in 

riverbed slope due to changes in sediment-supply and water-discharge ratios (Dade & Friend, 

1998; Paola, 2000; Parker et al., 2004; Church, 2006; Ganti et al., 2016b). For each timestep, the 

river mouth is identified according to S1 and any developing shock fronts are detected using Eq. 

1.S5. The backwater equation is solved using an upwind predictor-corrector scheme applied to Eq. 

1.2, except across foreset wedges where Eq. 1.S7 is locally applied. Next, sediment is routed 

upstream of the foreset wedge with Eq. 1.3 utilizing a “ghost node” at the upstream end (Parker 

2004). After routing water and sediment, the delta foreset and riverbed profile 𝜂# for the next 

timestep are calculated using a finite-difference approximation of Eq. 1.1 in a moving-boundary 

formulation that is explicit, centered in space, and forward in time (Kostic & Parker, 2003; Parker 

et al., 2004). We update the floodplain elevation profile using Eq. 1.S2, assuming the channel 

depth profile is equal to the flow depth profile (Eq. 1.2) under bankfull discharge conditions. The 

updated floodplain profile is used to determine the superelevation using Eq. 1.5, and also 

determines the river mouth for the next timestep via Eq. 1.S1. We repeat this numerical scheme, 

stepping through time until the avulsion threshold is exceeded somewhere along the long-profile 

according to Eq. 1.4. At this point an avulsion occurs, and avulsion length is measured by the 

stream-wise distance along the parent channel between the avulsion location and the river mouth.  

We find that stable numerical simulation requires an especially small timestep when large 

floods erode the bed near the river mouth and drive progradation of the delta front. For 

computational expedience, we employ a discharge-dependent CFL condition based on rates of 

change of bed topography near the river mouth, maintaining numerical stability during high flows 

and vastly speeding up model simulation during low flow periods where smaller timesteps are not 

necessary. This is in contrast to previous users of this technique, who have employed a constant 

river discharge (Kostic & Parker, 2003) or abandoned the moving-boundary framework during 

high flow events (Chatanantavet et al. 2012). Because the floodplain profile is set by the bankfull-

water-surface profile (Eq. 1.S15), changes in the bankfull flow depth over time violate Eq. 1.1. 

However, we found that changes in the bankfull flow depth over time were so small that the error 

in mass-balance incurred is acceptable – it is less than the ~3% truncation error introduced by our 
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numerical scheme, which is a common value for similar morphodynamic models (Parker, 2004) 

– and should not significantly affect modeled avulsions.  

In our simulations we have imposed four delta lobes, represented by four one-dimensional 

stream-wise long profiles in parallel. At a given time, a single lobe is actively routing flow, and the 

other three lobes are abandoned. When the active lobe experiences avulsion, flow finds a new path 

downstream of the avulsion location along one of the abandoned lobes, and the flow path upstream 

remains unchanged, 

𝜂#,Wb©(𝑥) = cMIN𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`�
(𝑥), 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥), 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`S(𝑥)® 					𝑥 > 𝑥"

	𝜂#(𝑥)																																																																																																										𝑥 ≤ 𝑥"
	(1. S8) 

where 𝑥 is distance downstream, 𝑥" is the avulsion location, 𝜂#,Wb© is the new riverbed profile 

after avulsion, 𝜂# is the riverbed profile before avulsion, and 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`�, 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L, and 

	𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`S are the three abandoned lobe long profiles. The MIN operator here selects the 

abandoned profile that has the minimum mean elevation, �̅�#, downstream of the avulsion node, 

�̅�# =
1

𝑥h − 𝑥"
° 𝜂#(𝑥)
�±

�²
𝑑𝑥										(1. S9) 

where 𝑥h is the downstream coordinate of the river mouth. For example, if 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥) 

yields a lower value of �̅�# than both 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`�(𝑥) and 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`S(𝑥) yield, then 

𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥) is selected as the path downstream of the avulsion location. This simple selection 

scheme mirrors the tendency of river deltas to fill in topographic lows when avulsing (Straub et al., 

2009).  

1.8.3. Flow variability parameters 

In this study, we explore how deltaic avulsion patterns respond to upstream flow regimes 

and downstream changes in relative-sea-level through the systematic variation of these variables on 

a base case of the model that is characteristic of large, low-sloping deltas. Flow variability is 

parameterized in terms of a distribution of flow events with varying frequency, magnitude, and 
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duration. Table 1.S1 provides field examples of the relevant parameters, and summarizes the 

range of parameter space explored in this study.  

The water discharge of alluvial rivers can fluctuate across a range of timescales, but 

generally stage height will fill the channel banks on a recurrence interval of ~2 years (Wolman & 

Miller, 1960). Many have argued that the morphodynamics of alluvial rivers can be well-

approximated using an intermittency factor and a constant discharge that is equal to this bankfull 

condition, on the grounds that the bankfull flood represents a balance of frequency and magnitude 

that has the maximum impact on alluvial form (Wolman & Miller, 1960; Andrews, 1980; Parker et 

al., 2007). However, this approximation should break down for rivers in their backwater zone, 

where the downstream boundary enhances deposition during lower-than-bankfull flows and drives 

erosion during larger floods (Lamb et al., 2012). We explicitly model variable flows using a log-

normal distribution of stage height upstream in the normal-flow reach. A log-normal distribution of 

stage height sufficiently describes flow in many river systems measured on a monthly-mean basis 

(Stedinger et al., 1993; Leboutillier & Waylen, 1993; Lague et al., 2005), and is uniquely defined 

by a bankfull-exceedence probability and a coefficient of variation (Figure 1.S1). The bankfull 

exceedence probability 𝐹#7 describes the frequency of overbank flows relative to all possible 

flows, and can range from zero to unity. On many low-gradient alluvial rivers, monthly-averaged 

flows will exceed bankfull between 1-10% of the time, corresponding roughly to a 1-2 year 

recurrence flood (Langbein & Leopold, 1964). The coefficient of variation (CV) describes the 

magnitude of low flows and high flows relative to the average flow, and is defined by the standard 

deviation of the stage height divided by the mean. Among the lowland deltas considered in Table 

1.S1, the coefficient of variation ranges from 0.18-0.91.  

In our numerical model, we discretize the distribution into twenty logarithmically spaced 

bins that span from low flow (less than bankfull) to high flow (greater than bankfull) conditions. 

Over time, each bin is randomly sampled at a defined event timescale, 𝑇b. In our scaled framework 

the normalized event timescale (𝑇b∗ = 𝑇b/𝑇_`³) describes how long flow events persist relative to 

channel adjustment timescale, the time required for those flows to transport enough sediment to 

aggrade the backwater reach by one channel depth. Based on previous work (Chatanantavet et al. 

2014), we expect flow regimes to maintain bed disequilibrium and a persistent backwater zone 
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when the normalized event timescale is much less than unity. This condition is satisfied for 

many deltaic rivers, where we calculate 𝑇b∗ = 10�´ − 10��. If 𝑇b∗ > 1, individual flow events may 

persist long enough to mute backwater effects through aggradation or degradation of the river 

profile to quasi-uniform flow conditions. 

1.8.4. Non-dimensionalization 

 Our simulations explore how deltaic avulsion patterns respond to river flow regime, 

relative sea-level rise, and initial topography by systematically varying the discharge and sea-level 

parameters. We non-dimensionalize the model to develop a framework that can be applied to a 

wide range of river conditions, reduce the number of model inputs, and identify key controls on 

model behavior. Channel-bed elevation (𝜂#) is scaled in terms of bankfull channel depth in the 

normal-flow reach, flow width (𝐵) is scaled in terms of the channel width in the normal-flow 

reach, and stream-wise distance (𝑥) is scaled in terms of the backwater length-scale,  

𝜂# = 𝜂#∗𝐻�										(1. S10) 

𝐵 = 𝐵∗𝐵�										(1. S11) 

	𝑥 = 𝑥∗𝐿# = 𝑥∗ µ
𝐻�
𝑆�
¶													(1. S12) 

where 𝜂∗is dimensionless channel-bed elevation, 𝐵∗is dimensionless flow width, 𝑥∗ is 

dimensionless distance downstream, and 𝐻�, 𝐵�, and 𝑆� are the channel depth, width, and slope in 

the normal-flow reach upstream. We also scale time (𝑡) in terms of the time required to fill a 

backwater reach with the sediment supply. Here, we modify the bed-adjustment timescale to apply 

to a sinuous channel that exchanges sediment with its nearby floodplain, making the simplifying 

assumption that floodplain width (𝐵7), channel sinuosity (Ω), deposit porosity (𝜆;), and the ratio 

of wash load to bed-material load (Λ) are constant and uniform,   

		𝑡 = 𝑡∗𝑇� =
𝑡∗𝐻�𝐵7𝐿#
Ω𝑞G·

D1 − 𝜆;E
(1 + Λ) 											(1. S13) 
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where 𝑡∗ is dimensionless time, 𝑇� is the reach-filling timescale, and 𝑞G·  is the time-averaged 

sediment supply per unit width. It should be noted that previous authors have hypothesized that 

backwater effects may drive downstream fining trends (Nittrouer et al., 2011; Nittrouer et al., 

2012; Venditti & Church, 2014; Maselli et al., 2018) and downstream reductions in floodplain and 

channel-belt width (Fernandes et al., 2016) in some systems, which could alter the bed-adjustment 

timescale. For example, narrow floodplains will aggrade faster than wide floodplains for the same 

amount of sediment-flux convergence (Eq. 1.1), and therefore backwater reaches with narrow 

floodplains adjust more quickly after flood events and may avulse more frequently compared to 

wider floodplains upstream.  

We non-dimensionalize Eqs. 1.1-3 in the main text by inserting Eqs. 1.S10-S13 and 

simplifying, 

𝜕𝜂∗

𝜕𝑡∗ + 𝜎
∗ = 	−

1
�̧�∗G

𝜕𝐵∗𝑞G∗

𝜕𝑥∗ 												(1. S14)		 

 

𝜕𝐻∗

𝜕𝑥∗ =
𝑆∗ − 𝑆7∗

1 − 𝐹𝑟L +
𝐹𝑟L

1 − 𝐹𝑟L
𝐻∗

𝐵∗
𝑑𝐵∗

𝑑𝑥∗ 												(1. S15)		 

𝐶7𝑞G∗ = 𝛼(𝜏∗)W												(1. S16)	 

where 𝐻∗ = 𝐻/𝐻� is the dimensionless flow depth, 𝑆∗ = 𝑆/(𝐻�/𝐿#) is the normalized bed slope, 

𝑆7∗ = 𝐹𝑟L𝐶7/𝑆� is the normalized friction slope, 𝑞G∗ is the Einstein number representing 

dimensionless bed-material transport (Einstein, 1950; Parker, 1979) and �̧�∗G is the time-averaged 

Einstein number. We note that 𝜂∗ in Eq. 1.S14 is defined as elevation relative to sea level, not 

relative to the basin floor (as it is defined in some previous work, e.g. Baumanis & Kim, 2018). We 

prefer this reference frame because it condenses relative sea-level rise into the single parameter 𝜎∗, 

illustrating that sea-level rise and subsidence have the same effect on sediment mass-balance. 

While 𝐹𝑟 and 𝜏∗ are commonly defined in terms of gravity (𝑔) and grain-size (𝐷), we can reduce 
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the number of model inputs by casting them in terms of their counterparts in the normal-flow 

reach upstream during bankfull conditions. 

𝐹𝑟L =
𝑈L

𝑔𝐻 = 𝐹𝑟#7L
𝐶7,#7
𝐶7
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S

															(1. S17) 
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											(1. S18) 

where the subscript 𝑏𝑓 denotes bankfull conditions in the normal-flow reach. Another important 

parameter is the dimensionless relative sea-level rise (or basin subsidence) rate,  

𝜎∗ =
𝜎𝐿#
�̧�G

𝐵7
Ω𝐵

(1 − 𝜆;)
(1 + Λ) 	.											(1. S19) 

where 𝜎∗ describes the balance of accommodation space created by relative sea-level rise over the 

active floodplain, as compared to the sediment supply to the backwater reach. When 𝜎∗ ≪ 1, 

sediment supply far outpaces the rate of sea-level rise and we expect lobe growth and avulsion 

similar to steady sea-level scenarios. As 𝜎∗ approaches unity, we expect that sea level will cause 

intermittent or permanent drowning of delta lobes and potentially affect the location of avulsions. 

This parameterization is similar to the “A/S” ratio concept” of Muto and Steel (1997, 2002) and 

similar theories for radially averaged deltas (Galloway, 1989; Paola et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2016) 

but is here applied to avulsion cycles and discrete deltaic lobes.  

Inserting Eq. 1.S10 into Eq. 1.4, we find the equation for normalized avulsion setup, 

∆𝜂∗ ≥ 𝐻∗𝐻%∗											(1. S20) 

where ∆𝜂∗ = Δ𝜂/𝐻� is normalized superelevation and 𝐻%∗ = 𝐻%/𝐻� is the dimensionless channel 

depth. The avulsion threshold 𝐻∗ is equal to fifty percent of the channel depth	(𝐻∗ = 0.5) for all 

our simulations presented here, representing a value that is consistent with field and laboratory 

observations (Mohrig et al., 2000; Ganti et al., 2016b). However, field evidence suggests that the 

avulsion threshold is systematically reduced under flashier discharge regimes in the range of 𝐻∗ =
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0.2 − 1 (Ganti et al., 2014). At each model timestep, normalized superelevation ∆𝜂∗ is 

calculated by inserting Eq. 1.S10 into Eq. 1.5, 

∆𝜂∗(𝑥) = c
𝜂7∗(𝑥) − 𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`∗ (𝑥)			for	𝑥∗ ≤ 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`∗

𝜂7∗ (𝑥) − 𝜉jb_∗ 																				for	𝑥∗ > 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`∗ 				(1. S21) 

where 𝜂7∗ = 𝜂7/𝐻� is dimensionless floodplain elevation, 𝑥h∗ = 𝑥h/𝐿# is dimensionless river 

mouth location, 𝜉jb_∗ = 𝜉jb_/𝐻� is dimensionless sea-level elevation, and subscript “abandoned” 

indicates quantities on the abandoned delta lobe with lowest elevation. The dimensionless avulsion 

length (𝐿"∗ ) is the ratio of the avulsion length (𝐿") to the backwater length-scale (𝐿#),  

𝐿"∗ =
𝐿"
𝐿#
=

𝐿"
𝐻�/𝑆�

.											(1. S22) 

For lowland deltas with a preferential avulsion length set by the backwater length, we expect that 

𝐿"∗ ~1. We ran our simulations for a total of 13 avulsion cycles, which we found sufficient to 

capture trends in avulsion location between our different model runs. Running the model for many 

more avulsion cycles yields similar results but is computationally expensive given the broad 

parameter space considered in our study. 

1.8.5. Results for trunk-filling avulsion cycles 

Most simulated avulsion cycles feature focused deposition within one backwater length-

scale of the river mouth (Figure 2b-c, e-f). However, we also observed occasional avulsion cycles 

with significant deposition farther upstream in the trunk channel. These trunk-filling avulsion 

cycles occur when the initial floodplain profile 𝜂7 is significantly lower than all other inactive 

lobes, for example during avulsion cycle 4 (Figure S2). Consequently, the active lobe begins 

construction with substantially lower superelevation compared to other avulsion cycles, requiring 

greater aggradation along the entire river long-profile before reaching the avulsion threshold.  

Trunk-filling avulsion cycles occurred periodically in all our simulations, usually during 

cycle number 4, 7, 10, and 13.  In simulations with a preferential avulsion node, we observed that 

trunk-filling avulsion cycles were also associated with downstream translation of the avulsion node 
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(Figure S2b). The avulsion node translated downstream with major shoreline progradation, as a 

result of greater aggradation of the river long-profile with a constant transport slope. Similar 

behavior involving a periodic shift in the avulsion node has been documented for the Yellow River 

in China (Ganti et al., 2014). 

During avulsion cycles 8 and 11 in the variable-discharge case, avulsions occurred far 

upstream of the backwater zone, but without a prominent peak in superelevation. These avulsions 

were similar to those in the constant-discharge case and were due to a transient period of nearly 

uniform deposition rate as the trunk channel adjusted to a new profile immediately following 

trunk-filling avulsion cycles. Occasional avulsions far upstream of a backwater-mediated node 

have been interpreted from Mississippi River deposits (Chamberlain et al., 2018). 

1.8.6. Model sensitivity to other parameters 

In the main text, we present three conditions that can produce a backwater-scaled avulsion 

node in our model: 1) a uniformly downstream-sloping initial condition, 2) flow variability, and 3) 

rapid sea-level rise. During the course of our analyses, we also explored how, and to what extent, 

changing other model parameters impacts our main results. Here we discuss the avulsion threshold 

parameter 𝐻∗ and the number of imposed delta lobes 𝑁 which, after the important roles of flow 

variability, the initial condition, and sea-level rise, we found to have a notable effect on model 

behavior.  

In previous simulations the avulsion threshold was set to 𝐻∗ = 0.5. To relax this 

assumption, we varied the avulsion threshold across a range comparable to modern deltas (0.2 ≤

𝐻∗ ≤ 1, Ganti et al., 2014) under constant-discharge conditions and under variable-discharge 

conditions, with all other parameters set to the base case (Figure S6). Similar to the scenario of 

𝐻∗ = 0.5, a preferential avulsion node emerges only in simulations with flow variability. When 

avulsions occurred in constant-discharge simulations, a reach of ~2 backwater lengths was within 

10% of the avulsion threshold, indicating no dominant avulsion location regardless of the value of 

𝐻∗. In both constant- and variable-discharge scenarios, increasing the avulsion threshold leads to 

an increase in the observed avulsion lengths. This is because, at higher values of 𝐻∗, lobes 

prograde farther seaward of the inactive-lobe shoreline, where avulsions are unlikely to occur. 
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Thus, the avulsion threshold influences the location of the avulsion node in our model, but it 

does not control the occurrence of a preferential avulsion node itself, which still depends on flow 

variability, initial conditions, or sea-level rise.  

The avulsion threshold was set to a constant value during all simulations for simplicity. 

However, avulsion threshold may not be a constant in reality and may in fact depend on flow 

variability at different sites, as argued by Ganti et al. (2014). Nonetheless, the sensitivity analysis 

shows that changing the threshold does not change our main conclusion that flow variability is 

necessary for emergence of a persistent node. Varying 𝐻∗ under variable-discharge conditions only 

shifted avulsion lengths between 0.5𝐿# to 2𝐿#(Figure S5b), which was minor compared to spread 

in avulsion lengths resulting from a constant discharge (Figure S5a), and also within the scatter of 

backwater-mediated avulsion lengths observed in the field (Figure 1a). 

In previous simulations, we also imposed a fixed number of 4 delta lobes. This was an 

arbitrary but reasonable choice based on field observations (Pang & Si, 1979; Roberts, 1997; 

Coleman et al., 1998; Chu et al., 2006) and flume experiments (Reitz et al., 2010; Carlson et al., 

2018). We found that changing the number of delta lobes alters the timing of an avulsion node’s 

behavior, but does not affect the occurrence of the avulsion node. For example, the shift from 

preferential to non-preferential avulsions in the constant-discharge scenario occurs after 4 avulsion 

cycles in our model (Figure 2A) because we impose four delta lobes, and so it takes 4 avulsions for 

the delta to bury its initial conditions. On a delta with 𝑁 discrete lobes, this same behavior occurs 

after burying the initial conditions, but it requires 𝑁 avulsion cycles. Other examples include 

outlier avulsions far upstream of the backwater zone, and downstream translation of the avulsion 

node, both of which occur every 𝑁 − 1 avulsion cycles in our simulations. Both outlier avulsions 

and translation of the avulsion node are a consequence of trunk-filling avulsion cycles in our model 

(Section 1.9.5), which occur when all lateral space has been filled and the new lobe is forced to 

prograde farther seaward than previous lobes, corresponding to every 𝑁 − 1 avulsion cycles after 

the delta has buried its initial conditions. Thus, simulated deltas with 4 lobes filled their trunk 

channels every 3 avulsion cycles (usually cycles 4, 7, 10, and 13) and experienced a shift in the 

avulsion node and then an outlier avulsion. A delta with fewer lobes has less lateral space to fill 
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before advancing seaward, and therefore experiences more frequent filling of its trunk channel, a 

more mobile avulsion node, and more common outlying avulsion sites. 

Figure 
1.S1: a) Exceedence probability of normal-flow depth normalized by bankfull depth for the Mississippi and 
Huanghe (Ganti et al., 2014), illustrating how bankfull exceedence probability (𝐹#7) and the coefficient of 
variation (𝐶𝑉) were estimated in Table 1.S1. Steeper trends of exceedence probability correspond to lower 
values of 𝐶𝑉. b) Schematic time-series of modelled normal-flow depth in after non-dimensionalization, 
showing how input flow depth is determined by randomly sampling a log-normal distribution for fixed flow 
events of duration 𝑇b∗. 
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Figure 1.S2: Long profile evolution of avulsion cycle 7 under constant discharge (a) and variable flows (b). 
Avulsion cycle 7 is an example of a major avulsion cycle where sediment fills the trunk channel and, under 
variable flows, the avulsion node migrates downstream with shoreline progradation. Black lines are the 
riverbed profile at the start (dashed) and end (solid) of an avulsion cycle, the floodplain profiles of the active 
lobe (gray solid line) and the lowest inactive lobe (gray dashed line) are used to calculate superelevation 
(see insert). Downstream of the inactive-lobe shoreline location (red circle), levee superelevation is 
measured relative to sea level. Black triangles are the river mouth at the end of the avulsion cycle. Yellow 
stars show the avulsion location. 
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Figure 1.S3: Normalized avulsion length as a function of mean lobe-surface curvature for all simulated 
avulsion cycles, showing that there is a preferential avulsion node when flow regimes are sufficiently 
variable to produce a convex-up long profile in the backwater zone. The mean curvature of lobe-surface 
long profiles (i.e., the x-axis) was calculated by taking the mean of the second spatial derivative of bed 
elevation within one backwater length-scale of the river mouth 𝑖. 𝑒., �

rs
∫ ÀÁ�
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�±
�±�rs
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Figure 1.S4: Avulsion length through time (a) and long-profile results (b-c) for constant-discharge 
conditions and a rapid relative-sea-level-rise rate (𝜎∗ = 0.1). Rapid relative sea-level rise induces a 
persistent downstream increase in deposition rate, leading to avulsions near the inactive-lobe shoreline in the 
absence of backwater effects. Downstream of the inactive-lobe shoreline location (red circle), floodplain 
superelevation is measured relative to sea level and so the superelevation is reduced despite high 
aggradation rates. In a), red error bars indicate the portion of the reach within 10% of the threshold 
superelevation necessary for avulsion. In b-c), black lines are the riverbed profile at the start (dashed) and 
end (solid) of an avulsion cycle. The floodplain profiles of the active lobe (gray solid line) and the lowest 
inactive lobe (gray dashed line) are used to calculate superelevation (see insert). Black triangles are the river 
mouth at the end of the avulsion cycle. Yellow stars show the avulsion location. 
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Figure 1.S5: Elevation long profile of the lower Mississippi River’s backwater zone, modified from 
Nittrouer et al., (2012). The riverbed is shown in a black dashed line, and water surfaces during a low flow 
discharge (7500 m3/sec) and a high flow discharge (40,000 m3/sec) are shown based on stage measurements 
(black dotted lines) and based on a backwater hydrodynamic model (gray lines). The blue shaded region 
highlights the reach of broad upward-convexity in the riverbed that bears resemblance to riverbed curvature 
in our variable-discharge simulations, which in our model resulted from transient riverbed adjustment and 
co-occurred with a backwater-mediated avulsion node.  
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Figure 1.S6: Model results for avulsion length with changing avulsion threshold 𝐻∗ under constant 
discharge (a) and variable discharge (b). Each black circle shows the avulsion locations averaged over 
cycles not influenced by the initial conditions (cycles 5-13), and the gray shaded areas denote the average 
reach within 10% of the avulsion threshold at times of avulsion. For all model runs, 𝐹𝑟W,#7 = 0.17, 𝜏W,#7∗ =
1, 𝐶7 = 0.005, and	𝐻#∗ = 2. 
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Table 1.S1: Flow variability parameters, basin parameters and bankfull flow parameters in numerically 
simulated and natural deltas. 𝐹#7 is bankfull exceedence probability, 𝐶𝑉 is the coefficient of variation of 
normal-flow depth upstream, 𝑇b∗ is the dimensionless flow event duration, 𝜎∗ is the dimensionless relative-
sea-level-rise parameter, 𝐻#∗ is dimensionless basin depth, 𝐶7 is the friction coefficient, 𝐹𝑟W,#7 is the 
bankfull Froude number in the normal-flow reach, and 𝜏W,#7∗  is the bankfull Shields number in the normal-
flow reach. For natural deltas, parameters were calculated using bankfull characteristics reported in 
Jerolmack and Mohrig (2007) and Chatanantavet et al. (2012), discharge time-series from Ganti et al. 
(2014), relative-sea-level-rise rates reported in Syvitski et al., (2009), basin depths reported in Syvitski and 
Saito (2007), and sediment supplies reported in Milliman and Syvitski (1992).  
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2.0. ABSTRACT 

Sea level rise, subsidence and reduced fluvial sediment supply are drowning river deltas 

worldwide, affecting ecosystems and billions of people. Delta plains are nourished with water and 

sediment primarily through abrupt shifts in river course, or avulsions, which are a land-building 

process that also creates catastrophic flood hazards. Existing observations and models conflict on 

whether the occurrence of avulsions will change due to relative sea-level rise, hampering the ability 

to forecast delta response to global climate change. We combined theory, numerical modeling and 

field observations to develop a unified, mechanistic framework to predict avulsion frequency on 

river deltas. Similar to natural deltas, our model has multiple self-formed delta lobes that maintain a 

near constant size set by backwater hydrodynamics. Results show that avulsion frequency is 

controlled by the competition between relative sea-level rise and sediment supply that drives lobe 

progradation. We find that most large deltas have sufficiently low progradation rates such that 

modern relative sea-level rise enhances delta-top sedimentation, accelerating avulsion frequency and 

associated hazards. However, avulsion frequency can become insensitive to relative sea-level rise 

with the anticipated increase in rise rates over the next century. In this case, sea-level rise can outpace 

delta-top aggradation, causing delta plains to drown and avulsion nodes to retreat inland, posing new 

hazards to upstream communities. Results indicate that managed deltas can support more frequent 

engineered avulsions to recover sinking land; however, there is a threshold beyond which coastal 

land loss will occur, and mitigation efforts should shift upstream. 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Coastal cities and wetlands are drowning due to global sea-level rise, accelerated subsidence 

from fluid extraction, and reduced fluvial sediment supply (Darby et al., 2016; Michener et al., 1997; 

Nicholls & Cazenave, 2010), with significant implications for the global economy, carbon cycle, and 

diverse ecosystems (Gleick, 2003; Hopkinson et al., 2012; Syvitski, 2008). Most estimates of coastal 

inundation for the next century do not consider the land-building potential of riverine sedimentation 

(W. Kim et al., 2009; Louisiana Coastal Wetlands Conservation and Restoration Task Force and the 

Wetlands Conservation and Restoration Authority, 1998; Paola et al., 2011). Rivers naturally 

distribute sediment across deltaic plains through avulsions—catastrophic shifts in the river course—
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which tend to occur every 10 to 1000 years on different deltas worldwide (Fig. 2.1A-B) 

(Jerolmack, 2009; Slingerland & Smith, 2004). However, it is unknown what sets avulsion 

timescales and how avulsion occurrence will change with ongoing and projected increases in relative 

sea-level rise rate, caused by changes in climate and land use (Erban et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2004). 

River avulsions counter land loss by nourishing wetlands with sediment (Edmonds et al., 2009b) but 

also have caused some of the deadliest floods in human history (Kidder & Liu, 2017; Sinha, 2009; 

Slingerland & Smith, 2004). On densely populated fluvial systems, dammed reservoirs trap sediment 

and engineered levees prevent avulsions, with the unintended consequence of heightened land loss 

(W. Kim et al., 2009; Paola et al., 2011). Engineered river diversions are now important parts of 

future billion-dollar coastal restoration plans (Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority of 

Louisiana, 2007).  Despite their global importance, we lack a predictive framework for the controls 

on avulsion reoccurrence, which is imperative to mitigate catastrophic hazards on deltas and design 

effective diversions on engineered deltas (W. Kim et al., 2009; Paola et al., 2011). 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Natural and modeled deltas composed of discrete lobes. A) A) Huanghe delta, China, 
illustrating modern (solid line) and abandoned (dotted line) channel pathways and avulsion node 
(yellow star). Pink circle denotes city of Dongying. B) Mississippi River delta, USA. Thin dashed line 
indicates approximate shoreline before human management (72). Pink circle denotes New Orleans. C) 
Conceptual model, showing channels of width 𝐵% in a floodplain/lobe of width 𝐵 (shaded regions), and 
lobes with constant size 𝐿" (yellow line). Shaded regions are deposits created during avulsion cycles 1-
4. Once the channel avulses from the active lobe 4 to the space 5, all lateral accommodation is filled, 
and the avulsion node moves downstream in tandem with progradation. D-E) Long profile schematics 
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for constant relative sea level and rising sea level scenarios. Dark shaded region indicates sediment 
deposited during a single avulsion cycle. 

 

Existing observations and models produce conflicting results as to whether avulsions will 

become more or less frequent with relative sea-level rise. The Rhine-Meuse delta provides an 

example of how avulsion frequency increased as a result of sea-level rise during the late Holocene 

(Törnqvist, 1994), a trend also observed in fan-delta experiments (Martin et al., 2009). The Mitchell 

River delta provides a counterexample, where river avulsions were less frequent during Holocene 

sea-level rise (Lane et al., 2017). Numerical modeling studies of the Mississippi and Trinity rivers 

also differed on whether avulsions were more or less frequent over the Holocene (Chatanantavet et 

al., 2012; Moran et al., 2017b) despite their shared sea-level history along the Gulf Coast (Anderson 

et al., 2014). Sequence stratigraphic models (Van Wagoner, 1998) and physical experiments (Tetsuji 

Muto & Steel, 2004) predict sea-level fall causes valley incision preventing avulsion, whereas the 

Goose River delta (Nijhuis et al., 2015) represents an example where avulsions persisted during sea-

level fall.  

Previous work documented that the characteristic avulsion frequency, 𝑓", scales with the rate 

that the riverbed aggrades to a height comparable to its channel depth, 

𝑓" =
𝑣_
𝐻 				(2. 1)	

where 𝑣_ is the in-channel aggradation rate and 𝐻 = 𝐻∗𝐻% is the aggradation thickness necessary 

for avulsion, where 𝐻% is the bankfull channel depth and 𝐻∗ is the avulsion threshold (Jerolmack & 

Mohrig, 2007; Mohrig et al., 2000). The avulsion threshold is a dimensionless number between 

0.2 − 1.1 on modern lowland deltas (Ganti et al., 2019). Aggradation rates on lowland deltas, in 

contrast, span orders of magnitude (𝑣_ = 0.5 − 100 mm/yr) (Jerolmack & Mohrig, 2007). Thus, 

river avulsions may occur as frequently as every decade (e.g., the Huanghe; Fig. 2.1A; 30) or as 

rarely as each millennium (e.g., the Mississippi; Fig. 2.1B; 31), and Eq. (2.2.1) is only useful insofar 

as aggradation rate can be predicted.  

Analytical models are commonly used to approximate 𝑣_ through spatial averaging of 

sediment mass balance. A common approach to estimate 𝑣_ relies on the assumption of radial 
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symmetry in the delta planform (Jerolmack, 2009; Wonsuck Kim et al., 2006; T Muto & Steel, 

1997; Tetsuji Muto & Steel, 2002b; Paola et al., 2011; Parker, Muto, Akamatsu, Dietrich, & Lauer, 

2008a; Parker, Muto, Akamatsu, Dietrich, & Wesley Lauer, 2008; Swenson et al., 2005). Central to 

this radially averaged model is the premise that the delta apex is geographically fixed, and so relative 

sea-level rise causes the delta radius to shrink until sediment supply is sufficient to keep pace with 

sea level. At steady state, the delta land area is given by 𝐴∆ =
ÄÅ
t

, where 𝑄j is the volumetric sediment 

supply flux and 𝜎 is the relative sea-level rise rate (Jerolmack, 2009; Paola et al., 2011), such that  

	

𝑣_ =
𝑄j
𝐴∆

= 𝜎				(2. 2) 

Thus, in radially averaged models, aggradation is enhanced during marine transgression because, 

with a fixed delta apex, the delta land area is reduced (T Muto & Steel, 1997; Tetsuji Muto, 2001). 

Eq. (2.2) shows agreement with steep experimental deltas where the delta apex was geographically 

fixed, for example by a canyon-fan transition or flume inlet (Wonsuck Kim et al., 2006; Martin et 

al., 2009). However, in contrast to steep fan deltas, lowland deltas have an apex that is not 

geographically fixed, but instead is found at a characteristic distance upstream of the shoreline where 

avulsions preferentially occur due to backwater hydrodynamics (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti, 

Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016; Ganti et al., 2014; Jerolmack & Swenson, 

2007). It is unknown if lowland deltas will change their area to equilibrate with sediment supply and 

sea-level rise as indicated by Eq. (2.2.2), or if delta response will differ because backwater 

hydrodynamics set a constant lobe size (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016; 

Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, & Lamb, 2016). 

A second analytical approach, referred to as the channel-averaged model, is to constrain 

aggradation rate using sediment mass balance for a channel. For example, Reitz et al. (Reitz et al., 

2010) found avulsions occurred in a fan-delta experiment at the rate the sediment supply could fill 

the channel: 𝑄j𝑇" = 𝐻𝐵%𝐿", where 𝑇" is the time between avulsions, 𝐵% is channel width, and 𝐿" is 

the avulsion length defined as the length of the delta lobe. Combined with Eq. (2.2.1) and using 

1/𝑓" ≡ 𝑇", aggradation rate is given by  
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𝑣_ =
𝑄j
𝐿"𝐵%

				(2. 3) 

The channel-width term in Eq. (2.3) can be substituted by an effective delta-lobe width 𝐵 to 

approximate lateral distribution of sediment across a delta lobe, for example, due to bifurcations 

(Edmonds & Slingerland, 2007; Parker, Muto, Akamatsu, Dietrich, & Lauer, 2008a; Reitz & 

Jerolmack, 2012; Reitz et al., 2015; Salter et al., 2018; Tejedor et al., 2015). While this approach 

considers sedimentation within a discrete channel or lobe, it does not account for backwater 

hydrodynamics, multiple lobes, or sediment partitioning between lobe aggradation and progradation 

(Törnqvist et al., 2004). 

More complex 2-D morphodynamic models, designed to study delta bifurcations and 

channelization (Caldwell & Edmonds, 2014; Edmonds et al., 2009a, 2010; Gao et al., 2019; Liang, 

Kim, et al., 2016; Liang, Van Dyk, et al., 2016; Nijhuis et al., 2015), are often computationally 

expensive and have yet to be run systematically to explore backwater-scaled avulsions. While 

simpler 1-D morphodynamic models that include backwater hydrodynamics exist, these models are 

tuned to specific case studies (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Moran et al., 2017a) and yielded opposite 

trends for avulsion frequency response to relative sea-level rise. A 2-D reduced complexity model 

found that avulsion frequency was insensitive to sea-level rise for small rise rates due to progradation 

(Katherine M Ratliff et al., 2018). However, this model did not include backwater hydrodynamics 

and a model spin-up phase that is needed to avoid bias associated with the assumed initial river 

profile shape (Chadwick et al., 2019). More recent models for backwater-influenced avulsions have 

included quasi-2D non-uniform flow, lobe aggradation and progradation, multiple cycles of lobe 

growth and abandonment, and a spin-up phase to avoid issues with the choice of initial conditions 

(Chadwick et al., 2019; Moodie et al., 2019). These models provided new insight into the controls 

on avulsion location on deltas (Chadwick et al., 2019), and were validated against field observations 

from the Huanghe delta (Moodie et al., 2019); however, they have yet to be used to explore how 

relative sea-level rise affects avulsion frequency.  

Here we built on the model of Chadwick et al. (2019) to develop a generic, dimensionless 

framework to predict the response of avulsion frequency on deltas to different rates of relative sea-

level rise and fall, which reconciles conflicting results in previous work. We also derived an 
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analytical approximation to the model that can be directly compared to the commonly used radially 

averaged and channel-averaged approximations. 

2.2. MORPHODYNAMIC MODEL AND FIELD DATA COMPILATION 

The numerical morphodynamic model consists of a delta with an imposed number of lobes 

that are assumed to form a branching pattern, with only one lobe active at a given time (Fig. 2.1C) 

(Chadwick et al., 2019; Ganti et al., 2019) (SI Appendix). Each lobe is represented by a separate long 

profile and a shared trunk channel, governed by quasi-2-dimensional, non-uniform hydrodynamics 

(Chatanantavet et al., 2012), sediment transport (Engelund & Hansen, 1967), and sediment 

partitioning between lobe topset and foreset. Lobes are abandoned and reoccupied during avulsion 

cycles; avulsions occur when and where the active lobe first aggrades to the avulsion threshold 𝐻∗, 

set to 50% of the channel depth (𝐻%), relative to the lowest neighboring lobe (Chatanantavet et al., 

2012; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016; Mohrig et al., 2000; Katherine M 

Ratliff et al., 2018). After an avulsion, the active channel consists of the old channel upstream of the 

avulsion location concatenated with the new (lowest elevation) channel downstream (SI Appendix). 

We focused on river-dominated deltas and neglected shoreline erosion from waves or currents 

(Moodie et al., 2019; Katherine M Ratliff et al., 2018). 

We non-dimensionalized the numerical model to explore the model results in a generic 

framework that allows direct comparison to a wide range of natural deltas. The aggradation rate was 

normalized by a maximum possible aggradation rate dictated by sediment supply, 𝑣È_ =
ÄÅ
rsÉ*

, where 

𝐿# = 𝐻%/𝑆 is the backwater length-scale and 𝑆 is channel bed slope. Normalized avulsion frequency 

𝑓"∗ =
7²

ÊÈ£/)*
 depends on ten parameters: normalized rate of relative sea-level rise (𝜎∗), offshore basin 

floor depth normalized by channel depth (𝐻#∗), lobe width normalized by channel width (𝐵∗), the 

avulsion threshold (𝐻∗), and six additional parameters that describe river flow hydraulics and 

sediment transport (SI Appendix). Importantly, the dimensionless relative sea-level rise rate 𝜎∗ =
t

ÄÅ/WrsÉ
 describes the ratio of sea-level rise to the sediment supplied to the delta as a whole (where 

𝑛 = (𝑁 + 1)/2 and 𝑁 is the number of delta lobes; SI Appendix). When 𝜎∗ < 1 the delta is expected 

to prograde seaward, whereas 𝜎∗ > 1 should correspond to delta drowning and shoreline retreat. For 
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each model delta, we measured the average time 𝑇" between avulsions over 13 cycles and 

calculated 𝑓" ≡ 1/𝑇" under different scenarios of relative sea-level rise (𝜎∗), with all other 

dimensionless parameters held constant at values representative of typical lowland deltas (Table 2.1).   

 
Table 2.1: Non-dimensional model input parameters 

 

 
 

We also derived an independent analytical model for lobe-averaged aggradation rate by 

constraining lobes to a fixed size scaled by backwater hydrodynamics (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; 

Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007), and averaging sediment mass balance over an avulsion timescale 𝑇" 

for a river channel of constant slope 𝑆, thereby avoiding the need to solve the nonlinear equations 

for water and sediment transport (SI Appendix). The result is 

	

𝑓"∗ =

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧

𝜎∗/𝐵∗

−  1𝜎∗ + 𝐻#
∗ − 𝐻∗® + Ï 1𝜎∗ + 𝐻#

∗ − 𝐻∗®
L
+ 2𝐻∗ 𝐿"∗ + 𝐻#∗ −

𝐻∗

2 ®
, if	𝐷∗ > 0

	
	

1
𝐿"∗ 𝐵∗𝐻∗ , if	𝐷

∗ ≤ 0

	(4) 
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where 𝐷∗ = Ð

rs
 is the normalized lobe progradation distance just before an avulsion (Fig. 2.1D-E) 

and 𝐿"∗ =
r²
rs

 is user-specified normalized lobe size after avulsion, which typically varies between 0.5 

to 2 for large, coastal rivers (Chadwick et al., 2019; Ganti et al., 2019) . We compared the analytical 

solution to the numerical model, and performed a sensitivity analysis of 𝑓"∗ for a range of relative 

sea-level rise rates with systematic variation of the dimensionless basin depth, avulsion length, 

avulsion threshold, and floodplain width. 

We also compared the numerical and analytical models to a compilation of Holocene data 

from fifteen natural deltas spanning a wide range of avulsion frequencies (𝑓" = 0.5 − 140	ky��) 

and lobe sizes (𝐿" = 30 − 490	km; Tables S1 and S2). Consistent with our model assumptions, 

these deltas feature a single major channel and avulsion node at the scale of the backwater length 

(Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Salter et al., 2018). Relative sea-level rise was determined by the sum 

of eustatic sea-level rise rate (𝜎b§) and coastal subsidence rate (𝜎j§#j) for each delta over the 

Holocene (𝜎 = 𝜎b§ + 𝜎j§#j). We used the data compilation to define dimensionless parameter 

combinations for model inputs (Table 2.1) and to test the model predictions against six of those 

deltas where all parameters could be constrained. We also computed next-century model predictions 

for avulsion frequency using modern values of relative sea-level rise reported for each delta (Syvitski 

et al., 2009). In our analysis we assumed a characteristic lobe width of 40𝐵%, a reasonable estimate 

consistent with field data (Coleman et al., 1998; Hayden et al., 2019; Pang & Si, 1979; Parker, Muto, 

Akamatsu, Dietrich, & Lauer, 2008b).  

2.3. RESULTS  

Our numerical model results and lobe-averaged solution show that avulsion frequency 

responds nonlinearly to relative sea-level rise rate, falling within three regimes depending on the 

competition between relative sea-level rise and the sediment supply as described by 𝜎∗ (Fig. 2.2). In 

the regime 10�´ < 𝜎∗ ≲ 	10��, which we term progradation-dominated, relative sea-level rise does 

not significantly contribute to aggradation rate (Fig. 2.S1). Instead, shoreline progradation causes 

channel aggradation because the channel adjusts to maintain a transport slope as the river mouth and 

avulsion node advance seaward (Ganti et al., 2014). Because avulsion frequency scales with 
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aggradation rate (Eq. (2.2.1)), 𝑓" is insensitive to relative sea-level rise rate	in this regime (Fig. 

2.2), similar to previous reduced-complexity model results (Katherine M Ratliff et al., 2018).  

If rise rate is the same order of magnitude as the maximum potential aggradation rate 

(10�� ≲ 𝜎∗ < 10�), channel aggradation increases with relative sea-level rise rate (Fig. 2.2; Fig. 

2.S1). In this regime, termed rise-dominated, relative sea-level rise controls channel aggradation 

because more sediment is partitioned into the lobe’s channel and floodplain relative to the foreset, 

in a process similar to radially averaged theory (Wonsuck Kim et al., 2006; Paola et al., 2011; 

Swenson et al., 2005, 2000a) but here manifesting at the scale of delta lobes. Consequently, 𝑣_ is 

enhanced at the avulsion node and avulsion frequency accelerates as relative sea-level rise rate 

increases (Fig. 2.2).  

 
 
Figure 2.2: Avulsion frequency 𝑓"∗ as a function of normalized relative-sea level rise 𝜎∗. Black circles and 
error bars show the median, minimum, and maximum of avulsion frequency distributions from numerical 
model runs, gray solid line is lobe-averaged model solution (Eq. (2.4)), and dashed lines are radially 
averaged and channel-averaged or lobe-width averaged model solutions for 𝐻∗ = 0.5, 𝐿"∗ = 1,𝐻#∗ = 2,𝑁 =
4, and 𝐵∗ = 40 (SI Appendix). White diamonds are natural deltas where all parameters could be 
constrained, and gray shaded regions are lobe-averaged model-solution envelopes encompassing natural 
delta input parameters (Table 2.S2). 
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For 𝜎∗ > 10�, relative sea-level rise outpaces the rate at which the sediment supply can 

aggrade the reach downstream of the avulsion node, inducing landward retreat of the shoreline and 

avulsion node. In this regime, termed supply-limited, 𝑣_ no longer increases with rise rate. Instead, 

aggradation rate is limited by the sediment supply divided by the fixed lobe land area (i.e., the 

product of lobe length 𝐿" and width 𝐵), and avulsion frequency reaches a maximum value (Fig. 2.2).  

A sensitivity analysis of the analytical model revealed that relative sea-level rise is a primary 

control on delta-lobe aggradation, universally increasing avulsion frequency in the rise-dominated 

regime (0.1 ≲ 𝜎∗ < 1) by creating accommodation at a rate commensurate with the volumetric 

sediment input (Fig. 2.3). Smaller basin depths also increase avulsion frequency (Fig. 2.3A), but 

only for low rise rates. Small basin depths allow for more rapid progradation when 𝜎∗ ≲ 0.1, driving 

high aggradation rates on the topset to maintain a transport slope. Results show avulsions are more 

frequent on deltas with lower avulsion thresholds and shorter avulsion lengths (Fig. 2.3B-C) because 

less sediment is needed on the delta top to trigger an avulsion. Avulsion frequency decreases with 

lobe width in our model (Fig. 2.3D), consistent with the recent finding that wider distributary 

networks are more resilient to environmental change (Tejedor et al., 2015). Lobe geometry 

(𝐻∗, 	𝐿"∗ , 	𝐵∗)	is the primary control on avulsion frequency when rapid relative sea-level rise causes 

marine transgression (𝐷 ≤ 0) because the entire sediment load is sequestered on the delta top, and 

𝑓"∗ is maximized to a value set by lobe area and the avulsion threshold (Eq. (2.4)). For cases with 

shallow basins and 𝐿"∗ ≫ 1, such as steep fan deltas (Ganti et al., 2014), avulsion frequency is 

insensitive to 𝜎∗ because a large delta topset can transition from progradation-dominated to supply-

limited conditions at relatively low rise rates (Fig. 2.3C).  For 𝜎∗ ≳ 2.5 the avulsion node is drowned 

before an avulsion can occur.  

Model results also indicate that avulsions can occur during relative sea-level fall, so long as 

the channel is aggradational (Fig. 2.3E) (Tetsuji Muto & Swenson, 2005; Nijhuis et al., 2015). Basin 

depth is the fundamental control on avulsion frequency during sea-level fall because topset 

aggradation is driven primarily by lobe progradation, similar to the case of slow relative sea-level 

rise. 
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In contrast to the radially averaged models that impose a fixed avulsion node location, our 

model incorporates the crucial component of a backwater-scaled avulsion node that fixes the lobe 

size, consistent with natural lowland deltas (Fig. 2.2; Fig. 2.S2). For a geographically fixed avulsion 

node, shoreline progradation and retreat cause adjustment of delta top area, which scales inversely 

with the topset aggradation and avulsion frequency (𝑓"∗ ∝ 𝜎∗; Eq. (2.2); Fig. 2.2). In contrast, the 

backwater-scaled avulsion node in our model can move seaward and landward in tandem with the 

shoreline progradation and retreat, respectively, consistent with field observations (Ganti et al., 2014; 

Moodie et al., 2019). As a result, lobe area remains constant, and the competition between shoreline 

progradation, relative sea-level rise, and sediment supply control avulsion frequency. The radially 

averaged model and our model produce qualitatively similar trends only in the rise-dominated 

regime (10�� ≲ 𝜎∗ < 10�); our model predicts more frequent avulsions in this regime due to 

additional topset aggradation from progradation that is not included in the radially averaged model. 
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Figure 2.3: Analytical model results for normalized avulsion frequency under rising sea level. Panels 
show systematic variation of A) basin depth, B) avulsion threshold, C) avulsion length, and D) lobe 
width with other model parameters set to constant values typical of large lowland deltas (𝐻∗ =
0.5, 𝐿"∗ = 1,𝐻#∗ = 2, 𝐵∗ = 40; Table 2.S2). E) Solutions for falling sea level and basin depth. Gray 
zones indicate areas where the analytical model is not applicable due to migration of the avulsion node 
or channel incision (SI Appendix). White diamonds are field data for modern conditions (filled markers) 
and predictions for the next century (unfilled markers) (Tables S1 and S2).  

 

Channel-averaged mass balance models, on the other hand, predict 𝑓"∗ = 2 regardless of rise 

rate as all sediment is sequestered in the channel. Our model predicts far fewer avulsions than the 

channel-averaged model because it incorporates sediment distribution onto the delta foreset and 

floodplain which reduces the channel aggradation rates. Incorporating lobe width into Eq. (2.3) 

yields predictions similar to our model, but only in the supply-limited regime (𝜎∗ ≥ 1).  

Holocene field data for the Huanghe, Danube, Mississippi, Rhine-Meuse, Orinoco, and 

Parana deltas all fall within the prediction envelope of our model (Fig. 2.2). The high sediment load 

of the Huanghe yields 𝜎∗ ≅ 0.004, placing it in the regime where 𝑓"∗ is controlled by shoreline 

progradation and is insensitive to relative sea-level rise. The Danube, Mississippi and Orinoco appear 

most vulnerable to changes in relative sea-level rise rate because they reside in the rise-dominated 

regime (𝜎∗ ≅ 0.1, 0.3 and 0.77, respectively). Relative sea-level rise outpaces sediment supply on 

the Parana and Rhine-Meuse (𝜎∗ ≅ 2.3 and 2.6, respectively), and their shorelines are expected to 

retreat and avulsion frequency should be sensitive to sediment supply and delta size, not relative sea-

level rise rate.  While sufficient data to test the model was unavailable for the other nine deltas in 

our compilation (Table 2.S2), they can be placed within the model parameter space (Fig. 2.3). Model 

comparison suggests that the Nile, Magdalena, Amazon, Rhone, Brahmaputra, and Trinity deltas 

likely reside in the rise-dominated regime (Fig. 2.3A-D), whereas the Goose and Mitchell deltas are 

in the progradation-dominated regime, where avulsions can occur despite sea level fall (Fig 3E), 

consistent with observations (Lane et al., 2017; Nijhuis et al., 2015). 

2.4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Our model shows lowland delta avulsion frequency depends on the dominant cause of 

channel aggradation: whether due to progradation, relative sea-level rise, or limited by sediment 
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supply (Fig. 2.4A-D). Depending on the dominant cause, avulsion frequency can vary by over an 

order of magnitude, and may or may not be sensitive to changes in relative sea-level rise rate. Our 

lobe-averaged analytical model, despite its simplicity, accurately predicts avulsion frequencies 

observed in the physics-based numerical model (Fig. 2.2). Minor differences in mass balance arose 

because we assumed 𝐿" = 𝐿# in the analytical model, whereas 𝐿" in the numerical model emerged 

autogenically and varied between 0.5𝐿# − 2𝐿#. Consistency between our model and the analytical 

approximation (Fig. 2.2) suggests that the sediment mass partitioning between foreset progradation 

and aggradation of the backwater-scaled delta top exerts the primary control on avulsion frequency. 

Thus, beyond accounting for a backwater-scaled lobe area, modeling hydrodynamics and transient 

bed adjustment are not necessary to predict 𝑓"∗ to first order.  

The parameter 𝜎∗ distinguishes between avulsion-frequency regimes because it compares 

the relative sea-level rise rate to the maximum possible aggradation rate dictated by sediment supply 

(Fig. 2.4A-D). Deltas with a backwater-scaled avulsion node (𝐿"∗ ~1) feature a transition between 

the rise-dominated and supply-limited regimes at 𝜎∗ = 1, where delta tops can only barely keep pace 

with sea-level rise. Similarly, 𝜎∗ ≈ 0.1 marks a transition between the rise-dominated and 

progradation-dominated regimes. Our model indicates deltas may also transition between 

aggradational regimes due to increasing basin depth (𝐻#∗) and delta size (𝐿"∗ ) associated with 

shoreline autoretreat (Fig. 2.3A,C) (T Muto & Steel, 1997; Tetsuji Muto, 2001). 

Our results have important implications for delta flood hazards and morphodynamics that 

depend on 𝜎∗ and basin depth. Basin depth plays a significant role in the progradation-dominated 

regime (𝜎∗ ≲ 0.1) (Fig. 2.3A; Fig. 2.4) because less sediment is required for a given amount of 

progradation to occur in shallow basins (Bijkerk et al., 2016; Tetsuji Muto et al., 2016; Paola, 2000). 

Thus, lowland deltas building into shallow epicontinental seas likely reside in the progradation-

dominated regime and their avulsion frequency may be insensitive to sea-level rise. This model 

prediction can explain the puzzling observations of decreased avulsion frequency during Holocene 

sea-level rise on the Mitchell River delta (Lane et al., 2017), which builds into a shallow basin (𝐻# =

	15m,	compared to the channel depth 𝐻% = 7m, i.e. 𝐻#∗ = 2.1). We reason that progradation rates 

may have decreased on the Mitchell delta as its basin deepened over the Holocene, causing less 

frequent avulsions. In contrast, on deltas with deep offshore basins, such as shelf-edge deltas during 
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sea-level lowstands (Tetsuji Muto & Steel, 2002a), progradation is slow and so avulsion frequency 

should be more responsive to sea level change.  

Our model also shows that high progradation rates can drive channel aggradation and 

avulsion even during sea level fall (Fig. 2.3E), which is typically thought to cause channel incision 

and prevent avulsion. This finding complicates sequence-stratigraphic interpretations of deltas 

building into shallow seas, such as the Cretaceous Interior Seaway (Van Wagoner, 1998), where 

unconformities interpreted as sequence boundaries reflecting sea-level fall could instead form 

intrinsically due to flood variability and avulsions (Ganti et al., 2019; Trower et al., 2018).  

Large lowland deltas host a disproportionate fraction of the world population (Giosan, 2014; 

Syvitski, 2008), and are experiencing accelerated relative rise rates due to hydrocarbon extraction 

and eustatic sea-level rise.  Our model predicts relative sea-level rise in the next century will drive 

more frequent avulsions farther upstream (Fig. 2.3; Table 2.S3). We expect most deltas on 

continental shelves to lie in the rise-dominated regime (0.1 ≲ 𝜎∗ < 1; Fig. 2.3), in which higher rise 

rates cause more frequent avulsions. More frequent avulsions increase the potential for catastrophic 

flooding hazards (Kidder & Liu, 2017), but also represent an opportunity to mimic natural processes 

on managed deltas by using engineered diversions to build land (Coastal Protection and Restoration 

Authority of Louisiana, 2007; Ganti et al., 2014; W. Kim et al., 2009; Paola et al., 2011). Our results 

also point to distinct hazards associated with the supply-limited regime (𝜎∗ > 1). Unlike radially 

averaged models with geographically fixed avulsion node locations (Fig. 2.4F), avulsion nodes in 

our model migrate upstream when 𝜎∗ > 1 in order to keep pace with shoreline retreat and maintain 

a constant, backwater-scaled lobe size (Fig. 2.4E). Notably, the Mississippi and Rhone are predicted 

to transition to supply-limited conditions, similar to the Rhine-Meuse and Parana (Fig. 2.3). As a 

result, we expect coastal land will drown and node migration will introduce new flood hazards 

upstream of historical avulsion sites. While the Huanghe has experienced a drastic increase in 𝜎∗ 

due to fluid extraction (Syvitski et al., 2009), our model indicates negligible change to natural 

avulsion frequency because aggradation is still predominantly induced by progradation.   
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Figure 2.4: Schematics of delta response to sea level rise. Topographic profiles show locations of 
sediment deposition at the onset of avulsion under progradation-dominated (A-B), rise-dominated (C), 
and supply-limited (D) regimes, corresponding to increasing rates of relative sea-level rise. Planview 
schematics highlight different delta responses to rapid relative sea-level rise for E) our model where 
deltas have a constant lobe size and F) the radially averaged model where avulsion locations are fixed 
and delta lobes shrink in size.  

 

Overall our results indicate lowland deltas will not passively drown but instead will respond 

to relative sea-level rise through more frequent natural cycles of sedimentation and river avulsion 

(Fig. 2.4). While this response acts to mitigate land loss in coastal wetlands, it increases the natural 

hazards associated with accelerated avulsion frequency and avulsions that occur farther upstream. 

Engineered diversions that mimic rivers’ natural tendency of more frequent avulsions during relative 

sea-level rise may offset land loss, but our model suggests there is a threshold beyond which 

sediment supply cannot keep pace with increasing rise rates.  
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2.6. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

2.6.1 Numerical model derivation 

The numerical model builds on (1); authors explored controls on avulsion location on 

lowland deltas, but did not analyze avulsion frequency and its dependency on relative sea level rise. 

The model consists of a delta with an imposed number of lobes that are assumed to form a branching 

pattern, with only one lobe active at a given time (Fig. 2.1C) (1, 2). Each delta lobe is modeled as a 

coupled river and floodplain in a quasi-two-dimensional mass balance framework (3, 4),  

𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑡 + 𝜎 = −

1
D1 − 𝜆;E𝐵

𝜕𝑄G
𝜕𝑥 				(2. S5) 

where 𝜂 is channel bed elevation relative to sea level, 𝑡 is time, 𝜎 is relative sea-level rise rate, 𝑥 is 

downstream distance, and 𝑄G is the volumetric sediment transport capacity at position 𝑥. Sediment 

is deposited uniformly over floodplain width 𝐵 with porosity 𝜆;. At the delta front, fluvial sediment 

transport gives way to gravity flow and avalanching, and deposition drives foreset progradation. We 

approximate progradation using a moving-boundary formulation, with a foreset of constant slope 𝑆_ 

set to five times the transport slope (5, 6).  

We used the backwater equation to constrain water mass and momentum under quasi-steady 

flow conditions (3),  

𝑑𝐻©
𝑑𝑥 =

𝑆 − 𝑆7
1 − 𝐹𝑟L +

𝐹𝑟L

1 − 𝐹𝑟L 	
𝐻
𝐵©

𝑑𝐵©
𝑑𝑥 					(2. S6) 

where 𝐻© is flow depth, 𝑆 is channel bed slope, 𝑆7 = 𝐶7𝐹𝑟L is friction slope, 𝐶7 is friction 

coefficient, 𝐹𝑟 is Froude number, and 𝐵© is the width of flow. We assumed flow width was contained 

by the channel upstream of the river mouth, and expanded at a constant spreading angle offshore (3, 

7), here set to 15 degrees. Following recent work (1), the location of the river mouth 𝑥h is set by the 

intersection of the floodplain profile 𝜂7 with sea level 𝜉a,  

𝑥h = 𝑥|��(�)	�	��				(2. S7) 
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where the floodplain elevation is defined as the sum of the bed elevation and channel depth 

𝐻%, 

𝜂7(𝑥) = 𝜂(𝑥) + 𝐻%					(2. S8) 

Over time, the floodplain in our model aggrades in concert with the channel bed, driving river mouth 

advancement. A mobile river mouth is necessary for foreset progradation to drive topset aggradation 

(1). 

We routed sediment in the river according to Engelund-Hansen (8) for total bed-material 

load,   

𝑄G = 𝐵%O𝑅𝑔𝐷S
𝛼
𝐶7
	(𝜏∗)W						(2. S9) 

where 𝑅 is submerged specific density of sediment, 𝑔 is gravity, 𝐷 is the median grain-size 

of bed material, 𝜏∗ is Shields number, and 𝛼 = 0.05 and 𝑛 = 2.5. All sediment delivered to the delta 

front is captured in the foreset (6, 9). 

Following recent work (1), we approximate deltaic evolution using four separate quasi-2-

dimensional profiles of predefined width that represent four distinct lobes. At a given time, one delta 

lobe was active (10, 11) and was governed by Eqs. (2.S1 − S5). We varied sediment supply at the 

upstream end with water discharge such that the normal-flow bed slope was held constant, and 

therefore erosion and deposition were not driven by changes in the ratio of sediment supply to water 

discharge (12). Inactive lobe shapes were unchanged when abandoned (13) but were partially 

drowned in cases due to relative sea-level rise.  

We used an avulsion criterion given by a critical thickness of aggradation, which we refer to 

as superelevation (∆𝜂): 

∆𝜂(𝑥) ≥ 𝐻∗𝐻%										(2. S10)	

in which 𝐻% is the bankfull channel depth and 𝐻∗ is the avulsion threshold, a dimensionless number 

that is of order unity, which we set to 𝐻∗ = 0.5 consistent with field and experimental observations 
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(14–16). We triggered an avulsion when and where the floodplain elevation of the active lobe 

exceeded the floodplain elevation of the lowest-elevation abandoned lobe (𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`), evaluated 

at the same distance downstream from the trunk channel:  

∆𝜂(𝑥) = c
𝜂7(𝑥) − 𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`(𝑥)			for	𝑥 ≤ 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`
𝜂7(𝑥) − 𝜉jb_																										for	𝑥 > 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`

				(2. S11) 

where 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb` is the stream-wise coordinate of the abandoned-lobe shoreline. Seaward of the 

abandoned lobe, superelevation is measured relative to sea level (𝜉jb_) (1, 17). Extreme floods may 

also affect the timing of any one avulsion (15, 18), but these factors were neglected for simplicity 

following previous work (1, 19, 20). For simplicity we neglected the river reach laterally spanning 

lobes because lobes are much longer than they are wide (21, 22). 

After avulsion, the river was rerouted to the lowest abandoned lobe by joining the bed profile 

of the active channel upstream of the avulsion site with the bed profile of the new flow path 

downstream,  

𝜂Wb©(𝑥) = c MIND𝜂_#_W`aWb`�(𝑥), 𝜂_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥), 𝜂_#_W`aWb`S(𝑥)E					𝑥 > 𝑥"
	𝜂(𝑥)																																																																																																										𝑥 ≤ 𝑥"

	(2. S12) 

where 𝑥 is distance downstream, 𝑥" is the avulsion location, 𝜂#,Wb© is the new riverbed profile after 

avulsion, 𝜂# is the riverbed profile before avulsion, and 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`�, 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L, and 

	𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`S are the three abandoned-lobe long profiles. The MIN operator here selects the 

abandoned profile that has the minimum mean elevation, �̅�#, downstream of the avulsion node, 

�̅� =
1

𝑥h − 𝑥"
° 𝜂(𝑥)
�±

�²
𝑑𝑥										(2. S13) 

where 𝑥h is the downstream coordinate of the river mouth. For example, if 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥) yields 

a lower value of �̅�# than both 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`�(𝑥) and 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`S(𝑥) yield, then 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥) 

is selected as the path downstream of the avulsion location. This process mimics the tendency of 

rivers to select steeper paths, fill in topographic lows (10, 23), and to reoccupy previously abandoned 
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channels (24). After establishing the new flow path, lobe construction (Eqs. S1 − S5)	and avulsion 

setup (Eqs. S6	and	S7) began anew.  

At the start of each model run, the initial state of the riverbed was assumed planar with a 

uniform downstream slope set to the transport slope for normal flow, similar to previous studies (3, 

17, 25). Due to the imposed number of lobes, after four avulsion cycles the river was forced to 

reoccupy lobes that were previously active, and thus the effect of initial conditions was minimized 

(1). Here we focus on results after the fourth avulsion cycle, and consider the first four avulsions a 

model spin-up period.  

Simulations incorporate a variable discharge, which is necessary to reproduce a backwater-

scaled avulsion node in most scenarios (1). We approximate variability using a log-normal 

distribution of flow depths (26, 27). The distribution is defined by the bankfull-exceedance 

probability 𝐹#7, which describes the frequency of overbank flows relative to all flows, and the 

coefficient of variation 𝐶𝑉, which describes the magnitude of low flows and high flows relative to 

the average flow. We randomly sampled the distribution with a characteristic flow-event duration 

(𝑇b).  

To enable applicability across a wide range of river conditions, the model was non-

dimensionalized using the maximum possible aggradation rate of the backwater zone, 𝑣È_ =
ÄÅ
É*rs

. 

Non-dimensionalizing Eqs. (2.S1 − S9) yields 

𝜕𝜂∗

𝜕𝑡∗ + 𝜎
∗ = 	−

1
𝐵∗�̧�∗G

𝜕𝑞G∗

𝜕𝑥∗ 												(2. S14) 

𝑥h∗ = 𝑥∗|��∗ (�∗)	�	��∗ 				(2. S15) 

𝜂7∗(𝑥∗) = 𝜂∗(𝑥∗) + 1					(2. S16) 

𝜕𝐻©∗

𝜕𝑥∗ =
𝑆∗ − 𝑆7∗

1 − 𝐹𝑟L +
𝐹𝑟L

1 − 𝐹𝑟L
𝐻∗

𝐵©∗
𝑑𝐵©∗

𝑑𝑥∗ 												(2. S17) 
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𝐶7𝑞G∗ = 𝛼(𝜏∗)W												(2. S18) 

∆𝜂∗ ≥ 𝐻∗											(2. S19) 

∆𝜂∗(𝑥∗) = c
𝜂7∗(𝑥∗) − 𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`∗ (𝑥∗)			for	𝑥∗ ≤ 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`∗

𝜂7∗ (𝑥∗) − 𝜉jb_∗ 																				for	𝑥∗ > 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`∗ 				(2. S20) 

𝜂,Wb©∗ (𝑥∗)

= c MIND𝜂_#_W`aWb`�∗ (𝑥∗), 𝜂_#_W`aWb`L∗ (𝑥∗), 𝜂_#_W`aWb`S∗ (𝑥∗)E					𝑥∗ > 𝑥"∗

	𝜂∗(𝑥∗)																																																																																																										𝑥∗ ≤ 𝑥"∗
	(2. S21) 

�̅�#∗ =
1

𝑥h∗ − 𝑥"∗
° 𝜂#∗(𝑥∗)
�±∗

�²
∗

𝑑𝑥∗										(2. S22) 

where 𝑥∗ = 𝑥/𝐿# is dimensionless distance downstream, 𝑡∗ = 𝑡�̧�j/𝐵%𝐿#(1 − 𝜆;) is dimensionless 

time and �̧�j is time-averaged volumetric sediment supply, 𝐵∗ = 𝐵/𝐵% is dimensionless lobe 

width,	𝐻©∗ = 𝐻©/𝐻% is the dimensionless depth of flow, 𝐵©∗ = 𝐵©/𝐵% is dimensionless width of 

flow,  𝑆∗ = 𝑆/(𝐻%/𝐿#) is the normalized bed slope, 𝑆7∗ = 𝐹𝑟L𝐶7/(𝐻%/𝐿#) is the normalized friction 

slope, 𝑞G∗ is the Einstein number representing dimensionless bed-material transport (28, 29) and �̧�∗G 

is the time-averaged Einstein number. All elevation variables are normalized relative to channel 

depth (e.g., 𝜉jb_∗ = 𝜉jb_/𝐻%, 𝜂∗ = 𝜂/𝐻%).  

The model is governed by ten input dimensionless parameters quantifying hydrology, 

sediment transport, and channel morphology, which can be measured easily using existing data. The 

parameters are: bankfull Froude number in the normal-flow reach (𝐹𝑟W,#7), bankfull Shields number 

in the normal-flow reach (𝜏W,#7∗ ), friction factor (𝐶7), offshore basin floor depth normalized by 

bankfull depth (𝐻#∗), lobe width normalized by channel width (𝐵∗), the avulsion threshold (𝐻∗), a 

dimensionless rate of relative sea-level rise (𝜎∗ = tWrsÉ
Ä̧Å

), bankfull exceedance probability (𝐹#7), 

coefficient of variation of stage height (𝐶𝑉), and flood duration normalized by the channel 

adjustment timescale (𝑇b∗ =
uvÄ̧Å

rs)*É*
, where 𝑇b	~	1 month is the dimensional flood duration).  
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During most numerical simulations, avulsion cycles featured focused deposition 

downstream of the avulsion node (Fig. 2.1D-E). However, during cycle numbers 4, 7, 10, and 13, 

we observed significant deposition farther upstream in the trunk channel. These trunk-filling 

avulsion cycles occur when the initial lobe’s floodplain profile (𝜂7) is significantly lower than all 

other inactive lobes. Consequently, the active lobe begins construction with substantially lower 

superelevation (Eq. (2.S7)) compared to other avulsion cycles, requiring greater aggradation along 

the entire river long profile before reaching the avulsion threshold. We observed that trunk-filling 

avulsion cycles were also associated with downstream translation on of the avulsion node, similar to 

behavior documented on the Yellow River, China (15, 30). For model results presented here, we 

neglected trunk-filling avulsions and focused on lateral avulsions, because lateral avulsions 

constitute 70% of total avulsions in our model, and because sediment mass balance is constrained 

to downstream of the avulsion node in agreement with our analytical solution (Fig. 2.1D-E).  

2.7.2 Analytical model derivation 

Our analytical solution averages mass balance over an avulsion cycle where lobes are 

assumed to build at a fixed length 𝐿" set by backwater hydrodynamics (3, 31, 32), and the river 

aggrades to thickness 𝐻 before an avulsion occurs (2, 14, 15). The trunk channel upstream of the 

avulsion node aggrades during construction of the first lobe (Fig. 2.1C), such that aggradation occurs 

only downstream of the avulsion node for subsequent avulsion cycles. We assume a uniform riverbed 

slope, 𝑆, and a vertical delta foreset. These assumptions are relaxed in the full numerical solution, 

but here allow for an analytical approximation:  

𝑄j𝑇"
(1 − 𝜆;)

= Ø (𝐿" − 𝐷)𝐵𝐻 + 𝐷𝐵 µ𝐻# + 𝑧 +
1
2
𝐷𝑆¶ 	if	𝐷 > 0				

		𝐿"𝐵𝐻																																																											if	𝐷 ≤ 0			
(2. S19) 

where 𝑄j is volumetric sediment supply at the upstream end,	𝐻# is initial basin depth, 𝐷 is lobe 

progradation distance just prior to avulsion, and 𝑧 is the height of sea-level rise over an avulsion 

cycle. For 𝐷 > 0, the first two terms on the right-hand side account for deposition on the delta topset 

and progradation of the foreset (Fig. 2.1B-C). For 𝐷 < 0, sedimentation is only on the topset.  
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Geometric constraints (15) dictate that shoreline progradation is:  

𝐷 = 𝐿# µ𝐻∗ −
𝑧
𝐻%
¶				(2. S20)	

The magnitude of sea-level rise during an avulsion cycle can be rewritten as 

𝑧 = 𝑛𝜎𝑇"				(2. S21)	

where 𝑛 is the number of avulsions that occur before lobe reoccupation, which —for  random 

switching amongst topographic low areas— is  

𝑛 =
𝑁 + 1
2 				(2. S22)	

where 𝑁 is the total number of lobes (2). Combining Eq. (2.1), Eqs. (2.S19 − S22) and 𝑓" ≡ 1/𝑇", 

and non-dimensionalizing results in the solution given by Eq. (2.4). 

Some parameter combinations can violate model assumptions, and so we impose three 

constraints. Marine transgression between avulsions must not drown the avulsion node,  

𝐷 > −𝐿"				(2. S23) 

and lobes must not prograde greater than an avulsion length between avulsions,  

𝐷 < 𝐿"				(2. S24)	

If Eqs. (2.S23) or (2.S24) are unsatisfied, then the avulsion node is forced to migrate upstream or 

downstream respectively, and our mass balance framework is not applicable, but the numerical 

solution still holds. Lastly, sea level fall cannot drop below the basin floor,  

𝑧 > −𝐻#				(2. S25) 

or else the channel is predicted to incise and avulsions do not occur.  

The analytical model, Eq. (2.4), is a general solution that encompasses the channel-averaged 

model (Eq. (2.3)), which can be recovered by assuming no shoreline progradation (𝐷∗ = 0) and no 

floodplain (𝐵∗ = 1), and the radially averaged model, with a further assumption that lobe size is in 

equilibrium with sediment supply and sea level rise (𝐿"∗ = 𝜎∗ = 1). In dimensionless form, the 

radially averaged mass balance model (Eq. (2.2)) is 
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𝑓"∗ =
𝜎∗

𝑛𝐵∗𝐻∗ 					(2. S26) 

Similarly, the dimensionless channel-averaged sediment mass balance model (Eq. (2.3)) is 

𝑓"∗ =
1

𝐿"∗ 𝐻∗𝐵∗ 				(2. S27) 

where 𝐵∗ = 1 if sedimentation is confined to a channel and 𝐵∗ > 1 if sedimentation is distributed 

across the channel and floodplain. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.S1. Model results for normalized aggradation rate 𝑣_∗ as a function of normalized relative sea-level rise 
𝜎∗, showing progradation-dominated, sea-level-rise-dominated, and supply-limited regimes. Black circles 
and error bars show the median, minimum, and maximum of avulsion frequency distributions from numerical 
model runs that encompass input parameters of field data. Gray solid line is lobe-averaged analytical solution 
(Eq. (2.4)), and dashed lines are radially averaged (Eq. (2.S26)) and channel-averaged (Eq. (2.S27)) model 
predictions using 𝐻∗ = 0.5, 𝐿"∗ = 1,𝐻#∗ = 2,𝑁 = 4, and 𝐵∗ = 40 and a dimensionless version of equation 1: 
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𝑓"∗ = 𝑣_∗/𝐻∗. White diamonds are field data (33) (Table 2.S1), and shaded regions are envelopes of model 
predictions for parameter combinations corresponding to the six field sites (Table 2.S2). 
 

 

 

Fig. 2.S2. Normalized avulsion frequency predictions according to the radially averaged model (A-E) and 
channel-averaged model (F-J), with systematic variation of basin depth, avulsion threshold, avulsion length, 
and lobe width. Other model parameters were set to constant values typical of large lowland deltas (𝐻∗ =
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0.5, 𝐿"∗ = 1,𝐻#∗ = 2, 𝐵∗ = 40; Table 2.S2). Predictions for falling sea level and basin depth are shown in 

panels E and J. Lobe-averaged model predictions for the same parameter space are shown in Figure 3. 
 

 

 

 

Table 2.S1. Field data used in this study 

 

River 𝑯𝒄 𝑩𝒄 𝑳𝒃 𝑸𝒔 𝑯𝒃 𝑳𝑨 𝝈𝒆𝒖 𝝈𝒔𝒖𝒃 𝝈 𝑩 𝒗𝒂 𝑻𝑨 𝒇𝑨 

  [m] [m] [km] [Mt/year] [m] [km] [mm/yr] [mm/yr] [mm/yr] [km] [mm/yr] [yr] [1/kyr] 

Parana 11.8 1270 295.0 79.0 40 210 1.6 1.4 3.0 50.8 5 1633 0.6 

Danube 6.3 1250 125.0 67.0 50 95 – – 0.2 50 2.5 1991 0.5 

Nile 16.2 240 254.0 120.0 120 210 1.5 3 4.5 9.6 – – – 

Mississippi 21.0 650 480.0 400.0 80 490 1.3 1 2.3 26 10 1250 0.8 

Assiniboine 4.2 100 8.4 0.9 7 12 – – – 4 1.4 1000 1.0 

Rhine-Meuse 5.0 700 45.5 3.1 18 51 1.5 0.1 1.6 28 1.6 1450 0.7 

Magdalena 6.0 1100 63.2 220.0 200 67 1.5 1.4 2.9 44 3.8 – – 

Orinoco 8.0 2000 133.3 150.0 110 78 1.3 1.4 2.7 80 2.1 1000 1.0 

Mid-Amazon 12.0 3000 400.0 1200.0 50 404 1.5 1.4 2.9 120 5 – – 

Upper Rhone 5.4 377 135.2 31.0 70 – 1.5 1.4 2.9 15.08 2 1450 0.7 

Huanghe 3.5 500 35.0 1100.0 30 31 0.3 1.4 1.7 20 100 7 142.9 

Brahmaputra 7.0 3300 70.0 540.0 80 – 1.4 10 11.4 132 20 500 2.0 

Goose 2.0 100 0.9 0.3 10 – – – -3 4 1.98 333 3.0 

Mitchell 7.0 100 23.3 2.9 15 – – – -0.25 4 – 63 16.0 

Trinity 5.0 200 31.3 6.2 8 – – – 4.2 8 1.1 – – 
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Bankfull channel depth (𝐻%), channel width (𝐵%), aggradation rates (𝑣_), and avulsion frequencies (𝑓") are 
reported in (33), and avulsion lengths (𝐿") and backwater lengths (𝐿#) are reported in (3, 15). Basin depths 
(𝐻#) are reported in (34) and sediment supplies (𝑄j) are reported in (35). The avulsion threshold for each site 
was estimated using 𝐻∗ = 𝑣_/(𝑓"𝐻%) (15). Eustatic sea-level rise (𝜎j§j) was estimated from (36) using the 
average rate during the period that avulsion frequency was measured. Coastal subsidence rates (𝜎j§#) are 
reported in (37–41), and for sites where data were unavailable we assumed an average value for deltas (1.4 
mm/yr) (42). Relative sea-level rise (𝜎) was calculated as the sum of eustatic sea level rise and coastal 
subsidence (𝜎 = 𝜎b§ + 𝜎j§#j). Data for the Danube, Goose, Mitchell, and Trinity were compiled from recent 
studies (25, 43–45).  

 
 

 

Table 2.S2. Dimensionless model input parameters  

River or model run 𝝈∗ 𝑯𝒃
∗  𝑯∗ 𝑳𝑨∗  𝑩∗ 𝑭𝒓𝒏,𝒃𝒇 𝝉𝒏,𝒃𝒇∗  𝑪𝒇 𝑭𝒃𝒇 𝑪𝑽 𝑻𝒆∗  

  [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] 

Parana 2.3 3.4 0.69 0.7 40 0.09 0.98 0.005 0.12 0.18 1.9E-04 

Danube 0.076 7.9 0.79 0.8 40 0.10 0.66 0.005 0.10 0.27 3.0E-03 

Nile 3.7 7.4 – 0.8 40 0.11 1.62 0.005 0.05 0.65 6.4E-02 

Mississippi 0.29 3.8 0.60 1.0 40 0.09 1.88 0.005 0.06 0.44 1.8E-03 

Assiniboine – 1.7 0.33 1.4 40 0.32 2.63 0.005 – – 2.8E-03 

Rhine-Meuse 2.6 3.6 0.46 1.1 40 0.15 0.69 0.005 – – 2.0E-04 

Magdalena 0.15 33.3 – 1.1 40 0.14 1.02 0.005 – – 5.5E-03 

Orinoco 0.77 13.8 0.26 0.6 40 0.11 1.00 0.005 0.43 0.61 7.4E-04 

Mid-Amazon 0.47 4.2 – 1.0 40 0.08 0.90 0.005 – – 8.7E-04 

Upper Rhone 1.0 12.9 0.54 – 40 0.09 0.61 0.005 – – 6.4E-04 

Huanghe 0.0043 8.6 0.20 0.9 40 0.14 2.19 0.005 0.22 0.91 3.8E-01 

Brahmaputra 0.80 11.4 1.43 – 40 0.14 0.88 0.005 0.08 0.68 3.7E-03 

Goose -0.13 5.0 0.33 – 40 0.68 8.46 0.005 – – 2.0E-02 

Mitchell -0.033 2.1 – – 40 0.24 – 0.005 – – 1.9E-03 

Trinity 0.69 1.6 – – 40 0.18 2.00 0.005 – – 2.1E-03 

Numerical model,  
base case 

-1 – 10 3 0.5 – 40 0.17 1.00 0.005 0.05 0.53 1.0E-03 

Analytical solution,  
base case 

-1 – 10 3 0.5 1 40 – – – – – – 

Analytical solution,  
envelope 

-1 – 10 3 – 14 0.2 – 0.7 0.5 – 2 40 – – – – – – 

All values were calculated using field data in Table 2.1 and discharge time series in Ganti et al. (15). 𝜎∗ =
𝜎𝑛𝐿#𝐵/𝑄j is dimensionless relative sea level rise rate, 𝐻#∗ = 𝐻#/𝐻% is dimensionless basin depth, 𝐻∗ is 
avulsion threshold, 𝐿"∗ = 𝐿"/𝐿# is dimensionless avulsion length, 𝐵∗ = 𝐵/𝐵% is dimensionless lobe width, 
𝐹𝑟W,#7 is bankfull Froude number in the normal flow reach, 𝜏W,#7∗  is bankfull Shields number in the normal 
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flow reach, 𝐶7 is friction coefficient, 𝐹#7 is bankfull exceedance probability, 𝐶𝑉 is coefficient of variation 
of stage height, and 𝑇b∗ = 𝑇b𝑄j/𝐻%𝐵%𝐿# is dimensionless flood duration where 𝑇b = 1 month.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Table 2.S3. Next-century predictions of the lobe-averaged model 
 

 
Relative sea-level rise rate (𝜎), Normalized relative sea-level rise (𝜎∗), avulsion timescale (𝑇"), and avulsion 
frequency (𝑓" ≡ 1/𝑇"), using the lobe-averaged model. Predictions were made using modern estimates of 
relative sea-level rise rates reported by Syvitski et al. (2009) and available field data (Table 2.S1) assuming 
no change in other model parameters (Table 2.S2).  
 
 
 

 

     
River 𝝈 𝝈* 𝑻𝑨 𝒇𝑨 

  [mm/yr] [-] [yr] [1/kyr] 
Parana 2–3 1.5–2.3 1797 0.6 
Danube 1.2 0.46 1423 0.7 

Nile 4.8 0.40 – – 
Mississippi 5–25 0.64–3.2 897 1.1 
Assiniboine – – – – 

Rhine-Meuse – – – – 
Magdalena 5.3–6.6 0.27–0.34 – – 
Orinoco 0.8–3 0.23–0.87 269–833 1.2–3.7 

Mid-Amazon – – – – 
Upper Rhone 2–6 0.73–2.2 – – 

Huanghe 8–23 0.02–0.06 5–6 170–220 
Brahmaputra 8–18 0.56–1.3 – – 

Goose – – – – 
Mitchell – – – – 
Trinity – – – – 
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3.0. ABSTRACT 

Climate change affects the water discharge, sediment supply, and base level of coastal rivers.  

Coastal rivers that build deltas undergo repeated avulsion events, that is, catastrophic changes in 

river course, which may be affected by climate change. Understanding avulsions is necessary for 

predicting land-building potential and flood hazards on modern deltas, and for understanding 

sedimentary archives of ancient deltas. Here we present results from quasi-2D morphodynamic 

simulations of repeated delta lobe construction and avulsion to explore how avulsion location and 

frequency are affected by changes in relative sea level, sediment supply and transport capacity, and 

flood regime. Model results indicate relative sea-level rise drives more frequent avulsions at a 

constant avulsion length set by backwater hydrodynamics. Reducing the sediment supply relative to 

transport capacity in our simulations had little impact on avulsions in the backwater zone, because 

despite upstream incision the delta continued to aggrade as a result of progradation. However, 

increasing the sediment supply relative to transport capacity was capable of driving avulsions far 

upstream of the backwater zone, so long as aggradation during upstream slope adjustment outpaced 

backwater sedimentation. Across different climates, backwater-scaled avulsions required a variable 

flood regime, but avulsion location and frequency were relatively insensitive to the degree of flow 

variability. Results imply that climate and anthropogenic changes in the coming century will provoke 

avulsions farther upstream with greater frequency, and that anomalous avulsion sites observed in 

Holocene may record pulses in sediment supply. 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

River deltas are densely populated, ecologically diverse, and socioeconomically valuable 

landscapes (Olson and Dinerstein 1998; Vörösmarty et al. 2009; Gleick 2003) that are sensitive to 

changes in climate (Livio Giosan 2014; Syvitski 2008; Bianchi and Allison 2009). At their 

downstream boundary, sea-level fluctuations are responsible for global trends in delta growth and 

destruction (Daniel Jean Stanley and Warne 1994), with the most recent phase of growth linked to 

the development of agriculture on deltaic plains (Zong et al. 2012; Daniel J Stanley and Warne 1997). 

At their upstream boundary, changing climate and weather patterns alter runoff and sediment yield 

to river deltas (Langbein and Schumm 1958; Walling and Webb 1996; Members 1988; Hallet, 
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Hunter, and Bogen 1996). Over just the last century, shifting atmospheric circulation over the 

continental US has increased the magnitude of 20-year floods on the Mississippi by over 50% (Knox 

1993).  Anthropogenic greenhouse emissions are linked to unprecedented climate change (Pachauri 

et al. 2014), and we need to understand how deltas respond to climate change to predict flood hazards 

and to sustain land for coastal cities and ecosystems. Furthermore, understanding how climate is 

recorded in deltaic stratigraphy provides an opportunity to unravel paleoclimatic conditions on 

ancient Earth and Mars, where deltaic deposits are common (McLennan et al. 2019; Howard, Moore, 

and Irwin III 2005; DiBiase et al. 2013; Pufahl, Pirajno, and Hiatt 2013; MacNaughton, Dalrymple, 

and Narbonne 1997). 

Over decades to millenia, river deltas undergo repeated avulsion events — catastrophic 

changes in river course — which may be affected by climate change (Fig. 3.1). Avulsions tend to 

occur at a characteristic location and frequency (Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012; 

Jerolmack and Swenson 2007; Jerolmack and Mohrig 2007), corresponding to when and where the 

river has aggraded to a critical height that renders its course gravitationally unstable (Slingerland and 

Smith 2004; Mohrig, Heller, and Lyons 2000; Ganti et al. 2014). Thus, over glacio-eustatic cycles, 

avulsions are susceptible to spatiotemporal changes in aggradation rate driven by climate. Previous 

work has identified three primary influences of climate on delta aggradation, namely 1) changes in 

sea level, 2) changes in sediment supply and transport capacity, and 3) changes in flood regime 

(Blum and Törnqvist 2000a). 
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Fig. 3.1: a) Huanghe delta, China, illustrating modern (solid line) and abandoned (dotted line) channel 
pathways and avulsion node (yellow star). Pink circle denotes city of Dongying. b) Mississippi River delta, 
USA. Thin dashed line indicates approximate shoreline before human management (Gagliano, Meyer-
Arendt, and Wicker 1981). Pink circle denotes New Orleans. c) Correlation between measured avulsion 
frequency and the rate at which riverbed aggradation fills the channel-depth (Jerolmack and Mohrig 2007; 
Ganti et al. 2014; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016). d) Correlation between 
measured avulsion length and computed backwater length-scale, which approximates the distance upstream 
of the shoreline where sea-level causes gradually-varied flow (Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012; 
Ganti et al. 2014; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016). 
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Global radiation balance drives periodic glaciation of continents and associated rise and 

fall of global sea levels (Oeschger et al. 1983; Sellers 1969; Lambeck and Chappell 2001). Field 

observations show climatic sea-level rise causes aggradation in the lower reaches of deltaic rivers 

(Fisk and others 1945; Powell 1875; Davis 1902; Schumm 1993), a trend supported by laboratory 

experiments (Martin et al. 2009; W. Kim et al. 2006) and numerical models (Parker, Muto, 

Akamatsu, Dietrich, and Wesley Lauer 2008; J.B. Swenson et al. 2005). This aggradation has been 

linked to more frequent avulsions on the Rhine-Meuse delta (Törnqvist 1994; Stouthamer and 

Berendsen 2001) and in experiments (Martin et al. 2009). However, the Mitchell River delta provides 

a counterexample where avulsions where less frequent during Holocene sea-level rise (Lane et al. 

2017). Numerical modeling studies have produced both trends, even for deltas with shared sea-level 

histories (Moran et al. 2017; Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012), and have shown avulsion 

response is dampened by progradation and wave action along the shoreline (Katherine M Ratliff, 

Hutton, and Murray 2018; John B Swenson 2005). Extensive work by Muto and others has shown 

constant sea-level rise inevitably reduces aggradation rates, causing deltas to drown in a process 

termed autoretreat (Parker, Muto, Akamatsu, Dietrich, and Lauer 2008b; Tetsuji Muto and Steel 

1992; T Muto and Steel 1997; Tetsuji Muto and Steel 2002), with unclear consequences for river 

avulsion. With regards to avulsion location, experiments and models of delta response are often 

based on the premise that avulsion location is geographically fixed regardless of sea-level rise and 

shoreline migration rate (T Muto and Steel 1997; Tetsuji Muto and Steel 2002; Parker, Muto, 

Akamatsu, Dietrich, and Lauer 2008a; Parker, Muto, Akamatsu, Dietrich, and Wesley Lauer 2008; 

W. Kim et al. 2006; J.B. Swenson et al. 2005; Jerolmack 2009; Paola et al. 2011). Other models 

based on probabilistic, slope-driven avulsion found downstream aggradation due to sea-level rise 

caused avulsion sites to occur closer to the shoreline (Mackey and Bridge 1995).  

Over climate cycles, continental glaciation is also associated with reduced runoff and 

increased sediment supplied to alluvial rivers (Blum and Törnqvist 2000a). Changes in water and 

sediment supply cause waves of aggradation and incision that can propagate downstream to affect 

deltas (Blum and Törnqvist 2000b; Schumm 1993). Early experimental efforts showed higher 

sediment supplies were associated with enhanced aggradation and higher avulsion frequency 

(Bryant, Falk, and Paola 1995), to a degree that depends on water discharge and riverbed slope, i.e., 

the river’s sediment transport capacity (Ashworth, Best, and Jones 2004). Consistent with this 
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framework, field observations on the Rhine-Meuse delta show more frequent avulsions during a 

period of increased sediment supply in the Holocene (Stouthamer and Berendsen 2001). Avulsion 

location is also influenced by sediment supply, with pulses in sediment supply historically being 

linked to avulsion sites far upstream of deltas, for example on the Tacquari megafan (Makaske et al. 

2012) and in New Zealand (Korup 2004). Notwithstanding, field data linking deltaic avulsions and 

upstream conditions are limited, and the problem remains critically unexplored from a numerical 

modeling perspective.   

Climatic changes in glaciation, atmospheric and oceanic circulation, and soil and vegetation 

cover influence the magnitude and frequency of large flood events on river deltas (Knox 2000; 

Members 1988). Flood regimes control the aggradation and morphology of both channel and 

floodplain (Leopold and Maddock 1953; Naito and Parker 2019), with consequences for river 

avulsion (Nicholas et al. 2018; Brizga and Finlayson 1990; E.A. Hajek and Edmonds 2014). For 

example, on deltas with flashier flood regimes, field evidence indicates that less in-channel 

aggradation is necessary to trigger an avulsion, resulting in more frequent avulsions on average 

(Ganti et al. 2014). Flood regimes also affect avulsion location: in models and laboratory 

experiments, a constant discharge regime results in avulsion sites that are tied to initial and boundary 

conditions (Mackey and Bridge 1995; Katherine M Ratliff, Hutton, and Murray 2018; Y. Kim et al. 

2013), whereas variable flood regimes can result in backwater-scaled avulsion sites consistent with 

field observations (Chatanantavet and Lamb 2014; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, 

et al. 2016; Chadwick et al. 2019; Moodie et al. 2019). Despite the importance of variable flood 

regimes, it remains unclear to what extent climatic variability affects avulsion location and 

frequency.  

Previous work highlighted important ways climate change can affect deltas, but major 

questions remain: how are avulsion location and frequency affected by different climate forcings? 

This knowledge gap is not easily addressed using existing models, which describe radially averaged 

or channel-averaged aggradation and are not designed to resolve avulsions among multiple delta 

lobes. More complex 2-D morphodynamic models, designed to study delta bifurcations and 

channelization (Edmonds et al. 2010; Nijhuis et al. 2015; Edmonds et al. 2009; Caldwell and 

Edmonds 2014; Gao et al. 2019; Liang, Van Dyk, and Passalacqua 2016a; Liang, Kim, and 
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Passalacqua 2016), are often computationally expensive and have yet to be run systematically to 

explore lobe-scale avulsions. Furthermore, previous models do not investigate backwater 

hydrodynamics, which have been shown to play an important role mediating aggradation and 

avulsion on lowland deltas (Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012; Nittrouer et al. 2012; Lamb 

et al. 2012). 

Coastal rivers are characterized by backwater hydrodynamics, non-uniform flows forced by 

standing water beyond the shoreline that produce spatial deceleration and deposition during lows 

flows, and spatial acceleration and deposition during high flows (Chow 1959; Lamb et al. 2012; 

Nittrouer et al. 2012; Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012). Backwater effects extend hundreds 

of kilometers upstream of the river mouth for large, low-sloping rivers, to a distance that is well-

approximated by the ratio of river depth to slope, the so-called backwater length-scale 𝐿# (Paola and 

Mohrig 1996; Paola, Heller, and Angevine 1992). Many lowland deltas feature a preferential 

avulsion location, or avulsion node, located in the backwater zone (i.e., 𝐿"~𝐿#, where 𝐿" is the 

distance upstream of the river mouth where avulsions occur) (Fig. 3.1) (Jerolmack and Swenson 

2007; Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012). Using a numerical model of the Mississippi River, 

Chatanantavet et al. (2012) hypothesized that variable flood discharges in the backwater zone cause 

a spatial maximum in long-term aggradation rate that determines the preferential avulsion node. 

Scaled physical experiments supported this hypothesis, showing laboratory-scale deltas produced a 

backwater-scaled avulsion node when subjected to variable flood regimes (Ganti, Chadwick, 

Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, and Lamb 2016). 

Building on this work, Chadwick et al. (2019) developed a model incorporating backwater 

hydrodynamics and multiple delta lobes. Results indicated that avulsion nodes arise in the backwater 

zone under a wide range of realistic flood regimes, but not under constant discharges or extremely 

flashy regimes. Chadwick et al. (in review) used the same model to show avulsion frequency 

response to sea-level rise falls into three regimes depending on the competition between the rise rate 

and the sediment supply that drives lobe progradation. Results reconciled existing field data, showing 

sea-level rise at rates commensurate to the sediment supply can drive a ten-fold increase in avulsion 

frequency, but that the effect is less important on deltas with lower rise rates, where avulsion 

frequency is set by progradation rate, or on deltas with much higher rise rates where avulsion 

frequency is limited by the sediment supply. Importantly, previous studies did not address the effects 
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of sea-level rise on avulsion location, or the effect of flood regimes on avulsion frequency, or any 

influences upstream changes in sediment supply and transport capacity.  

Here, we use the model of Chadwick et al. (2019) to address this knowledge gap. First, we 

briefly review the model’s function and parameterization of climate forcings. We then present results 

from numerical simulations with systematic variation of climate forcing parameters, exploring 

inherent variability and systematic change in avulsion location and frequency. Finally, we discuss 

implications for avulsion dynamics over glacial-interglacial cycles, during modern anthropogenic 

climate change, and for preservation of climate change signatures in avulsive stratigraphic 

architecture.  

3.2. MODEL DERIVATION 

The numerical model presented here was first developed by Chadwick et al. (Chadwick et 

al. 2019) and here we summarize the essential details of their model setup. The framework consists 

of a generic deltaic plain with an imposed number of lobes (Fig. 3.2) Each lobe was modeled as a 

coupled river and floodplain, which is well-described by a quasi-two-dimensional mass-balance 

framework (Parker 2004; Parker, Muto, Akamatsu, Dietrich, and Lauer 2008a; 2008b; 

Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012). Sediment mass is balanced by the equation 

𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑡 + 𝜎 = −

1
D1 − 𝜆;E𝐵

𝜕𝑄G
𝜕𝑥 				(3.1) 

where 𝜂 is channel bed elevation relative to sea level, 𝑡 is time, 𝜎 is relative sea-level rise rate, 𝑥 is 

downstream distance, and 𝑄G is the volumetric sediment transport capacity at position 𝑥. Sediment 

is deposited uniformly over floodplain width 𝐵 with porosity 𝜆;. At the delta front, fluvial sediment 

transport gives way to gravity flow and avalanching, and deposition drives foreset progradation. We 

approximate progradation using a moving-boundary formulation, with a foreset of constant slope 𝑆_ 

set to five times the transport slope (J B Swenson et al. 2000; Kostic and Parker 2003).  
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Fig. 3.2: a) Conceptual model in plan view. Black solid lines are active channel of width 𝐵% in a 
floodplain/lobe of width 𝐵 (Lobe 3). Broken lines are abandoned channels. After an avulsion, abandoned 
lobe 4 is reoccupied and its profile is joined with trunk channel at avulsion node (yellow star). b) Conceptual 
model in long profile, showing channel aggradation and floodplain superelevation of the active lobe (lobe 3) 
relative to the lowest abandoned lobe (lobe 4).  
 

We used the backwater equation to constrain water mass and momentum under quasi-steady 

flow conditions (Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012),  

𝑑𝐻©
𝑑𝑥 =

𝑆 − 𝑆7
1 − 𝐹𝑟L +

𝐹𝑟L

1 − 𝐹𝑟L 	
𝐻©
𝐵©

𝑑𝐵©
𝑑𝑥 					(3.2) 

where 𝐻© is flow depth, 𝑆 is channel bed slope, 𝑆7 = 𝐶7𝐹𝑟L is friction slope, 𝐶7 is friction 

coefficient, 𝐹𝑟 is Froude number, and 𝐵© is the width of water flow. We assumed flow width was 

contained by the channel upstream of the river mouth, and expanded at a constant spreading angle 

offshore (Lamb et al. 2012; Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012), here set to 15 degrees. 

Following recent work (Chadwick et al. 2019), the location of the river mouth 𝑥h is set by the 

intersection of the floodplain profile 𝜂7 with sea level 𝜉a,  

𝑥h = 𝑥|��(�)	�	��				(3.3) 

where the floodplain elevation is defined as the sum of the bed elevation and channel depth 𝐻%, 
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𝜂7(𝑥) = 𝜂(𝑥) + 𝐻%					(3.4) 

Over time, the floodplain in our model aggrades in concert with the channel bed, driving 

river mouth advancement. A mobile river mouth is necessary for foreset progradation to drive topset 

aggradation (Chadwick et al. 2019). 

Sediment was routed according to Engelund and Hansen (Engelund and Hansen 1967) for 

total bed-material load, similar to previous studies (Lamb et al. 2012; Nittrouer et al. 2012; 

Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012),	

𝑄G = 𝐵%O𝑅𝑔𝐷S
𝛼
𝐶7
	(𝜏∗)W						(3.5) 

where 𝑅 is submerged specific density of sediment, 𝑔 is gravity, 𝐷 is the median grain-size of bed 

material, 𝜏∗ is Shields number, and 𝛼 = 0.05 and 𝑛 = 2.5 (Engelund and Hansen 1967). All 

sediment delivered to the delta front is captured in the foreset (Kostic and Parker 2003; J.B. Swenson 

et al. 2000). 

The numerical morphodynamic model consists of a delta with an imposed number of lobes 

that are assumed to form a branching pattern, with only one lobe active at a given time (Fig. 3.2) 

(Ganti, Lamb, and Chadwick 2019; Chadwick et al. 2019). Avulsions occurred when the active lobe 

aggraded to a critical height 𝐻 at some point in the model domain, corresponding to the spatial 

maximum in aggradation rate (Mohrig, Heller, and Lyons 2000; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-

Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016; Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012) (Fig 1b). We used an 

avulsion criterion given by a critical thickness of aggradation, which we refer to as superelevation 

(∆𝜂): 

∆𝜂(𝑥) ≥ 𝐻∗𝐻%										(3.6) 

in which 𝐻% is the bankfull channel depth and 𝐻∗ is the avulsion threshold, a dimensionless number 

that is of order unity describing the necessary amount of aggradation before an avulsion takes place 

(Mohrig, Heller, and Lyons 2000; Ganti et al. 2014; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, and 

Lamb 2016). We triggered an avulsion when and where the floodplain elevation of the active lobe 
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exceeded the floodplain elevation of the lowest-elevation abandoned lobe (𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`), 

evaluated at the same distance downstream from the trunk channel:  

∆𝜂(𝑥) = c
𝜂7(𝑥) − 𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`(𝑥)			for	𝑥 ≤ 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`
𝜂7(𝑥) − 𝜉jb_																										for	𝑥 > 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`

				(3.7) 

where 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb` is the stream-wise coordinate of the abandoned-lobe shoreline. Seaward of the 

abandoned lobe, superelevation is measured relative to sea level (𝜉jb_) (Chadwick et al. 2019; 

Katherine M Ratliff, Hutton, and Murray 2018). Extreme floods may also affect the timing of any 

one avulsion (Nicholas et al. 2018; Ganti et al. 2014), but these factors were neglected for simplicity 

following previous work (Jerolmack and Paola 2007; Elizabeth A. Hajek and Wolinsky 2012; 

Chadwick et al. 2019).  

After avulsion, the river was rerouted to the lowest abandoned lobe by joining the bed profile 

of the active channel upstream of the avulsion site with the bed profile of the new flow path 

downstream,  

𝜂Wb©(𝑥) = c MIND𝜂_#_W`aWb`�(𝑥), 𝜂_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥), 𝜂_#_W`aWb`S(𝑥)E					𝑥 > 𝑥"
	𝜂(𝑥)																																																																																																										𝑥 ≤ 𝑥"

	(3.8) 

where 𝑥 is distance downstream, 𝑥" is the avulsion location, 𝜂#,Wb© is the new riverbed profile after 

avulsion, 𝜂# is the riverbed profile before avulsion, and 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`�, 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L, and 

	𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`S are the three abandoned-lobe long profiles. The MIN operator here selects the 

abandoned profile that has the minimum mean elevation, �̅�#, downstream of the avulsion node, 

�̅� =
1

𝑥h − 𝑥"
° 𝜂(𝑥)
�±

�²
𝑑𝑥										(3.9) 

where 𝑥h is the downstream coordinate of the river mouth. For example, if 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥) yields 

a lower value of �̅�# than both 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`�(𝑥) and 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`S(𝑥) yield, then 𝜂#,_#_W`aWb`L(𝑥) 

is selected as the path downstream of the avulsion location. This process mimics the tendency of 

rivers to select steeper paths, fill in topographic lows (Slingerland and Smith 2004; Straub et al. 

2009), and to reoccupy previously abandoned channels (Reitz and Jerolmack 2012). Inactive lobe 
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shapes were unchanged when abandoned (Galloway 1975) but were partially drowned in cases 

due to relative sea-level rise. After establishing the new flow path, lobe construction (Eqs. (3.1 −

5)) and avulsion setup (Eq. (3.6)) began anew. 

To enable applicability across a wide range of river conditions, the model was non-

dimensionalized using bankfull normal-flow channel depth (𝐻%), width (𝐵%), riverbed transport slope 

(𝑆), and flow-averaged sediment supply (�̧�j) at the start of the model run. Non-dimensionalizing 

Eqs. (3.1 − 9) yields 

𝜕𝜂∗

𝜕𝑡∗ +
𝜎∗

𝑁𝐵∗ = 	−
1

𝐵∗�̧�∗G

𝜕𝑞G∗

𝜕𝑥∗ 												(3.10) 

𝑥h∗ = 𝑥∗|��∗ (�∗)	�	��∗ 				(3.11) 

𝜂7∗(𝑥∗) = 𝜂∗(𝑥∗) + 𝐻%∗					(3.12) 

𝜕𝐻©∗

𝜕𝑥∗ =
𝑆∗ − 𝑆7∗

1 − 𝐹𝑟L +
𝐹𝑟L

1 − 𝐹𝑟L
𝐻∗

𝐵©∗
𝑑𝐵©∗

𝑑𝑥∗ 												(3.13) 

𝐶7𝑞G∗ = 𝛼(𝜏∗)W												(3.14) 

∆𝜂∗ ≥ 𝐻∗𝐻%∗											(3.15) 

∆𝜂∗(𝑥∗) = c
𝜂7∗ (𝑥∗) − 𝜂7,_#_W`aWb`∗ (𝑥∗)			for	𝑥∗ ≤ 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`∗

𝜂7∗(𝑥∗) − 𝜉jb_∗ 																				for	𝑥∗ > 𝑥h,_#_W`aWb`∗ 				(3. 236) 

𝜂,Wb©∗ (𝑥∗) = c MIND𝜂_#_W`aWb`�∗ (𝑥∗), 𝜂_#_W`aWb`L∗ (𝑥∗), 𝜂_#_W`aWb`S∗ (𝑥∗)E					𝑥∗ > 𝑥"∗

	𝜂∗(𝑥∗)																																																																																																										𝑥∗ ≤ 𝑥"∗
	(3.17) 

𝜂∗· =
1

𝑥h∗ − 𝑥"∗
° 𝜂#∗(𝑥∗)
�±∗

�²
∗

𝑑𝑥∗										(3.18) 

where 𝑥∗ = 𝑥/𝐿# is dimensionless distance downstream, 𝜂∗ = 𝜂/𝐻% is dimensionless channel-bed 

elevation, 𝑡∗ = 𝑡�̧�j/𝐵%𝐿#(1 − 𝜆;) is dimensionless time and �̧�j is time-averaged volumetric 
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sediment supply, and 𝜎∗ = 𝜎/(�̧�j/𝑛𝐵𝐿#(1 − 𝜆;)) is dimensionless sea-level rise rate averaged 

over 𝑁 delta lobes of normalized width 𝐵∗ = 𝐵/𝐵%. 𝐻©∗ = 𝐻©/𝐻% is the dimensionless flow depth, 

𝐵©∗ = 𝐵©/𝐵% is dimensionless flow width, 𝑆∗ = 𝑆/(𝐻%/𝐿#) is the normalized bed slope, 𝑆7∗ =

𝐹𝑟L𝐶7/𝑆 is the normalized friction slope, 𝑞G∗ is the Einstein number representing dimensionless bed-

material transport (Einstein 1950; Parker 1979) and �̧�∗G is the time-averaged Einstein number. All 

elevation variables are normalized relative to channel depth (e.g. 𝜂7∗ = 𝜂7/𝐻%) and all horizontal 

distance variables are normalized relative to the backwater length (e.g., 𝑥h∗ = 𝑥h/𝐿#). For 

simplicity channel depth and width are assumed constant in our model, but flow-averaged sediment 

supply and transport slope are allowed to change due to upstream climate controls. For all 

simulations considered here, we assume typical values for bankfull Froude number in the normal-

flow reach (𝐹𝑟W,#7 = 0.17), bankfull Shields number in the normal-flow reach (𝜏W,#7∗ = 1), friction 

factor (𝐶7 = 0.005), offshore basin floor depth normalized by bankfull depth (𝐻#∗ = 3), lobe width 

normalized by channel width (𝐵∗ = 40), and vary only parameters that are associated with climate 

change.  

3.3. SETUP FOR MODEL RUNS AND CLIMATE-CHANGE SCENARIOS 

At the start of each model run, the initial state of the riverbed was assumed planar with a 

uniform downstream slope set to the transport slope for normal flow, similar to previous studies 

(Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012; Moran et al. 2017; Katherine Murray Ratliff 2017). Due 

to the imposed number of lobes, after four avulsion cycles the river was forced to reoccupy lobes 

that were previously active, and thus the effect of initial conditions on avulsion location was 

minimized (Chadwick et al. 2019). Here we focus on results after the fourth avulsion cycle, and 

consider the first four avulsions a model spin-up period. 

Climate change affects model behavior through dynamic boundary conditions that describe 

through 1) changes in sea level, 2) changes in sediment supply and transport capacity, and 3) changes 

in flood regime (Blum and Törnqvist 2000a). We parameterized climate change in terms of these 

three effects, for a total of six input parameters: normalized relative sea-level rise rate (𝜎∗), fractional 

change in equilibrium transport slope (𝛿𝑆), coefficient of variation of stage height (𝐶𝑉), bankfull 

exceedance probability (𝐹#7), normalized flood duration (𝑇b∗), and the avulsion threshold (𝐻∗). These 
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parameters are user-specified for simplicity, as their connection to global radiation balance and 

atmospheric and oceanic circulation is site-specific and scale-dependent in nature (Langbein and 

Schumm 1958; Knox and Wright 1983; Probst 1989). 

3.3.1 Changes in sea level 

Following previous work, we parameterized sea-level rise in terms of its competition with 

sediment supply (T Muto and Steel 1997; Liang, Van Dyk, and Passalacqua 2016b; Ganti, Lamb, 

and Chadwick 2019), which we term the normalized relative sea-level rise rate 𝜎∗, defined as 

𝜎∗ =
𝜎
𝑣_¸̧ ¸
=

𝜎
�̧�j/𝑛𝐿#𝐵

			(3.19) 

where 𝜎 is relative sea-level rise rate and  𝑣_¸̧ ¸ = 𝑄j/𝑛𝐿#𝐵 is the characteristic rate of 

aggradation assuming the time-averaged sediment supply �̧�j is deposited evenly across 𝑛 delta lobes 

of length 𝐿# and lobe width 𝐵. The condition 0 < 𝜎∗ < 1 corresponds to when sea level rises slowly 

compared to aggradation rates, and deltas can prograde. Conversely, 𝜎∗ > 1 when sea level rises 

quickly compared to aggradation rates, corresponding to delta shoreline retreat. The condition 𝜎∗ =

1 represents a threshold where sea-level and sediment supply are in approximate balance and the 

delta shoreline is relatively stable. Sea level fall corresponds to 𝜎∗ < 0. Using characteristic rise and 

fall rates (Bintanja, van de Wal, and Oerlemans 2005) and sediment supply records (Milliman and 

Syvitski 1992), we estimate 𝜎∗ ranges from -1 to 5 for a number of large, modern deltas under climate 

change (Table 1, Table 2).  Because sea-level rise rate is relatively constant over the 10-1000-yr 

timescales of avulsion (Fig. 3.3), we adopted a single value of 𝜎∗ in each sea-level change simulation. 

To avoid premature drowning of the model domain, during the spin-up period of model simulations 

we enforced 𝜎 = 0. 
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Fig. 3.3: a) Globally averaged eustatic sea-level curve over the past million years (Bintanja, van de Wal, and 
Oerlemans 2005). Black dashed line shows present sea-level, and gray shaded region indicates Holocene 
sea-level rise. White circles indicate still-stands (local extreme) in sea-level. b) Box plots of average eustatic 
sea-level rise rate between still-stands in panel (a). Data are grouped by whether sea level was rising or 
falling between still-stands. 
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3.3.2 Changing sediment supply and transport capacity  

Changing climate upsets the balance between supply and transport capacity, resulting in 

riverbed adjustment via aggradation or degradation (Fig. 3.4). When supply exceeds capacity, 

channels aggrade in a downstream-propagating diffusional wave pattern, until the slope steepens and 

transport capacity increases to match supply (termed ‘downfilling’) (Schumm 1993). When capacity 

exceeds supply, channels degrade in a mechanically similar wave of degradation until the slope 

decreases and transport capacity decreases to match supply. In our model, sediment supply enters 

the model using a ghost-node at the upstream end, where the river is assumed to have reached grade 

(Kostic and Parker 2003).  For each flow event, we varied upstream sediment supply (𝑄7,ð) using 

Engelund Hansen (1967) such that normal-flow transport slope was always equal to 𝑆bp, 

𝑄7,ð = 𝐵%O𝑅𝑔𝐷S
𝛼
𝐶7
	µ
𝐻W𝑆bp
𝑅𝐷 ¶

W

= 𝐵%O𝑅𝑔𝐷S
𝛼
𝐶7
	D𝜏#7∗ 𝐻W∗(𝛿𝑆 + 1)E

W				(3.20) 

where 𝐻W is normal flow depth, 𝜏#7∗  is Shields number under normal flow bankfull conditions, and 

𝐻W∗ = 𝐻W/𝐻#7 is normal flow depth normalized by bankfull depth. By fixing the transport slope 

across flood events, we were able to explore the effects of changing flood regimes and changing 

sediment supplies and transport capacities independently. The time-averaged sediment supply for 

each model run (�̧�7) is the linear combination of sediment supply and occurrence probability for 

each flow bin,  

�̧�7 =ñ𝑄7,ð
ð

𝐹ð				(3.21) 

In our analysis, we quantified changes in sediment supply and transport capacity in terms of 

a fractional change in equilibrium transport slope, which we define as 𝛿𝑆, 

	𝛿𝑆 =
𝑆bp − 𝑆bp�
𝑆bp�

			(3.22) 
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where 𝑆bp is the equilibrium transport slope resulting from upstream climate change, and 𝑆bp� is 

the initial equilibrium transport slope before climate change took place. The condition 𝛿𝑆 > 0 results 

from increasing sediment supply, decreasing runoff, and/or increasing sediment grain size. 

Conversely, 𝛿𝑆 < 0 describes decreasing sediment supply, increasing runoff, and/or fining of 

upstream grain size (Fig. 3.4). 𝛿𝑆 = 0 represents a scenario where the equilibrium transport slope 

remains unchanged. Variations in runoff, sediment supply, and grain size can influence the 

equilibrium transport slope over a wide range of timescales (Paola, Heller, and Angevine 1992). 

Understanding the interplay of these variables is beyond the scope of this study. For simplicity, we 

implemented instantaneous step-wise changes in 𝛿𝑆 in our model runs, simulating abrupt changes in 

upstream conditions. However, we reason that delta response to gradual climate change can be 

inferred from model runs with low-magnitude 𝛿𝑆, to the extent that long-term changes in equilibrium 

slope can be approximated by a series of small step-wise changes (Fig. 3.4). We held 𝛿𝑆 = 0 during 

the spin-up period so that river adjustment from initial conditions was not convoluted with 

adjustment due to imbalances between sediment supply and transport capacity. Starting with 

avulsion cycle 5, 𝜎 and 𝛿𝑆 were allowed to change to a constant, non-zero value corresponding to 

each model run. 
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Fig. 3.4: a) Conceptualization of balance between sediment supply and transport capacity (Blum and 
Törnqvist 2000b). Decreasing water discharge, increasing sediment supply, and/or increasing sediment size 
causes sediment supply to exceed capacity, resulting in aggradation. Conversely, increasing water discharge, 
decreasing sediment supply, and/or decreasing sediment size causes sediment transport capacity to exceed 
sediment supply, resulting in degradation. Aggradation and degradation are associated with increasing and 
decreasing equilibrium transport slopes, respectively.  b) Fractional change in equilibrium transport slope 𝛿𝑆 
due to changing water discharge, computed using a Darcy-Weisbach normal-flow relation and modern 
values on the Mississippi River as an example (Jerolmack and Mohrig 2007; Milliman and Syvitski 1992). 
Vertical dashed lines indicate the domain of ±30% change in bankfull water discharge over the Holocene 
(Knox 2000). c) Computed fractional change in 𝛿𝑆 due to changing sediment supply. Black and white points 
indicate estimates for the Mississippi river before and after the construction of major dams in the 20th 
century (Milliman and Syvitski 1992). d) Computed fractional change in	𝛿𝑆 due to changing sediment 
grain-size. Vertical dashed lines define fine sand, medium sand, and coarse sand. e) Schematic diagram 
illustrating how long-term, gradual changes in equilibrium transport slope 𝛿𝑆 can be approximated by a 
series of small step-changes.  
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3.3.3 Changing flood regimes 

Following previous work, we approximated flood regimes using a log-normal distribution 

(Stedinger 1993; LeBoutillier and Waylen 1993), uniquely defined by a bankfull exceedance 

probability 𝐹#7, which describes the frequency of overbank floods, and a coefficient of variation 𝐶𝑉, 

which describes the magnitude of large floods relative to low flows (Fig. 3.5). The distribution was 

discretized into twenty logarithmically spaced bins, with each bin i being described by normal flow 

depth 𝐻W,ð and probability 𝐹ð. We sampled the flood distribution at a normalized flow event duration 

𝑇b∗ =
uvÄÅ¸̧¸̧

)*rsÉ
, where 𝑇b is dimensional flood duration. Sediment supply was varied with each flow 

event such that the equilibrium transport slope remained unchanged (𝛿𝑆 = 0), allowing us to isolate 

the effects of flood regime. Using a reasonable value of 𝑇b = 1 month, we find 𝐹#7~1 − 10%, 

𝐶𝑉~0.1 − 0.7, and 𝑇b∗~10�´ − 10�� for many lowland river deltas (Table 1). We also consider the 

avulsion threshold 𝐻∗ in Eq. (3.6) a flood regime parameter. On lowland deltas 𝐻∗ varies in the 

range 0.2 − 1, with lower 𝐻∗ associated with higher values of 𝐶𝑉 (Ganti et al., 2014).  

 
Fig. 3.5: a) Exceedence probability of normal-flow depth normalized by bankfull depth for the Mississippi 
and Huanghe (Ganti et al. 2014), illustrating how bankfull exceedence probability (𝐹#7) and the coefficient 
of variation (𝐶𝑉) were estimated in Table 1. Steeper trends of exceedence probability correspond to lower 
values of 𝐶𝑉. b) Schematic time-series of modelled normal-flow depth after non-dimensionalization, 
showing how input flow depth is determined by randomly sampling a log-normal distribution for fixed flow 
events of duration 𝑇b∗. 
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Timescales of riverbed adjustment to different flood regimes are relatively short, being 

comparable to the timescale of a single avulsion (Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012; 

Chatanantavet and Lamb 2014). For simplicity we ignore effects of transient adjustment between 

flood regimes, and instead explore the effects of different flood regimes on delta avulsion location 

and frequency over many avulsion cycles.  

3.3.4 Base-case climate and climate-change model runs 

To provide reference to climate-change scenarios, we considered a base-case climate 

scenario. The base case corresponds to a stable sea level downstream, balanced sediment supply and 

capacity at the upstream end, and a moderate flow regime which is necessary for realistic backwater-

scaled avulsion nodes (Table 2) (Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012; Ganti, Chadwick, 

Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016; Chadwick et al. 2019). Under the base-case climate 

scenario we characterized trends and variability in avulsion location and frequency. We then 

systematically changed individual climate parameters, holding all other climate parameters constant 

and equal to base-case values. Results for avulsion location and frequency for climate-change runs 

were compared to those of the base case.  

3.4. RESULTS 

3.4.1 Avulsions under a base-case climate scenario 

In order to identify trends and inherent variability in avulsion dynamics under constant 

climate conditions, we first considered a model run under steady sea level, transport capacity, and 

sediment supply (𝜎∗ = 0, 𝛿𝑆 = 0) and a moderate flow regime typical of lowland rivers (𝐶𝑉 =

0.53, 𝐹#7 = 0.05, 𝑇b∗ = 0.001, 𝐻∗ = 0.5).  

Over the nine avulsion cycles considered, we observed a preferential avulsion node with an 

avulsion length approximately equal to the backwater length-scale (Fig. 3.6). Consistent with 

previous studies, low flows enhanced deposition due to spatial deceleration through the backwater 

zone and high flows eroded the downstream-most reach, resulting in a spatial peak in time-averaged 

deposition rate midway through the backwater zone (Lamb et al. 2012; Chatanantavet, Lamb, and 
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Nittrouer 2012; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016).Avulsions occurred 

at the site of maximum deposition rate, and in most cycles only a short reach (< 0.4	𝐿#) was within 

10% of the threshold at times of avulsion. The frequency of avulsion events was comparable to the 

rate of bed adjustment (𝑓"∗ =
u£óô
u²

= 0.1 − 0.7), consistent with existing field data and models 

(Jerolmack and Mohrig 2007; Ganti et al. 2014). 

 
Fig. 3.6: Model results for dimensionless avulsion length (a) and frequency (b) under a stable, base-case 
climate for 10 avulsion cycles. c) An example of a lateral avulsion cycle, which occurred during cycles 5, 6, 
8, and 9. d) An example of a trunk-filling avulsion cycle, which occurred during cycles 7, 10, and 13. e) An 
example of an upstream avulsion, which occurred during cycles 11 and 12. In c-e), black lines are riverbed 
profile at start (dashed) and end (solid) of an avulsion cycle. Floodplain profiles of active lobe (gray solid 
line) and lowest inactive lobe (gray dashed line) are used to calculate superelevation (see inset). Black 
triangles are river mouth at end of the avulsion cycle. Yellow stars show avulsion location.    

 

Despite constant climate conditions, we observed inherent variability in avulsion location 

and timing due to periodic sedimentation of the trunk channel. Most avulsion cycles avulsed laterally 
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among self-similar delta lobes with negligible sedimentation in the trunk channel, which we refer 

to as lateral avulsion cycles. During lateral avulsions, avulsions occurred at the backwater-scaled 

node (𝐿"∗ ~1) at a frequency 𝑓"∗ = 0.2 − 0.7. In contrast, some avulsion cycles featured significant 

sedimentation upstream of the avulsion node in the trunk channel, systematically lower avulsion 

frequency (𝑓"∗ = 0.1 − 0.2) and greater distances of lobe progradation (Fig. 3.6). Progradation was 

accompanied by downstream translation of the avulsion node in order to maintain a constant avulsion 

length (𝐿"∗ ~1).  

Deltas alternated between lateral and trunk-filling avulsion cycles because because 

aggradation to the avulsion threshold was measured relative to inactive delta lobes (Eqs. (3.6 − 7)). 

During lateral avulsion cycles (cycles 1, 2, 4, and 5) the active lobe was activated with an elevation 

comparable to inactive delta lobes, and reached the avulsion threshold after depositing a thickness 

of ~𝐻∗. However, once all but one lobe had experienced an avulsion, the remaining lobe initiated 

with an elevation ~𝐻∗ lower than the inactive lobes. The active lobe then deposited ~2𝐻∗ during 

one cycle, in order to level itself with inactive lobes and then superelevate itself to the threshold of 

avulsion. Greater deposit thickness was achieved through enhanced progradation of the river mouth, 

and the trunk channel was filled to maintain alluvial grade. Due to our assumed number of four delta 

lobes, trunk-filling avulsion cycles occurred once every three cycles (cycles 3, 6, and 9).  

During avulsion cycles 7 and 8, avulsions occurred far upstream of the backwater zone (𝐿"∗ >

2), and without a prominent peak in superelevation (Fig. 3.6). These avulsion cycles were caused by 

transient, nearly uniform deposition rate in the trunk channel during its adjustment towards alluvial 

grade, which in these cases persisted slightly after the trunk-filling avulsion cycle. Occasional 

avulsions far upstream of a backwater-mediated node have been interpreted in Mississippi River 

deposits (Chamberlain et al. 2018). In our model, upstream avulsions were uncommon in our model 

runs because the trunk channel usually filled and achieved grade within one avulsion cycle.  

 

3.4.2 Avulsions during changes in sea level 

Next, we considered model runs identical to the base-case but with relative sea-level rise and 

fall (Table 2). As described in recent work (Chadwick et al., in review), increasing the relative sea-
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level rise rate in our model caused more frequent avulsions at a persistent avulsion node (Fig. 

3.7). More frequent avulsions in the domain 0.1 < 𝜎∗ < 1 reflected a regime where sea-level rise 

was the dominant control on aggradation rate. In contrast, for  𝜎∗ < 0.1 aggradation was primarily 

caused by progradation, and for 𝜎∗ > 1 sediment supply limited aggradation rates.  

 
Fig. 3.7: Model results for dimensionless avulsion length (a) and avulsion frequency (b) under changing sea 
level rise rate. Black circles show average and 25-75 percentile range of avulsion location and frequency. 
Gray shaded regions denote the 25-75 percentile range for a stable climate in the base-case simulation. Blue 
dashed line indicates where 𝐿" = 𝐿#. 
 

Avulsion length was insensitive to relative sea-level rise rate. For 𝜎∗ < 1, backwater effects 

continued to drive a spatial maximum in sedimentation at the onset of the backwater zone, similar to 

the base case. For 𝜎∗ > 1, backfilling driven by sea-level rise overwhelmed backwater effects, and 

avulsions occurred at the inactive-lobe shoreline. However, because the distance between actives 

and inactive-lobe shorelines was comparable to the backwater length-scale, avulsion length was only 

slightly smaller than the base case (Fig. 3.7). Previous work has illustrated sea-level backfilling can 

cause backwater-scaled avulsion locations even under conditions of constant discharge (Chadwick 

et al. 2019). 
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Because avulsion length was relatively constant, delta progradation and retreat due to sea-

level rise were associated with avulsion node migration (Fig. 3.8). For example, constant sea-level 

allowed for steady delta progradation, and the avulsion node followed the shoreline downstream, 

consistent with field observations on the Yellow River delta (Ganti et al. 2014) and scaled laboratory 

experiments (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016). Sea-level rise reduced 

progradation rates, stabilizing both the shoreline and avulsion node location. There was not sufficient 

time in our ten-cycle simulation to observe a full onset of delta autoretreat, but progradation rates 

slowed over time consistent with the early stages of autoretreat shoreline trajectories (Tetsuji Muto 

and Steel 2002). At sufficiently high rise rates, the delta drowned, the shoreline retreat, and the 

avulsion node migrated upstream with a constant avulsion length. While shoreline progradation and 

retreat took place gradually in our simulations, avulsion node translation occurred in discrete pulses 

associated with trunk-filling avulsion cycles (Fig. 3.8).  
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Fig. 3.8: Model results for constant sea level  (a), slow sea-level rise (b), and fast sea-level rise (c) during an 
example lateral avulsion cycle. Black lines are shoreline trajectories, blue dashed lines show where 𝐿" = 𝐿#, 
yellow stars are avulsions, and red error bar indicate the reach within 10% of the avulsion threshold at time 
of avulsion. Grey shaded regions indicate the model spin-up period, during which avulsion location was 
affected by initial conditions (Chadwick et al. 2019). Examples of trunk-filling avulsions and associated 
migration of the avulsion node for each rise scenario are shown in panels d-f).  

 

3.4.3 Avulsions during changing sediment supply and transport capacity  

Next we considered runs where we systematically changed the balance between sediment 

supply and transport capacity at the upstream end, expressed in terms of change in the equilibrium 

transport slope. All other parameters were held constant and equal to base case values.  

In model runs where transport capacity exceeded sediment supply (𝛿𝑆 < 0) we observed 

transient long-profile adjustment to a shallower transport slope, which was achieved through 

degradation of the trunk channel. (Fig. 3.9). Degradation occurred during the first avulsion cycle on 

each of the four lobes. After cycle 4 the trunk channel resumed intermittent aggradation, similar to 
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the base case, and the spatially averaged riverbed slope was approximately constant. Aggradation 

and avulsions continued to occur in the backwater zone throughout the simulation, similar to the 

base case (𝐿"∗ ~1) (Fig. 3.6c). In contrast to the base-case, however, degradation caused entrenchment 

of the trunk channel, thereby preventing outlier avulsions farther upstream. Furthermore, avulsion 

frequency was enhanced as high as 𝑓"∗ = 2.5 during the first four avulsion cycles, because sediment 

sourced during degradation contributed to aggradation of the backwater zone. After the trunk channel 

resumed aggradation in cycle 5, we observed avulsion frequency values similar to the base case 

(𝑓"∗ = 0.1 − 1). 

 
Fig. 3.9: Model results for a 40% reduction in equilibrium transport slope, associated with decreased 
sediment supply and/or grain-size at the upstream end. Panel a) is an example of a lateral avulsion cycle 
during transient adjustment, and b) is an example after equilibrium has been reached. c-e) Dimensionless 
avulsion length, frequency, and slope over ten avulsion cycles. Slope is averaged over the entire fluvial 
reach (yellow stars) and averaged over the backwater zone (blue circles) at times of avulsion. Gray lines 
show initial (dashed) and final (solid) values of the equilibrium transport slope.  
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Fig. 3.10: Model results for a 40% increase in equilibrium transport slope, associated with increased 
sediment supply and/or grain-size at the upstream end. Panels a) and b) show long-profile evolution during 
cycles 1 and 6, respectively. c-e) Dimensionless avulsion length, frequency, and slope over ten avulsion 
cycles. Slope is averaged over the entire fluvial reach (yellow stars) and averaged over the backwater zone 
(blue circles) at times of avulsion. Gray lines show initial (dashed) and final (solid) values of the equilibrium 
transport slope. 
 

In model runs where sediment supply exceeded transport capacity (𝛿𝑆 > 0), we observed 

long-profile adjustment towards a steeper transport slope, which was achieved through aggradation 

of the trunk channel (Fig. 3.10). In contrast to the 𝛿𝑆 < 0 model runs, long-profile adjustment often 

continued beyond avulsion cycle 4. Adjustment was prolonged when trunk-channel aggradation 

caused avulsions, interrupting downstream migration of the downfilling wedge. Avulsion frequency 

was statistically similar to the base-case scenario, but avulsion location was sensitive to the 

magnitude of 𝛿𝑆. For 𝛿𝑆 > 0.1, the backwater-scaled avulsion node was shut down (Fig. 3.10). 

Instead, avulsions occurred repeatedly as far upstream as allowed by the model (𝑥∗ = 1). Avulsions 

occurred only at the upstream end because trunk-channel aggradation during adjustment outpaced 

the aggradation rate of the backwater-scaled avulsion node. Model runs with 0.01 < 𝛿𝑆 < 0.1 

featured slower trunk-channel aggradation rates in comparison, at a pace similar to those of the 
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backwater-scaled avulsion node (Fig. 3.11). As a result, avulsion locations alternated randomly 

between the backwater-scaled node (𝐿"∗ = 1) and the upstream boundary (𝑥∗ = 1).  

 
Fig. 3.11: Model results for a 2.5% increase in equilibrium transport slope, associated with increased 
sediment supply and/or grain-size at the upstream end. Panels a) and b) show long-profile evolution during 
cycles 1 and 8, respectively. c-e) Dimensionless avulsion length, frequency, and slope over ten avulsion 
cycles. Slope is averaged over the entire fluvial reach (yellow stars) and averaged over the backwater zone 
(blue circles) at times of avulsion. Gray lines show initial (dashed) and final (solid) values of the equilibrium 
transport slope. 
 

Fig. 3.12 provides a summary of model results for avulsion location and frequency during 

adjustment to a new equilibrium transport slope. When imbalances in sediment supply and transport 

capacity provoked a change in transport slope less than 1% (−0.01 < 𝛿𝑆 < 0.01), the long-profile 

adjusted before any avulsions took place. Avulsion frequency was relatively unaffected by changes 

in sediment supply and transport capacity, except for when 𝛿𝑆 ≤ 0.4 and sediment mined during 

trunk-channel degradation contributes to accelerate delta aggradation. For 𝛿𝑆 > 0.01, avulsions 

sometimes occurred upstream of the backwater zone due to enhanced trunk-channel aggradation. 

For 𝛿𝑆 > 0.1, all 9 avulsions in our simulation occurred at the upstream boundary.  
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Fig. 3.12: Summary of model results for dimensionless avulsion length (a) and frequency (b) during 
transient adjustment of the equilibrium transport slope. Circles show average and 25-75 percentile range of 
avulsion location and frequency, and numbers beside each circle indicate the number of avulsions during 
adjustment. For simulations where the profile adjusted before 9 avulsions occurred, avulsions after 
adjustment were statistically similar to the base-case scenario, which is indicated by the gray shaded region 
(25-75 percentile range). Blue dashed line indicates where 𝐿" = 𝐿#.  
 
 
3.4.4 Avulsions during different flood regimes 

Next, we considered a suite of model runs where we systematically varied each climate 

parameter associated with flood regime (𝐹#7, 𝐶𝑉, 𝑇b∗, 𝐻∗), holding other parameters constant and 

equal to base case values (𝐹#7 = 0.05, 𝐶𝑉 = 0.53, 𝑇b∗ = 0.001, 𝐻∗ = 0.5) (Table 2). During these 

model runs sea level was stable (𝜎∗ = 0) and sediment supply was equal to transport capacity (𝛿𝑆 =

0). 
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Fig. 3.13: Examples of model results under different flow regimes, including a) lower bankfull exceedance 
probability 𝐹#7 = 0.01	, b) base-case 𝐹#7 = 0.05, and c) higher bankfull exceedance probability 𝐹#7 =
0.10. Black lines are riverbed profile at start (dashed) and end (solid) of an avulsion cycle. Floodplain 
profiles of active lobe (gray solid line) and lowest inactive lobe (gray dashed line) are used to calculate 
superelevation (see inset). Black triangles are river mouth at end of the avulsion cycle. Yellow stars show 
avulsion location.    
 

In our model, increasing flood frequency (𝐹#7) caused avulsions to occur farther upstream 

(Fig. 3.13). This is because more frequent flooding was accompanied by restricted low-flow 

deposition. Low flows play an important role in backwater zones by partially filling the scours cut 

by large flood events, and over many flood events set the spatial maximum in sedimentation 

coinciding with the avulsion node (Lamb et al. 2012; Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 

2012).When floods occurred more frequently in our model, low-flow deposition occurred over 

shorter intervals and is restricted to the upper reach of the backwater zone, resulting in an avulsion 

node farther upstream. Model runs with very frequent floods (𝐹#7 > 0.05) lacked a backwater-
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scaled avulsion node entirely because low-flow filling was insignificant, and the riverbed 

adjusted to normal-flow conditions associated with large floods.  

Systematic changes the avulsion node location also indirectly reduced avulsion frequency 

(Fig. 3.14). When frequent floods pushed the avulsion node farther upstream, avulsion lengths 

increased. Consequently, delta lobe topsets were larger and required more sediment, and thus more 

time, to aggrade to avulsion. This is consistent with geometric mass-balance modeling of avulsion 

frequency under different avulsion lengths (Chadwick et al., in review), but until now has not been 

linked to changes in flood frequency.  

 
Fig. 3.14: Model results for dimensionless avulsion length and avulsion frequency under changing bankfull 
exceedance probabilities (a-b), coefficients of variation of normal-flow depth (c-d), and normalized flood 
durations (e-f). Black circles show average and 25-75 percentile range of avulsion location and frequency. 
Gray shaded regions denote the 25-75 percentile range for a stable climate in the base-case simulation. Blue 
dashed line indicates where 𝐿" = 𝐿#. 
 
 

Under most climate scenarios, changes to coefficient of variation of stage height (𝐶𝑉) or 

flood duration (𝑇b∗) did not yield avulsion locations or frequencies significantly different than the 

base-case distribution (Fig. 3.14). However, extreme values of 𝐶𝑉 and 𝑇b∗ were capable of 

destabilizing the avulsion node, as documented in previous work (Chadwick et al. 2019). Under very 

low discharge variability (𝐶𝑉 < 0.2) and long flood durations (𝑇b∗ ≥ 1), the backwater-mediated 
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avulsion node was abandoned and avulsions occurred with similar likelihood throughout the river 

profile, because the riverbed adjusted to normal flow conditions associated with low flows. Cases 

with extremely high discharge variability (𝐶𝑉) also abandoned the avulsion node, because the 

riverbed adjusted to normal flow conditions associated with large floods.  

 

 
Fig. 3.15: Model results for dimensionless avulsion length (a) and avulsion frequency (b) under changing 
avulsion threshold, which is associated with discharge variability (Ganti et al. 2014). Black circles show 
average and 25-75 percentile range of avulsion location and frequency. Gray shaded regions denote the 25-
75 percentile range for a stable climate in the base-case simulation. Blue dashed line indicates where 𝐿" =
𝐿#. Examples of long-profile evolution during a lateral avulsion cycle are shown in panels c-e).   
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Increasing flow variability has been associated with reduced avulsion thresholds (Ganti 

et al. 2014). In our simulations, we found reduced avulsion thresholds lead to shorter avulsion lengths 

and higher avulsion frequencies (Fig. 3.15). Avulsion frequency is directly enhanced because less 

aggradation is necessary to superelevate the channel to lower 𝐻∗ values (Eq. 1). Less aggradation 

necessitated less progradation, and as a result lobe progradation distance was also reduced (Fig. 3.5c-

e). Shorter progradation distances allow backwater-mediated avulsions to occur closer to the river 

mouth, because superelevation is greatly reduced downstream of the initial shoreline where the levee 

profile must converge to sea level (Katherine Murray Ratliff 2017; Chadwick et al. 2019). We 

observed the effect of reduced superelevation downstream of the initial shoreline is minor for the 

common scenario that 𝐻∗ < 1. However, if 𝐻∗ > 1, then the entire backwater zone is relegated 

downstream of the initial shoreline, where avulsion is unlikely, and thus avulsions are denodalized 

(Fig. 3.15).   

3.4.5 Inherent variability in avulsion dynamics across climate scenarios 

All simulations featured lateral avulsion cycles, trunk-filling avulsion cycles, and upstream 

avulsion cycles, which differed in frequency and location (Fig. 3.16). Lateral avulsions were the 

most common (55% of avulsions), and featured 𝐿"∗ = 0.5 − 2 and 𝑓"∗ = 0.2 − 1. Trunk-filling 

avulsions occurred periodically (33% of all avulsions) and exhibited characteristically longer setup 

times due to additional time required to fill the trunk channel (𝑓"∗ = 0.1 − 0.2). Outlier avulsions 

were the least common (12% of all avulsions), and occurred significantly upstream of the backwater-

scaled avulsion node (𝐿"∗ ≫ 1). Despite their differences, all avulsion types show an inverse 

correlation between avulsion frequency and length. This is because reduced avulsion lengths resulted 

in smaller lobes, which required less sediment, and thus less time, to aggrade to the necessary 

superelevation for avulsion, consistent with geometric mass-balance modeling (Chadwick et al., in 

review). 
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Fig. 3.16: The distribution of avulsion lengths and frequencies across all climate regimes considered in this 
study. In panel a), data are color-coded depending on whether avulsions were lateral (black), trunk-filling 
(dark gray), or occurring at the upstream end of the model domain (light gray). Panel b) shows the same 
data, now color-coded by model runs: base-case climate model run (black), sea-level change runs (red), 
changing sediment supply and transport capacity runs (green), and changing flow regime runs (blue).  
 
 

Under some climate forcings, inherent variability between lateral, trunk, and upstream 

avulsions overwhelmed trends due to climate (Fig. 3.16). We observed no significant trend in 

avulsion node location across all sea-level rise rates (𝜎∗) and sediment supply and transport 

imbalances (𝛿𝑆) considered. In these model runs, lateral and trunk-filling avulsions were always 

clustered about 𝐿"∗ = 0.5 − 2 regardless of climate values, and the only differences were due to 

upstream avulsions where 𝐿"∗ ~10. In addition, flow regime changes only shifted the avulsion 

frequency in the range 𝑓"∗ = 0.05 − 5, which is not substantially greater than the difference between 

trunk-filling avulsions and lateral avulsions under our constant, base-case climate scenario (𝑓"∗ =

0.1 − 0.2 and 𝑓"∗ = 0.2 − 1 for trunk-filling and lateral avulsions, respectively). 
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3.5. DISCUSSION 

3.5.1 Comparison to avulsions during Holocene climate change 

Our results provide quantitative relationships between avulsion frequency, avulsion location, 

and climate forcings that can explain field observations during Holocene climate change. For 

example, our model captures the response of enhanced aggradation and more frequent avulsions 

during accelerated sea-level rise, consistent with Holocene records on the Rhine-Meuse delta 

(Stouthamer and Berendsen 2001; Törnqvist 1994), highlighting that this response occurs when sea 

level rises at rates comparable to the sediment supply (0.1 < 𝜎∗ < 1; Fig. 3.7). Importantly, avulsion 

frequency in our model is less sensitive to sea-level rise if rise rate is very low or high compared to 

the sediment supply (𝜎∗ < 0.1 or 𝜎∗ > 1), which can reconcile observations on the Mitchell River 

delta (Lane et al. 2017) and Holocene modeling of the Trinity River (Moran et al. 2017). Under these 

conditions, avulsion frequency instead varies as a result of intermittent filling in the trunk channel 

(Fig. 3.6), and is sensitive to basin geometry (Chadwick et al., in review). Results indicate avulsion 

frequency is less sensitive to upstream changes (Fig. 3.12, Fig. 3.14), but that stormier climates can 

indirectly cause more frequent avulsions by reducing the avulsion threshold (Fig. 3.15), consistent 

with field data (Ganti et al. 2014).  

Unlike existing models and experiments of delta response, our model shows the avulsion 

node at the delta apex is mobile and sensitive to climate forcings. Avulsion nodes in our model 

moved in tandem with shoreline progradation such that the avulsion length remained constant, 

similar to natural deltas built during the late Holocene stillstand (Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 

2012) but in this case manifesting across a wide range of sea-level rise rates (Fig. 3.7). Importantly, 

avulsion nodes also migrated upstream during shoreline retreat, a phenomenon that has not yet been 

documented in nature but could have disastrous consequences on densely populated deltas 

experiencing relative sea-level rise in the coming century (Chadwick et al., in review). While our 

simulations  did not cover timescales long enough to capture avulsions during delta autoretreat 

(Tetsuji Muto and Steel 2002), results suggest the onset of autoretreat would be associated with 

autogenic retreat of the avulsion node to maintain a constant avulsion length during shoreline retreat 

(Fig. 3.8). With regards to upstream climate controls, our model supports field observations on the 
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Tacquari megafan (Makaske et al. 2012) and in New Zealand catchments (Korup 2004) that 

increased sediment supply can cause avulsions far upstream of deltas, and highlights that these 

avulsions arise when aggradation during slope-adjustment outpaces rates of backwater 

sedimentation (𝛿𝑆 > 1% in our model).  

We reason that, similar to these historic examples, Holocene avulsions far upstream of the 

Mississippi delta (Saucier 1994; Chamberlain et al. 2018) could also be explained by an increase in 

sediment supply. However, without a history of Holocene sediment supply we cannot rule out the 

possibility that upstream avulsions simply represent autogenic variability, which in our model caused 

avulsions far upstream during intermittent filling of the trunk channel. According to our model, 

climatic changes in flood regime during this period (Knox 2000) were insufficient to have 

significantly affected avulsion location. We observed a preferential avulsion length scaled with the 

backwater length-scale (0.5 < 𝐿"∗ < 2) except for rivers with a constant discharge, or with 

discharges exceeding bankfull extremely often (Fig. 3.14), at which point avulsions became 

denodalized as documented by Chadwick et al. (2019).   

3.5.2 Implications for avulsions during anthropogenic climate change 

Anthropogenic climate change has the potential to affect avulsion hazards on modern deltas. 

Global sea levels are rising at an accelerating pace (Pachauri et al. 2014; Bintanja, van de Wal, and 

Oerlemans 2005), and our model predicts accelerated rise will be associated with more frequent 

avulsion hazards at a relatively stable avulsion node (Fig. 3.7). Accelerated rise rates anticipated over 

the next century may also instigate supply-limited conditions on some deltas, whereby avulsion 

frequency reaches a maximum value and avulsion nodes migrate upstream with shoreline retreat 

(Fig. 3.8) (Chadwick et al., review). This dangerous threshold in delta response is especially 

important when considering large lowland, densely populated deltas, which are extensively dammed 

and require more sediment to sustain their topset areas (Livio Giosan 2014).  

Modern sea level change is occurring simultaneously with reductions in sediment supply and 

flow variability due to land management (Zhou et al. 2015; Liviu Giosan et al. 2005). Our model 

suggests that reduction in transport slope (𝛿𝑆 < 0), while causing scour in the trunk channel, should 

have minimal effect on the location and frequency of backwater-scaled avulsions (Fig. 3.12). 
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However, reduced bankfull exceedance probability (𝐹#7) promotes avulsions farther downstream 

(Fig. 3.14), potentially shifting the immediate dangers of avulsion towards downstream 

communities. At the same time, reduced flow variability due to dams have the potential to counteract 

land loss in the face of relative sea-level rise. According to our model, lower bankfull exceedance 

caused avulsions to occur farther downstream and with greater frequency (Fig. 3.14), which should 

focus land-building into a smaller and more easily sustained delta area. Thus, we view discharge 

modulation by dams as an opportunity to influence avulsion locations without directly cutting levees, 

allowing for cost-effective efforts to build land and restore wetlands in targeted zones. 

Predicting future avulsions requires identifying climate controls, but also depends on 

inherent differences between lateral avulsions, trunk-filling avulsions, and upstream avulsions. 

While lateral avulsions are the most common, trunk-filling and upstream avulsions occurred across 

all climate scenarios and were associated with order-of-magnitude excursions in avulsion frequency 

and avulsion location, respectively (Fig. 3.6). Differences between lateral, trunk-filling, and outlier 

avulsions under one climate scenario were sometimes more prominent than changes in lateral 

avulsions caused by climate change (Fig. 3.12). Hiatuses in avulsion due to trunk-channel filling 

may be particularly important to identify in the field, as they are not uncommon in our simulations 

(33% of all avulsions), and should temporarily reduce both avulsion hazards and land-building 

potential for 10—1000 years until the trunk channel has adjusted. We reason it is possible to diagnose 

trunk-filling avulsion cycles currently underway in the field: deltas undergoing trunk-filling avulsion 

cycles should exhibit comparable aggradation rates between the trunk channel and delta, compared 

to lateral avulsion cycles where aggradation rates are much lower in the trunk channel. Furthermore, 

trunk-filling avulsion cycles are associated with relatively low-elevation active lobes compared to 

abandoned delta lobes, which can be identified using digital terrain models. 

3.5.3 Implications for interpreting ancient climates from avulsions in deltaic deposits 

While changes in sea-level rise and sediment supply have a similar effect on delta 

stratigraphy (T Muto and Steel 1997; Liang, Van Dyk, and Passalacqua 2016b), our model results 

suggest trunk-channel stratigraphy can be used to differentiate between these sea-level and sediment 

supply changes. In our simulations, higher sediment supplies caused avulsions in the trunk channel 
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to become more common (Fig. 3.10-11), and reduced sediment supplies prevented avulsions in 

the trunk channel due to entrenchment (Fig. 3.9). Based on these results, we reason that trunk-

channel deposits recording changing sediment supply should exhibit up-section changes in the 

prevalence of avulsion-induced unconformities, which exhibit diagnostic vertical spacing and 

horizonal length-scales (Ganti, Lamb, and Chadwick 2019; Trower et al. 2018). In contrast, for delta 

deposits recording changes in sea level rise rate under constant sediment supply, we reason trunk 

channel deposits feature a more uniform distribution of avulsion-induced unconformities. This 

diagnostic would offer another means to disentangle changes in sediment supply and sea level, which 

is difficult in pre-Quaternary deposits because stream terraces and other upstream indicators are not 

typically preserved (Blum and Törnqvist 2000b).  

Our results also suggest the organization of avulsion nodes in Martian deltaic deposits may 

record information regarding the planet’s climate history. On Mars, good preservation of sand bodies 

allows identification of avulsion nodes from satellite imagery (DiBiase et al. 2013). Avulsion length 

remains constant during sea level rise and fall (Fig. 3.10-11), so multiple avulsion nodes in a deltaic 

deposit can be used to infer shoreline progradation and retreat, even if fine-grained shoreline deposits 

have not been preserved. Furthermore, the presence of avulsion nodes on unconfined plains is 

indicative of an intermediate degree flow variability on Earth (Fig. 3.4c; 𝐶𝑉 = 0.1 − 0.6), and could 

be used to infer runoff variability in ancient Martian environments. For example, a Martian deltaic 

deposit with an avulsion node that is not tied to a canyon or crater rim likely featured flows with a 

flood regime comparable to those on Earth. 

3.6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this manuscript, we developed a generic model for avulsion location and frequency that 

depends on climate change. We then explored model behavior under systematic isolation of 

important climate variables, namely sea-level change, Changing sediment supply and transport 

capacity, and changing flow regime. Model results indicate that 

1) Increasing sea level rise rate (σ∗) in the range 0.1 < σ∗ < 1 caused more frequent avulsions at a 

constant avulsion length. Because avulsion length was constant, shoreline progradation and 

retreat were associated with downstream and upstream migration of the avulsion node.  
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2) If sediment supply exceeds transport capacity (δS > 0) the delta transiently responds by 

avulsing far upstream of the backwater zone, because the sediment wedge associated with long-

profile adjustment aggrades at a rate greater than or equal to that of the backwater-scaled avulsion 

node. After the long profile has fully adjusted, usually after ~4 avulsion cycles, avulsions location 

and timing is indistinguishable from pre-adjustment conditions.  

3) A variable flood regime is important for maintaining a backwater-scaled avulsion node, but 

avulsion location and frequency is relatively insensitive to the degree of variability. However, if 

the flow regime’s variability is diminished or exacerbated beyond of a typical range of 0.2 <

CV < 0.7 and T÷∗ < 1, then avulsions become denodalized and occur randomly throughout the 

river profile. Increased variability is also indirectly associated with a reduced avulsion threshold 

H∗, resulting in avulsions that occur more frequently and closer to the shoreline.  

4) Under a stable climate scenario, avulsion length naturally varies between 0.5 − 2L0 and avulsion 

frequency naturally varies between f.∗ = 0.2 − 1. Deltas intermittently fill their trunk channel in 

order to prograde or keep pace with sea level rise, and during trunk-filling avulsion cycles 

avulsions may take twice as long as usual, or occur far upstream of the backwater zone. Trunk-

filling and upstream avulsions occurred in all our model runs, regardless of climate change, 

suggesting in nature they may potentially distort climate signals recorded by avulsions. 

5) Model results point to future changes in avulsion location and timing on modern deltas where 

sea levels are rising and dams reduce water discharge and sediment loads. In addition, the 

organization of preserved avulsion nodes in deltaic deposits may record changes in sea level rise, 

sediment supply, and flow variability. 
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4.0. ABSTRACT 

 River deltas are densely populated landscapes in danger of drowning due to 

anthropogenic relative sea-level rise in the coming century. Delta response to sea-level rise is 

commonly forecasted using radially averaged models based on sustainability of the entire delta; 

however, deposition and land loss can vary spatially because river avulsions periodically and 

abruptly shift the river course, changing the distribution of sediment. Here, we present results 

from an experimental delta with low Froude numbers and variable discharge floods, which are 

needed to produce backwater-scaled avulsions similar to lowland deltas, with systematic changes 

in sea-level rise and fall rate. Avulsions repeatedly occurred at a spatial node located midway 

through the backwater zone and migrated basinward in tandem with delta progradation, similar 

to previous backwater-controlled experiments conducted with steady sea level, but unlike 

previous work the avulsion node in our experiment migrated landward when sea-level rise 

caused river-mouth retreat. River avulsions were more frequent as sea-level rise accelerated, up 

until the point the delta was drowned and avulsions were not allowed. Avulsions resumed during 

moderate rates of sea-level fall, so long as progradation was sufficient to drive net channel 

aggradation. Avulsions occurred more frequently than predicted by radially averaged models, but 

show good agreement with recent lobe-averaged models that account for discrete lobes with a 

constant length set by backwater hydrodynamics. Delta land area in our experiments was also 

significantly less than predicted by radially averaged models, on account of transient land loss on 

abandoned delta lobes that were starved of sediment between avulsion events. Results imply 

anthropogenic relative sea-level rise on lowland deltas may cause more land loss than previously 

estimated, and that drowning of the coastal plain will be accompanied by avulsion hazards that 

occur more frequently and shift farther landward. 
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 

River deltas are ecologically diverse, socioeconomically valuable, and host over half a 

billion of the Earth’s population (Gleick, 2003; Olson & Dinerstein, 1998; Vörösmarty et al., 

2009). Many deltas develop a triangular-shaped planform morphology through repeated changes 

in channel course to the shoreline, known as river avulsions, that occur every 10 − 1000 years 

(Allen, 1965; Slingerland & Smith, 2004). Channel avulsions pose a hazard to human life and 

property (Sinha, 2009; Syvitski & Brakenridge, 2013), and have been responsible some of the 

deadliest flood disasters in human history (Kidder & Liu, 2017; Soong & Zhao, 1994). At the 

same time, avulsions counter land lost to sea-level rise and coastal subsidence by nourishing 

wetlands with sediment (Edmonds et al., 2009; Richards et al., 2002). Today, engineered 

avulsions are important parts of billion-dollar coastal restoration plans (Brakenridge et al., 2017; 

Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority of Louisiana, 2007). Predictive models of channel 

avulsion and land loss will be crucial for the success of such plans and for sustaining coastal 

cities and ecosystems, because anthropogenic interference and greenhouse effects are causing 

unprecedented rates of relative sea-level rise across the globe (Pachauri et al., 2014).  

One approach to predict river avulsion and delta response to sea-level rise is through 

simplified models of delta geometry and growth. The most common approach is to assume 

deposition and erosion are dictated by radially averaged sediment mass-balance, 

𝑄j =
À
ÀG
(𝐴𝐻#) = 𝐴𝜎 + 𝐻#

À"
ÀG

      (4.1)      

where 𝑄j is volumetric sediment supplied per unit time, 𝐴 is the planform delta area, 𝐻# is the 

basin depth offshore, and 𝜎 = À)s
ÀG

 is the relative sea-level rise rate (sea level rise + uniform 
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subsidence) (Jerolmack, 2009; W. Kim et al., 2009; Wonsuck Kim et al., 2006; Paola et al., 

2011). In Eq. (4.1), the first term on the right-hand-side describes deposition on the delta topset, 

and the second term describes foreset progradation. Radially averaged models do not resolve 

channels or avulsion processes, but nevertheless provide quantitative predictions for delta land 

area. Relative sea-level rise causes land loss and a reduction in delta area 𝐴 until the sediment 

supply is sufficient to keep pace with sea level. Stable coastlines correspond to the steady-state 

condition 𝑣_ =
ÄÅ
"
= 𝜎, where 𝑣_ is the aggradation rate, which is used for assessment of 

sediment budgets and land loss predictions (Giosan, 2014). 

In contrast to radially averaged models, deposition on deltas varies spatially and, at the 

largest scale, spatial patterns are set by river avulsions that reroute sediment amongst active and 

inactive lobes (Coleman et al., 1998; Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007; Pang & Si, 1979) (Fig. 4.1). 

Global compilations of lowland deltas (e.g., Fig. 4.1) show that avulsions preferentially occur at 

a distance upstream of the shoreline that scales with the backwater length-scale, 

𝐿"~𝐿# = 𝐻%/𝑆      (4.2) 

where 𝐿" is the avulsion length measured along the channel from the river mouth to the avulsion 

location and 𝐿# is the backwater length-scale, defined as the ratio channel depth 𝐻 to average 

bed slope 𝑆 (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Jerolmack, 2009; Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007). The 

backwater length approximates the distance that sea level influences river flow upstream, and 

can extend for hundreds of kilometers for large, low-sloping rivers (Lamb et al., 2012; Paola & 

Mohrig, 1996). The frequency of lobe-switching events, 𝑓", scales with the rate the riverbed 

aggrades to a height comparable to the channel depth, 

𝑓"~
Ê£
)∗)*

      (4.3) 
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 Fig. 4.1: a) Huanghe delta, China, illustrating modern (solid line) and abandoned (dotted line) channel 
pathways and avulsion node (yellow star). Pink circle denotes city of Dongying. b) Mississippi River delta, 
USA. Thin dashed line indicates approximate shoreline in 1900 A.D. (Gagliano, Meyer-Arendt, and Wicker 
1981). Pink circle denotes New Orleans. c) Backwater-scaled delta experiment conducted under variable 
river discharge (Ganti et al., 2016b).  d) Correlation between measured avulsion length and computed 
backwater length-scale, which approximates the distance upstream of the shoreline where sea-level causes 
gradually-varied flow (Chatanantavet, Lamb, and Nittrouer 2012; Ganti et al. 2014; Ganti, Chadwick, 
Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016). e) Correlation between measured avulsion frequency and the rate 
at which riverbed aggradation fills the channel-depth (Jerolmack and Mohrig 2007; Ganti et al. 2014; Ganti, 
Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al. 2016). 
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where 𝑣_ is the vertical aggradation rate and 𝐻∗ is the avulsion threshold, a dimensionless 

constant of order unity (Bryant et al., 1995; Ganti et al., 2014; Mohrig et al., 2000) (Fig. 4.1). 

Chatanantavet et al. (2012) hypothesized that avulsion nodes on lowland deltas originate from a 

spatial maximum in 𝑣_ midway through the backwater zone due to non-uniform flow dynamics 

and floods of variable discharge (Eq. 4.3). Using a morphodynamic model of the Mississippi 

River, they observed that low flows (less than bankfull) tended to deposit sediment in the upper 

part of the backwater zone, whereas high flows (greater than bankfull) caused scour in the lower 

part of the backwater zone. Alternation between low flows and high flows led to the site of 

maximum 𝑣_ that drove preferential avulsions at 𝐿"~𝐿#, whereas model scenarios with constant 

discharge floods did not produce a preferred avulsion location. Although the hypothesis of  

Chatanantavet et al. (2012) was supported by later numerical models (Chadwick et al., 2019; 

Moodie et al., 2019) and field evidence of deposition and scour on the Lower Mississippi River 

(Lamb et al., 2012; J. A. Nittrouer et al., 2011; J. a. Nittrouer et al., 2011), few direct 

measurements of natural avulsions exist to test these models. 

Channel-resolving 2-D and 3-D models have provided valuable insight into avulsion 

processes and delta response during sea-level change (Caldwell & Edmonds, 2014; Edmonds et 

al., 2010; Gao et al., 2019; Geleynse et al., 2011a; Van De Lageweg & Slangen, 2017). 

DeltaRCM models reproduce deltas with smaller topset areas and higher avulsion frequencies 

during sea-level rise, consistent with radially averaged models (Liang, Geleynse, et al., 2015; 

Liang, Kim, et al., 2016; Liang, Van Dyk, et al., 2016a; Liang, Voller, et al., 2015). In contrast, 

similar modeling using Delft3D showed evidence for persistent avulsions during sea-level fall, 

which is not captured in radially averaged models (Nijhuis et al., 2015). While such models 

include the physics that result in backwater-scaled delta lobes (Eq. 4.2), simulations have yet to 
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be evaluated in terms of lobe size or avulsion location (Geleynse et al., 2011b; Nijhuis et al., 

2015; Van De Lageweg & Slangen, 2017). Delta lobes and avulsion location have been 

evaluated using simpler 1-D morphodynamic models, but these models are tuned to specific case 

studies (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Moran et al., 2017) and yielded opposite trends for avulsion 

frequency response during sea-level rise. A 2-D reduced complexity model found that avulsion 

frequency was insensitive to sea-level rise for low rise rates due to progradation (Ratliff et al., 

2018). However, this model did not include backwater hydrodynamics or a model spin-up phase 

that is needed to avoid bias associated with the assumed initial condition of the riverbed and 

land-surface elevation profiles (Chadwick et al., 2019).  

The most recent models that produce backwater-scaled avulsion nodes (Eq. 4.2) include 

quasi-2D non-uniform flow, a variable flood regime that maintains backwater effects, and a spin-

up phase to avoid issues associated with initial conditions (Chadwick et al., 2019; Moodie et al., 

2019). Chadwick et al. (in review) used such a model to show avulsion frequency during sea-

level rise depends on the dominant cause of aggradation: whether due to basinward progradation, 

relative sea-level rise, or limited by sediment supply. In their model, avulsion frequency 

increased with sea-level rise under rise-dominated conditions, corresponding to when sea-level 

rise rate is comparable to the maximum possible rate of radially averaged delta aggradation. 

However, avulsion frequency became insensitive to sea-level at lower rise rates, when 

aggradation is instead set by progradation. Avulsion frequency was also insensitive to rise rate 

during rapid sea level rise, when aggradation became limited by the sediment supply. 

Importantly, previous work incorporating backwater hydrodynamics did not explore the effect of 

sea-level rise on avulsion location or delta area, and model validation was limited to existing 

field data, which are scarce because river avulsions occur infrequently and are difficult to 
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observe safely in nature. In this regard, physical laboratory experiments provide an 

opportunity to compensate for limited field data and contribute substantially to our 

understanding.  

Experimental studies have documented lobe-scale avulsions in relatively steep flume 

experiments, and generally support radially-averaged models (Hajek et al., 2010; Wonsuck Kim 

et al., 2006; Muto et al., 2016; Muto & Steel, 2004a; Reitz & Jerolmack, 2012; Reitz et al., 2010; 

Wickert et al., 2013). These experiments featured high Froude numbers, which prevented 

backwater effects, and high sedimentation rates that caused channel braiding, making these 

experiments closer analogs to alluvial fans or fan deltas than lowland deltas (Ganti, Chadwick, 

Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016; Ganti et al., 2014). Hoyal & Sheets (2009) produced a 

delta with lower surface slopes and single-thread channels, in which they observed channel 

backfilling during progradation as the primary driver for avulsions. Subsequent experiments 

varied sea-level rise in a similar experimental set up (Li et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2009; Yu et 

al., 2017), and found good agreement with radially averaged model predictions of delta area and 

avulsion frequency. However, despite their low slopes these experiments featured an avulsion 

node tied to the basin inlet and a constant river discharge that prevented backwater-scaled 

avulsions (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 

2016). Chatanantavet & Lamb (2014) used a physical model to verify that deposition and erosion 

in the backwater zone is controlled by variable discharge floods, but their setup did not allow for 

lobe-scale avulsions or changes in sea level. The first backwater-scaled delta with avulsions was 

that of Ganti et al. (2016a; 2016b; 2019), and was conducted under constant sea-level, variable-

discharge floods, and low Froude numbers (Fig. 4.1). In their experiment, single-thread rivers 

avulsed among multiple lobes with a characteristic avulsion length set by half the backwater 
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length-scale (𝐿" = 0.5𝐿#). The avulsion site was coincident with the site of maximum in-

channel sedimentation in between avulsions, as a result of competition between low-flow 

deposition throughout the backwater zone and high-flow scour closer to the river mouth, 

consistent with previous work by Chatanantavet et al. (2012). At the avulsion node, avulsions 

were observed to occur when the channel had aggraded to ~30% of the flow depth (𝐻∗ = 0.3 ±

0.13) at a frequency 𝑓" = 0.17	hr��.  

Here we build on the experiment presented by Ganti et al. (2016a; 2016b; 2019) by 

conducting a similar backwater-scaled experiment with variable flood discharges, but instead of 

constant sea level, we systematically varied sea-level rise and fall rates. We sought to address 

how relative sea-level rise and fall affect delta growth and avulsion. We present results for delta 

land area, channel hydrodynamics and sedimentation, and avulsion location and frequency from 

this experiment. We compared results to existing radially-averaged model predictions, theory for 

backwater-influenced deltas, and past experiments of backwater-influenced delta formation 

conducted under constant sea-level conditions. Lastly, we discuss implications for predicting 

future avulsion and land-loss hazards in the face of anthropogenic climate change.  

 

4.2. METHODS 

4.2.1 Experimental setup 

We performed scaled physical experiments to grow a delta and observe its dynamics 

under conditions of persistent backwater effects and changing sea levels. The experiments were 

designed to isolate the effect of sea-level rise and fall on backwater-influenced delta growth and 

avulsion in the simplest way possible. To this end, we excluded from this experiment a number 

of other processes that can affect natural deltas, including: waves, tides, oceanic storms, water 
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density gradients, strongly cohesive sediment, vegetation, and differential subsidence 

(Caldwell & Edmonds, 2014; Hoyal & Sheets, 2009; Jerolmack, 2009; Nienhuis et al., 2015; 

Reitz et al., 2015). While we ignored differential subsidence, we note that delta response to 

uniform subsidence is mechanically similar to that of sea-level rise (González & Tornqvist, 

2006; Jerolmack, 2009; Reitz et al., 2015).  

 
 Fig. 4.2: a) Schematic of the experimental facility. b) Photograph of the delta experiment taken at the 

termination of the experiment, at run time of 163.5 hr. c) Sea level as a function of run time over the 
course of the experiment. Dashed lines indicate the boundaries of experimental phases A through F, 
each of which featured a different rate of sea-level change. Red box shows area of zoom in panel d). d) 
A zoomed-in view of experimental sea level through time, showing sea-level rise was implemented in 
discrete steps at the end of high flow events. e) Normal flow depth in the confined river section as a 
function of run time over the course of the experiment. Red box indicates area of zoom in panel f). f) A 
zoomed-in view of normal flow depth over time, showing flow was alternated between a low flow event 
(22-minute duration) and a high-flow event (8-minute duration). 
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Experiments were conducted in the same facility as past constant-sea-level 

experiments of backwater-scaled delta growth (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et 

al., 2016; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, & Lamb, 2016b; Ganti et al., 2019a), which 

was modified to simulate and characterize the effects of changing sea levels. The experimental 

flume consisted of a 7-m-long, 14-cm-wide fixed-width alluvial river that flowed into a 5-m-

long, 3-m-wide unconfined ocean basin (Fig. 4.2). Sea level was controlled using a 

programmable stand pipe at the downstream end, which was incrementally adjustable in 0.1-mm 

increments. Sea level rise rates were selected such that the balance of relative sea-level rise and 

sediment supply was similar to that of natural deltas. The dimensionless relative sea-level rise 

rate 𝜎∗ describes this balance, and is defined by the parameter 𝜎∗, defined as 

𝜎∗ = tWrsÉ
ÄÅ/(��úû)

    (4.4) 

where 𝜎 is the rate of relative sea-level rise (uniform subsidence + sea level rise), 𝐿# is the 

backwater length-scale, 𝑄j is the volumetric sediment supply, 𝜆; is the sediment porosity, 𝐵 is 

the lobe width, and 𝑛 = (𝑁 + 1)/2 is the number of avulsions before a given lobe is reoccupied 

and 𝑁 is the average number of delta lobes. On modern deltas, 𝜎∗ typically falls within the range 

of 10�S − 10� (Chadwick et al., in review). Pleistocene glacial-interglacial cycles induced rise 

and fall of global sea levels at the scale of ~120m over ~105 years (Bintanja et al., 2005), 

corresponding to 𝜎∗ in the range −10� to +10� using modern values of sediment supply 

(Milliman & Syvitski, 1992).  

We observed delta evolution under natural ranges of 𝜎∗, broken into six phases each with 

a different rate of sea-level change (Table 4.1; Fig. 4.2). Sediment supply was held constant and 

equal to 0.0019	mS/hr during all phases. During the first phase, Phase A, we allowed the delta 
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to grow under constant sea-level conditions similar to previous experiments (Ganti et al. 

2016a; 2016b; 2019). During Phase B, sea level rose at a constant rate of 𝜎 = 0.25	mm/hr, 

corresponding to 𝜎∗ = 0.097. Sea level rise accelerated during Phase C (𝜎 = 1	mm/hr, 𝜎∗ =

0.39) and Phase D (𝜎 = 4	mm/hr, 𝜎∗ = 1.55), eventually drowning the delta and restricting 

deposition to the narrow river section.  During Phase E, we lowered sea level at a rate of 𝜎 =

0.1	mm/hr (𝜎∗ = −0.04). Sea level fall was accelerated during phase F (𝜎 = −2	mm/hr, 𝜎∗ =

−0.77). Each phase was allowed to continue until the delta produced several (≥ 10) avulsions, 

or in cases where no avulsions occurred until the delta drowned (Phase D) or the delta shoreline 

prograded to the end of the basin (Phase F).  

 

 
Table 4.1: Sea-level-change conditions systematically varied during each phase of the experiment 
 

 

We conducted experiments under subcritical flow conditions (𝐹𝑟 ≅ 0.5) allowing for 

backwater hydrodynamics, and used crushed, non-cohesive walnut shells of uniform grain size 

(𝜌j = 1300	kg/mS, 𝐷 = 0.7	mm) to allow gentle laboratory-scale flows to transport sediment at 

low slopes (Table 4.2). Sediment was transported primarily as bedload with intermittent 

suspension (𝜏∗ ≅ 0.2 − 0.3). In order to maintain persistent backwater effects and a backwater-

scaled avulsion node, we alternated water discharge between a 22-minute low flow and an 8-
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minute high flow for a total of 300 flow cycles. Discharges were scaled roughly as 2-yr and 

30-yr recurrence interval floods following the technique of Ganti et al. (2016a).  Sediment supply 

was adjusted in tandem with water discharge to maintain a constant equilibrium transport slope 

in the normal flow reach (𝑆 = 3.8 × 10�S). This ensured that patterns of deposition and erosion 

were due to backwater effects and relative sea-level rise, and not imbalances in water and 

sediment supply (Blum & Törnqvist, 2000; Paola, 2000; Paola et al., 1992). The duration of low 

and high flows was chosen to be short compared to the channel adjustment timescale 

(𝑇_`³~𝐻%𝐵%𝐿#/𝑄j) (Chatanantavet & Lamb, 2014b). This ensured that the riverbed was in a 

perpetual state of morphodynamic adjustment, which was shown to be necessary for backwater-

scaled avulsion nodes in previous experiments and models (Chadwick et al., 2019; Chatanantavet 

& Lamb, 2014b; Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et 

al., 2016). The water and sediment discharge were also chosen such that the transport slope 𝑆 

yielded a backwater length during low flow of 2.6	m	and a drawdown length during high flow of 

1.3	m (Table 4.2), fitting within the confines of the 5 m x 3 m basin. Backwater length and 

drawdown length were calculated according to the Bresse solution, which accounts for 𝐹𝑟 and 

the magnitude of each flow event (Lamb et al., 2012). The river section of the flume was long 

enough such that normal-flow conditions and a constant bed slope could be observed upstream of 

backwater effects throughout the entirety of the experiment.   

A constant rate of sea-level rise during each phase was approximated by discrete 0.1-mm 

vertical adjustments in the programmable standpipe every 30 minutes of experimental run time. 

For Phase E, sea-level fall rate was so slow that vertical adjustments were limited to once every 

hour in 0.1-mm increments.  
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Table 4.2: Upstream conditions of the variable-discharge regime used through the entire experiment. 
 

4.2.2 Data collection 

The water was dyed using a fluorescent green dye, which allowed for visual distinction 

between subaerial and submerged surfaces even for shallow (~1cm) water depths under 

ultraviolet light fixtures. Before starting a flow event, we inserted ~0.5 gallons of dye into the 

end tank and ran the flow using a very low discharge (𝑄 = 0.002	L/min) with no sediment feed, 

which allowed the dye to disperse evenly through the tank over the course of ~12 hours of 

standby without mobilizing sediment or disturbing the delta. Overhead images of delta evolution 

were collected every minute for the entire duration of the experiment using six mounted cameras 

that bordered the experimental facility. Photos from each camera were concatenated to ensure a 

wide field of view that extended beneath railings in the facility. A single camera was devoted to 

recording a 30-second video at the start of each flow event, which was coordinated 

simultaneously with a concentrated dye pulse injection at the upstream end to characterize 

channel flow velocity.  
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An ultrasound distance meter (Massa) and laser triangulation sensor (Keyence) 

measured water surface elevation at 1-mm vertical resolution and bed topography at 0.1-mm 

resolution, respectively. Before each flow event we validated that basin sea level followed the 

experimental sea level curve (Fig. 4.2) within 0.1 mm by scanning a thin piece of floating wax 

paper at the downstream end using the laser sensor. At the beginning of each flow event we 

collected water surface elevation data, and after each event we switched off the flow and 

measured bed surface elevation.  Topographic scans included a long profile through the river and 

basin section along the flume centerline at 3-mm horizontal resolution, as well as a series of 

cross sections in the basin section perpendicular to the flume axis (3-mm resolution in the cross-

stream resolution, spaced every 15 cm in the downstream direction). The basin water level was 

maintained during bed topography scans, and data for the submerged parts of the delta were 

corrected for the refraction index of the Keyence laser beam through still water. The green color 

of the fluorescent dye in the basin ensured transmission of the red laser signal. Summed errors 

associated with vertical measurements from the instrument itself and the refraction-index 

correction were ±0.1	mm. Raw data from topographic scans were denoised using a median filter 

of kernel size 1.5 cm.  

 

4.2.3 Data analysis 

Concatenated overhead images were used to identify channel avulsion events, shoreline 

evolution, and land building and land loss during the experiment. Following previous work, we 

defined avulsions as the establishment of a new channel (the daughter channel) that captured the 

majority of flow through consecutive flow events, and the old channel (the parent channel) was 

partially or completely abandoned (Ganti et al., 2016b). Avulsion location and time were 
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determined as the location and time when the levee breach in the parent channel initiated. 

Manual identification of avulsions involved a degree of subjectivity, but our measurements for 

avulsion location have an uncertainty of less than a channel width and much less than a 

backwater length-scale, and measurements for avulsion time have an uncertainty of less than one 

minute (Ganti 2016a; 2016b). Avulsion length (𝐿") was computed as the distance along the 

parent channel from the river mouth to the avulsion location. Avulsion frequency was calculated 

using 𝑓" = 1/𝑇", where 𝑇" is the time between the current avulsion event and the previous 

avulsion event. Land building and land loss were characterized through repeated mapping of the 

delta shoreline, which was manually identified by the boundary of fluorescent green water and 

the brown sediment surface. We also independently mapped the location of the topset-foreset 

break visually; during sea-level rise we observed the shoreline retreated upstream from the 

topset-foreset break, especially on abandoned delta lobes.  

We computed channel aggradation and erosion using topographic scans at the end of each 

flow event. In the upstream river section with imposed channel width, we computed aggradation 

using the difference in channel bed elevation along the channel centerline. On the delta topset the 

channel formed its own single-thread channel.  Preliminary experiments were used to determine 

the wall spacing in the fixed-width river section that match the self-formed channel width on the 

delta top, thereby eliminating non-uniformity in the channel across this transition that occurred in 

previous experiments (Chatanantavet 2014; Ganti 2016a; 2016b).  In the self-formed channel, we 

calculated a cross-sectionally averaged bed elevation by subtracting the width-averaged channel 

depth from the mean levee height,  

𝜂# = 𝜂�bÊbb − 𝐻%	      (4.5) 
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where  𝜂�bÊbb is the mean elevation of the levees on either bank, 𝐻% = 𝐴%/𝐵% is the width-

averaged channel depth, 𝐵% is the channel top width, and 𝐴% is the computed cross-sectional area 

of the channel. Levees were identified in topographic scans using overhead images as a guide.  

 

4.2.4 Predictions from radially averaged and lobe-averaged models 

Using the radially averaged model (Eq. 4.1), we predicted changes in delta area over the 

course of the experiment. A central assumption of the radial model is that the avulsion location 

remains geographically fixed, defining the delta apex (Jerolmack, 2009; Paola et al., 2011). We 

computed model predictions for avulsion frequency using Eq. (4.3) under approximately steady-

state delta area, corresponding to aggradation at the pace of sea-level rise (𝑣_ = 𝜎).  

We also compared experimental results for avulsion location and frequency to the 

analytical model presented by Chadwick et al. (in review). This model accounts for sediment-

mass partitioning between delta-lobe topset and foreset during sea-level rise, incorporating a 

constant avulsion length scaled by the backwater length (Eq. 4.2). Compared to the radially 

averaged model, the lobe-averaged approach of Chadwick et al. (in review) requires additional 

input parameters that we measured in the experiment: the avulsion threshold 𝐻∗, the average lobe 

width 𝐵, and the number of delta lobes 𝑁 comprising the delta surface. Following Ganti et al. 

(2016b), we measured the avulsion threshold by measuring in-channel aggradation at avulsion 

from topographic scans, and dividing the aggradation thickness by the characteristic channel 

depth of 9.9 mm. We used a characteristic value of 𝑁 = 3 delta lobes, because active channels 

typically visited 1/3 of the delta surface between avulsions. Lobe width was estimated by 

dividing the lobe area by the avulsion length (𝐵 = "þ�sv
r²

, where 𝐴�a#b = 𝐴/𝑁 is the delta lobe 

area). For simplicity, surface slopes on the lobe topset and foreset are approximated as constant, 
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allowing for an analytical solution. This analytical approach shows good agreement with 

numerical simulations that allow for variable slopes and autogenic avulsion locations arising 

from variable flood discharges.  

 

4.3. RESULTS 

4.3.1 Phase A 

After an initial 18-hr period of sheet flow similar to that documented by Ganti et al. 

(2016b), flow channelized on the delta topset and the experimental delta grew through repeated 

avulsion cycles under constant sea level for the following 26 hr.  Fig. 4.3 shows experimental 

data for dry-land area over time in the experiment. We also include area of the entire delta, the 

sum of both dry and drowned zones, which is measured to the distalmost topset-foreset break. 

During Phase A, the dry land area increased at a rate of 0.084	mL/hr. Dry land area was equal to 

total land area because sea level was stable and no land was drowned. 

During Phase A, we observed 10 channel avulsions. Fig. 4.4a shows avulsion locations 

and shorelines over time overlain on a photograph captured at the end of Phase A. Avulsions 

occurred between 30-50cm downstream of the basin inlet, moving downstream over time, 

maintaining a mean avulsion length of 1.3m with a standard error of 0.06m, a minimum length of 

0.9m, and a maximum length of  1.7m (𝐿" = 1.3 ± 0.1	[0.9 − 1.7]	m). Channel avulsions 

occurred at a frequency of 𝑓" = 0.4	hr��, with a standard error of 0.1	hr��, a minimum of 

0.19	hr��, and a maximum of 1.1	hr�� (𝑓" = 0.4 ± 0.1	[0.19 − 1.1]	hr��) (Fig. 4.3). Lateral 

migration was not pronounced and was limited to 2-3 times the channel width between 

avulsions, potentially due to backwater effects which are thought to reduce migration rates on the 

Mississippi (Hudson & Kesel, 2000; J. A. Nittrouer et al., 2012). In our experiments, reduced 
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lateral migration led to the development of distinct lobs with each avulsion (Fig. 4.4a), 

similar to previous backwater-scaled experiments (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, & 

Lamb, 2016b). During Phase A, progradation of the delta caused the land area to increase from 

0.75	mL to 2.75	mL. Progradation, in turn, caused aggradation of the active channel riverbed by 

a total of ~1cm, with an average in-channel aggradation rate of 0.38 mm/hr (Fig. 4.4b). 

Aggradation was caused by basinward progradation of the delta, which maintained a constant 

riverbed slope of 𝑆 = 3.8	 × 10�S. While the quantitative results differ slightly from the previous 

experiment due to slightly different input parameters, Phase A was qualitatively consistent with 

Ganti et al. (2016) experiment with variable discharge floods. 
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Fig. 4.3: a) Planform area as a function of run time in the experiment, showing dry land area (black 
line), sum of dry and drowned areas within the distalmost topset-foreset break (black dashed line), and 
predictions according to the radially averaged model of Eq. (4.1). The area of drowned topset is 
annotated in red. Dashed vertical lines indicate the boundaries of experimental phases A through F. 
Lower panels show avulsion length (b) and avulsion frequency (c) measured over the course of the 
experiment. Dashed lines indicate boundaries of experimental phases A through F. Black points indicate 
individual avulsions. Mean (dark gray line), and range (light gray area) of values for each experimental 
phase are shown. No avulsions were observed during Phase D, Phase F, or the initial sheet-flow period 
of the experiment before run time of 18 hr. 
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 Fig. 4.4: a) Photograph of the experimental delta during Phase A, overlain with avulsion sites 

(yellow circles) and shorelines (gray lines) through time. Initial shoreline (white dashed line) and final 
shoreline (white solid line) for the phase are also shown. Numbers on avulsion sites indicate their 
chronological order. b) Long-profile evolution of the main channel of the experimental delta during Phase 
A. Bed topography (black) is shown for the start (dashed line) and end (solid line) of the phase, with 
synthetic stratigraphy shown in gray. Blue solid line shows end of phase levee-topography (in the basin 
section) and low flow water surface (in the river section), which were approximately equal. Sea level is 
shown in a thin blue horizontal line. c-h) same as a and b, but for experimental phases B, C, and D.  
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 Fig. 4.5: Same as Fig. 4.4, but here shown for experimental phases E and F.  
 
 

Fig. 4.6 provides an example of a typical avulsion cycle during each experimental phase, 

with the exception of Phases D and F when no avulsions occurred. Under constant sea-level 

conditions (Phase A), river-mouth progradation drove delta topset aggradation similar to 

previous backwater-scaled experiments (Fig. 4.6a-b) (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, 

Fuller, et al., 2016; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, & Lamb, 2016b). Aggradation rate 

and depositional thickness were maximized midway through the backwater zone corresponding 

to 𝐿" = 0.5𝐿#. Avulsions occurred when the site of maximum aggradation reached a threshold 

thickness of ~38% of the channel depth (𝐻∗ = )�"þþ
)*

= 0.38 ± 0.13, where ± indicates a standard 

deviation), which is within error the same avulsion threshold observed in constant-sea level 

experiments of backwater-scaled deltas (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, & Lamb, 

2016b). We observed convex-up bed topography within one backwater-length of the shoreline, 

which is associated with backwater-scaled avulsion nodes driven by variable discharges 

(Chadwick et al., 2019).   
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 Fig. 4.6: a) Photograph of the experimental delta during a representative avulsion cycle during Phase A, 

overlain with avulsion site (yellow circle), initial shoreline (white dashed line) and final shoreline (white 
solid line). Parent channel, daughter channel, and measured avulsion length are annotated.  Numbers on 
avulsion sites indicate their chronological order. b) Long-profile evolution of the main channel during 
the same representative avulsion cycle in Phase A. Bed topography (black) is shown for the start 
(dashed line) and end (solid line) of the cycle, with synthetic stratigraphy shown in gray. Initial levee 
(blue dashed line) and final levee (blue solid line) are also shown. Sea level is shown in a thin blue 
horizontal line. c-h) same as a and b, but for experimental phases B, C, and E.  
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4.3.2 Phase B 

Starting at 43.3 hours of experimental run time, Phase B began and sea level rose at a rate 

of 0.25 mm/hr for the next 38.6 hr. Land-building continued during sea-level rise in Phase B, 

albeit at a slower pace of 0.057	mL/hr (Fig. 4.3). Furthermore, sea-level rise caused temporary 

drowning of inactive lobes such that, at a given time, roughly 1	mL of the land area was 

submerged. Active deltas periodically replenished zones with sediment, and also prograded the 

distal-most topset-foreset break basinward. 

 During this time, we observed 22 avulsion events, which occurred ~50% more 

frequently compared to stable sea-level conditions (𝑓" = 0.57 ± 0.1	[0.17 − 1.8]	hr��) due to 

higher aggradation rates (Fig. 4.3). Avulsions maintained an approximately constant avulsion 

length during Phase B (𝐿" = 1.3 ± 0.1	[1.0 − 1.9]	m) which was statistically similar to Phase A. 

Despite a constant avulsion length, avulsion locations were geographically more variable, within 

a domain 0.1 − 1m downstream of the tank inlet (Fig. 4.3). Variable avulsion locations were 

accompanied by decimeter-scale fluctuations in the shoreline position; the shoreline moved 

basinward near the active channel mouth due to progradation, but moved landward on inactive 

delta lobes, similar to the Mississippi (Fig. 4.1). Although the total area of delta topset increased 

from 2.75	mL to 4.68	mL due to net progradation during Phase B, roughly ~1mL of delta topset 

was submerged at any given time. In long profile, the combination of progradation and 0.96	cm 

of sea-level rise induced approximately 1.64	cm of channel-bed aggradation (Fig. 4.4d), both on 

the delta topset and in the river section. Progradation was less than in Phase A (Fig. 4.4d) 

because that sediment was sequestered on the delta top at an aggradation rate of 0.43 mm/hr, 

which was ~10% greater than in Phase A. Higher aggradation rates caused avulsions to occur 
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more frequently at a similar avulsion threshold compared to Phase A (Fig. 4.3) (𝐻∗ = 0.26 ±

0.14). 

 

4.3.3 Phase C 

Phase C initiated at 82 hours of experimental run time and was associated with an 

increase in sea-level rise rate to 1 mm/hr. Increased sea-level rise caused a decrease in dry land 

area over time (Fig. 4.3). An actively avulsing main channel continued to distribute sediment 

among drowning zones, similar to Phase B, but unlike Phase B the active lobe was no longer 

able to prograde to the distal-most topset-foreset break, and so over time the distalmost zones 

stopped receiving sediment. The active channel in Phase C never prograded beyond the distal-

most topset-foreset break built during earlier phases (Fig. 4.4f). Furthermore, much of the old 

topset was drowned by sea-level rise, and the dry-land area decreased from ~3.5	mL to ~1.9	mL. 

Sea level rose by a total of 1.9 cm during this phase, and was accompanied by a comparable 

amount of aggradation (1.6 cm) in the main topset channel and river section (Fig. 4.4f).   

We observed 16 avulsions over the 18.9-hr duration of this phase. Avulsions occurred 

~50% more frequently than in Phase B, and more than twice as frequently compared to stable 

sea-level conditions in Phase A (𝑓" = 0.84 ± 0.11	[0.61 − 2.2]	hr��) (Fig. 4.3). Avulsions 

occurred when the channel had aggraded to an avulsion threshold of 𝐻∗ = 0.24 ± 0.7, 

comparable to that of Phases A and B (Fig. 4.3). Also similar to Phases A and B, we observed a 

constant avulsion length (𝐿" = 1.2 ± 0.06	[0.83	1.7]	m) and a wide geographical spread of 

avulsion locations driven by intermittent advance and retreat of the shoreline. 
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4.3.4 Phase D 

We initiated Phase D at 100.87 hr of experimental run time, and sea level was raised at 4 

mm/hr for the subsequent 4 hours. Rapid sea-level rise completely drowned the delta within the 

first hour, and dry land area was reduced to zero.  Unlike all earlier phases, no avulsions 

occurred (Fig. 4.4g). Sediment deposition was mostly restricted to the confined river section 

where avulsions were not allowed (Fig. 4.4h). Sea level rose by a total height of 1.6 cm during 

Phase D, but the channel bed only aggraded by ~0.69 cm at a rate limited by the sediment 

supply. River mouth retreat was associated with a series of upstream-dipping mouth bar deposits 

(Fig. 4.4h).  

 

4.3.5 Phase E 

Starting at 105 hrs of experimental run time, we commenced Phase E and lowered sea 

level at a rate of 𝜎 = −0.1	mm/hr for 35 hours. Sea-level fall allowed for a resumption of delta 

growth (Fig. 4.3; Fig. 4.5). During the first period of Phase E (run time 105 hr to 128.5 hr), the 

delta prograded across the drowned delta topset from Phases C and D. Because water depths 

were shallow over drowned zones, progradation was rapid and dry land area increased rapidly, at 

over twice the rate compared to Phase A (0.17	mL/hr). Land growth slowed down upon 

reaching the distalmost topset-foreset break starting at 128.5 hr of run time, because the river 

resumed progradation into comparatively deep water on the experimental basin floor. 

Despite sea level fall during Phase E, we observed rapid delta growth and aggradation for 

20 avulsion cycles. Avulsion locations translated downstream over time in tandem with shoreline 

progradation, maintaining a constant avulsion length of 𝐿" = 1.3 ± 0.1	[1.1 − 2.0]	m, 

comparable to that of Phases A− C (Fig. 4.3). Avulsions occurred at a frequency of 𝑓" = 0.57 ±
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0.10	[0.12 − 1.13]	hr�� (Fig. 4.3). Similar to earlier phases, avulsion was associated with a 

spatial maximum in channel aggradation and a convex-up bed topography in the backwater zone 

(Fig. 4.6). We found avulsions occurred when the site of maximum aggradation reached ~18% of 

the channel depth (𝐻∗ = 0.18 ± 0.08), which is less than the avulsion threshold observed during 

Phases 𝐴 − 𝐶.  

We observed changes in delta growth and avulsion midway during Phase E. During the 

first part of Phase E, from run times of 105 − 128.5 hr, land area grew rapidly (4.2	mL in 

23.5	hr). Growth was rapid because the active channel was building land into shallow water 

(~1.6 cm water depth) over the drowned delta topset from Phases C and D (Fig. 4.5b). During 

the second part of Phase E (128.5 hr to 140 hr), land building was significantly slower (1mL in 

11.5 hr) because the active channel overtook the distal-most topset-foreset break, and resumed 

progradation into deep water over the sediment-free basin floor (~8.6 cm water depth). 

Avulsions were more frequent during the initial period of delta growth (𝑓" = 0.6 ±

0.6	[0.13 − 1.13]	hr��) compared to the subsequent period of reduced progradation (𝑓" =

0.52 ± 0.06	[0.40 − 0.77]	hr��) (Fig. 4.3). Over the entire duration of Phase E, the main 

channel aggraded by ~1.4 cm (rate) despite 0.35 cm of sea-level fall due to progradation (Fig. 

4.5b)  

 

4.3.6 Phase F 

The final experimental phase, Phase F, began at 140 hours of run time and was associated 

with accelerated sea-level fall at a rate of 2 mm/hr for 23.5 hr. During this time, rapid sea-level 

fall and associated shallowing of the offshore basin depth allowed for accelerated land-building 

at 0.12 mL/hr. No channel avulsions occurred (Fig. 4.5c). Instead, the channel carved a valley 
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into underlying delta deposits to a depth of 5.16 cm, roughly 5 times the channel depth (Fig. 

4.5d). The delta rapidly prograded during this phase, building 2.46	mL of dry land downstream 

of the previous shoreline at the valley mouth. Progradation during sea-level fall was 

accompanied by a sequence of autogenic terrace development, similar to that documented in fan 

delta experiments during sea-level fall (Muto & Steel, 2004b). The experiment was concluded at 

163.5 hr of experimental run time, when the river mouth had prograded to the downstream end of 

the ocean basin.  

 

4.3.7 Predictions from radially averaged and lobe-averaged models 

We compared experimental results for avulsion frequency against predictions using a 

radially averaged model (Eq. 4.1) and predictions using a lobe-averaged model (Chadwick et al., 

in review) of delta-sediment mass balance. We found that using the radially averaged model 

consistently underpredicted observations of avulsion frequency, consistent with recent modeling 

by Chadwick et al. (in review) (Fig. 4.7). This is because radially averaged models, which 

assume 𝑣_ = 𝜎, do not account for the additional aggradation contributed by progradation. In 

contrast, the lobe-averaged model provides a reliable prediction of the observed avulsion 

frequencies within a factor of 2. The lobe-averaged model accounts for aggradation caused by 

progradation and sea-level rise, and shows that higher avulsion frequency during Phases B and C 

were due to higher sea-level rise rates. Avulsions are also expected in Phase D during drowning 

of the delta, but we did not observe this in our experiment because avulsions were not possible in 

the confined-width section. The lobe-averaged model also correctly predicts avulsions were 

prevented during rapid sea-level fall in Phase F, but continued to occur during slow sea-level fall 

in Phase E. Avulsion frequency was higher during Phase E compared to constant sea-level 
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conditions (Phase A) because of a reduced avulsion threshold, which is consistent with lobe-

averaged model predictions.    

 
 Fig. 4.7: Normalized avulsion frequency 𝑓"∗ as a function of normalized relative sea-level rise rate 𝜎∗, 

showing mean and range of experimental observations (black squares with error bars), radially-averaged 
model predictions (pink area; Eq. 4.1) and lobe-averaged model predictions (Gray shaded area; 
Chadwick et al., in review).  

 

We also compared our results for dry land area and total land area against radially 

averaged model predictions of Eq. (4.1). Although radially averaged models are commonly used 

to estimate changes in dry land area on natural deltas (Giosan, 2014; W. Kim et al., 2009; Paola 

et al., 2011), we found that Eq. (4.1) more closely followed the total land area, that is, the sum of 

dry land and drowned land (Fig. 4.3). This is because the radially averaged model assumes 

sediment supply is distributed evenly and instantaneously across the delta top. Thus, contrary to 

observations in our experiments and on natural deltas (Fig. 4.1), Eq. (4.1) assumes all delta lobes 

are active at a given time and no land is temporarily lost on abandoned delta lobes.  

The radially averaged model also overpredicted the growth of total delta topset area 

during rapid sea-level fall in experimental Phase F. This is because Eq. (4.1) assumes that, 

during sea level fall, the entire delta topset area is eroded uniformly, and furthermore that eroded 

sediment is redistributed towards foreset progradation. However, in our experiment the channel 
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carved a valley along the flume centerline and abandoned the rest of the delta topset (Fig. 

4.5), and so only a small portion of earlier deposits were repurposed towards progradation.  

 

4.4. DISCUSSION 

4.4.1 Comparison to previous experiments and field observations 

Our study provides the first documentation of a backwater-scaled experimental delta 

subjected to sea-level changes. Similar to previous experiments of low-sloping deltas, 

aggradation under constant sea-level conditions was set by back-filling due to progradation 

(Hoyal & Sheets, 2009). Sea-level rise enhanced delta top aggradation, resulting in more 

frequent avulsions, consistent with experiments (Li et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2009; Yu et al., 

2017) and field observations on the Rhine-Meuse delta (Stouthamer & Berendsen, 2001; 

Törnqvist, 1994). Importantly, back-filling due to progradation did not control the avulsion 

location in our experiment (Hoyal & Sheets, 2009; Zheng et al., 2019). Instead, avulsions 

occurred at a constant distance upstream of the shoreline scaled by the backwater-length (Eq. 

4.2) because our experiment incorporated subcritical Froude numbers and variable flood 

discharges, consistent with the findings of Ganti et al. (2016a; 2016b). Thus, our results support 

the notion that backwater-scaled avulsion nodes originate from the competition between variable 

flood discharges in the backwater zone (Chadwick et al., 2019; Chatanantavet et al., 2012), even 

on deltas where back-filling is present such as the Yellow River delta (Moodie et al., 2019; 

Zheng et al., 2019).  

The avulsion node in our experiment translated downstream with shoreline progradation 

to maintain a constant avulsion length, similar to the backwater-controlled experiment of Ganti et 

al. (2016b) conducted under constant sea level, and consistent with field observations of the 
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Yellow River Delta (Ganti et al., 2014). Importantly, avulsion lengths in our experiment 

remained constant across a wide range of sea-level rise and fall rates, and the avulsion node 

migrated landward during shoreline transgression, which has not previously been documented in 

field or experimental studies. This new finding contrasts sharply to previous experiments of 

alluvial fans and fan-deltas, where avulsion location was geographically fixed by a tank inlet 

boundary condition (Hajek et al., 2010; W. Kim, 2006; Muto et al., 2016; Reitz & Jerolmack, 

2012; Reitz et al., 2010). While fan deltas and alluvial fans are known to respond to sea-level rise 

by shrinking in size following the radially averaged model (Eq. 4.1), our experimental results 

suggest lowland deltas respond fundamentally differently, maintaining a constant size scaled 

with the backwater length during sea-level change, because the avulsion node migrates 

basinward and landward in tandem with the shoreline.  

 

4.4.2 Comparison to existing models 

Our experimental results reproduce backwater-scaled avulsion nodes originating from 

variable floods in the backwater zone, showing support for recently developed models that 

incorporate backwater hydrodynamics into processes of delta lobe construction and avulsion 

(Chadwick et al., 2019; Moodie et al., 2019; Chadwick et al., in review). The model of Chadwick 

et al. (in review) accurately estimates avulsion frequency in our experiment within a factor of 2 

across a wide range of sea-level rise rates, and also correctly predicts when avulsions continue or 

halt under conditions of sea-level fall. Based on reliable performance in the prediction of 

avulsions, we advocate future application of such models for forecasting avulsion hazards on 

deltas, as well as for the development similar models in the future to apply to land-loss problems.  
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Results also illustrate the limitations of radially averaged models (Eq. 4.1). At the 

crux of the radially averaged approach is the assumption that the avulsion node is geographically 

fixed, setting the delta apex (Jerolmack, 2009; Paola et al., 2011). As a result, the radially 

averaged model predicts deltas respond to sea-level rise by shrinking the topset area until 

aggradation matches pace with sea-level rise (𝑣_ = 𝜎), which combined with Eq. (4.3) results in 

a linear increase in avulsion frequency with sea-level rise rate (𝑓" = 𝜎/𝐻∗𝐻%). While this 

behavior adequately describes alluvial fans and fan deltas, our results indicate it is inadequate for 

lowland deltas, which are characterized by a constant delta size set by the backwater-scaled 

avulsion length (Eq. 4.2) (Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, 

Fuller, et al., 2016; Ganti et al., 2014). In our experiment, avulsion length remained constant 

during sea-level rise and fall, and so aggradation rate and avulsion frequency were not set by 

changes in delta area, but instead by the competition between progradation, sea-level rise, and 

the sediment supply, consistent with the lobe-averaged approach of Chadwick et al. (in review) 

(Fig. 4.7). Although radially averaged models are typically applied to estimate dry land growth 

and loss on lowland deltas (W. Kim et al., 2009; Paola et al., 2011), in our experiment the 

radially averaged model more closely tracked the sum of both dry land and drowned areas. The 

area of drowned land is significant in our experimental data (Fig. 4.3) and in nature (Fig. 4.1), on 

account of low surface-sloopes. However, this limitation of the radially averaged model has not 

been characterized in previous experiments, perhaps because steep slopes in early experiments 

minimize land loss for an incremental increase in sea-level.  

Our experimental results show agreement with recent Delft3D modeling of the Goose 

River delta (Nijhuis et al., 2015), showing avulsions may continue to occur during sea-level fall. 

Interestingly, higher sea-level fall rates led to more frequent avulsions in Delft3D simulations, a 
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trend that is not observed in our experiments or in existing lobe-averaged models (Chadwick 

et al., in review) (Fig. 4.7). However, our experiments do show evidence for reduced avulsion 

thresholds during sea-level fall, which could conceivably cause more frequent avulsions if 

aggradation rate was relatively steady (Eq. 4.3) (Moodie et al., 2019). We reason that, in our 

experiments, the reduced avulsion threshold may be attributed to increased superelevation of the 

channel during sea-level fall: as sea level falls, all paths to the shoreline become steeper, and thus 

overbank flows may be capable of triggering avulsions more easily.  

In contrast to our experiments, many sophisticated 2-D and 3-D numerical modeling 

studies exhibit a geographically fixed avulsion node (Caldwell & Edmonds, 2014; Edmonds et 

al., 2010; Gao et al., 2019; Geleynse et al., 2011a; Liang, Geleynse, et al., 2015; Liang, Kim, et 

al., 2016; Liang, Van Dyk, et al., 2016b; Liang, Voller, et al., 2015; Van De Lageweg & 

Slangen, 2017). Although these models contain the relevant physics to produce backwater 

hydrodynamics, they are often conducted under constant discharges that preclude the emergence 

of backwater-scaled avulsion nodes (Chadwick et al., 2019; Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-

Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016). Furthermore, such modeling studies have generally been focused 

on deltaic processes at spatial scales much less than the backwater length scale, such as mouth-

bar bifurcation (Edmonds & Slingerland, 2007; Salter et al., 2018), and so model domains are 

typically smaller than the backwater length-scale. Importantly, if a delta has not grown to a size 

comparable to its backwater length-scale, then backwater-scaled avulsions are not possible and 

avulsions will be tied to the upstream boundary condition, as documented in the early stages of a 

backwater-controlled delta experiment (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, & Lamb, 

2016a). In order to resolve the effect of sea-level rise on avulsion location in Delft3D and similar 
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models, future work should incorporate variable flood discharges and a model domain that is 

larger than the backwater length.  

 

4.4.3 Implications for predicting avulsion hazards 

Our results provide support for the expectation that the most-likely site of future avulsion 

hazards is the location of maximum channel-bed aggradation within the backwater zone (Fig. 

4.6), consistent with the hypothesis of Chatanantavet et al. (2012). A constant avulsion length 

was observed across a wide range of sea-level rise and fall conditions in our experiment, and was 

found to be equal to the avulsion length under stable sea level (𝐿" = 0.5𝐿#). This suggests 

previous avulsion lengths observed on natural deltas are a good indicator of future avulsion 

lengths, even though relative-sea level conditions are changing dramatically due to 

anthropogenic greenhouse effects and coastal subsidence. Importantly, shoreline fluctuations 

during sea-level rise have the potential to spread avulsion locations over a broader zone, even 

though 𝐿" may remain constant (Fig. 4.3). This suggests avulsion hazard mitigation on natural 

deltas may need to be expanded into new reaches upstream and downstream that were not 

previously in danger of avulsion. Because the distance between the shoreline and the avulsion 

location is expected to remain constant, expansion of mitigation efforts should be prioritized in 

zones where shoreline change is rapid.  

Our results also warn of increased frequency of avulsion hazards in the face of relative 

sea-level rise, consistent with recent modeling work (Chadwick et al., in review). As rates 

increase, sea-level rise enhances aggradation rates and causes channels to reach the avulsion 

threshold more quickly (Fig. 4.3; Fig 7). However, this effect is expected to become less 

pronounced at very extreme rise rates (𝜎∗ ≥ 1), where aggradation rates are limited by the 
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sediment input. This secenario also introduces new hazards associated with upstream 

translation of the avulsion node and drowning of the coastal plain.  

Experimental results suggest cycles of lobe-building and avulsion also mediate natural 

hazards relating to coastal land loss during sea-level rise. Similar to observations on the 

Mississippi (Fig. 4.1) (Gagliano et al., 1981), the majority of land loss observed in our 

experiments was focused on abandoned delta lobes, which were starved of sediment between 

avulsions. Drowning on abandoned lobes was periodically counteracted when avulsions rerouted 

the channel to drowned zones. During Phase B, we observed a consistent land area (~1mL) was 

drowned at a given time, even though the delta was on average progradational (Fig. 4.3). This 

implies that even deltas with ample sediment supply are susceptible to land loss, especially on 

managed deltas where man-made infrastructure inhibits avulsion. Furthermore, results indicate 

that identifying where to reroute sediment in man-made diversions may be more crucial than the 

size of the diversion itself. Because lobes on large lowland deltas can be abandoned for hundreds 

to thousands of years, transient land loss is effectively permanent for the purposes of human 

settlement and infrastructure. We reason future work should be focused on characterizing the 

rates and scales of transient drowning on lowland river deltas. 

 

4.5. CONCLUSIONS 

We conducted a delta experiment scaled to incorporated backwater hydrodynamics and 

investigated delta evolution across a range of relative sea-level rise and fall rates. We present 

results for delta land area, channel hydrodynamics and sedimentation, and avulsion location and 

frequency from this experiment, and compare results to model predictions using radially-

averaged and lobe-averaged approaches. Results indicate that  
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1. Channel avulsions occurred at a persistent spatial node corresponding to an avulsion 

length of 𝐿" = 0.5𝐿# regardless of sea-level rise or fall and similar to previous constant 

sea-level experiments (Ganti, Chadwick, Hassenruck-Gudipati, Fuller, et al., 2016). To 

maintain a constant avulsion length, the avulsion node translated downstream in tandem 

with shoreline progradation and migrated upstream in tandem with shoreline retreat. 

Furthermore, avulsions occurred across a wider range of locations when sea-level rise 

caused transient shoreline advance and retreat. 

2. Channel avulsions occurred more frequently at higher sea-level rise rates (Phases 𝐴 − 𝐶), 

up to a limit where delta retreat restricted deposition to within the river section where the 

channel was artificially embanked and avulsion was impossible (Phase 𝐷). Avulsions 

resumed during moderate sea-level fall (Phase 𝐸) and were caused by river mouth 

progradation, but avulsions were prevented during rapid sea-level fall (Phase 𝐹) because 

the river incised a valley with a relief of ~5 channel depths.  Avulsion frequency is 

consistently underestimated by radially averaged sediment mass balance (Eq. 4.1), but 

well-predicted using a lobe-averaged approach according to Chadwick et al., (in review).  

3. The amount of dry land in our experiment was less than predicted by radially averaged 

models, suggesting that natural deltas may be in more danger than previously estimated. 

This deficit arose because abandoned delta lobes were starved of sediment between 

avulsions, and as a result experienced transient drowning due to sea-level rise, similar to 

the Mississippi (Fig. 4.1). The radially-averaged model more closely followed the 

evolution of the distalmost topset-foreset break, including drowned zones.  
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